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OPPOSITIONS ii attempts to widen
the basis of our ciiscourse by publishing
theoretical developments taken at
different moments in historl' frr-rm
Germany and France; specifically
through our presentation of two
articles, one dealing with the evolution
of critical clesign the<-rr1' at the
Hochschule fiir Gestaltung at Ulm, the
other ilealing with the part pla;1ed by
Jean Giraudoux in "national socialist"
circles in France. Of particular import
is the article on Giraudoux rvhich
throws new light on the development of
CIAM ideology both before and after
the publication of Lc Chrrfit, d'Athines
in 1933.

The historicalside of OPPOSITIONS 3
is complemented by a theoretical essay
by the Italian critic Manfredo Tafuri,
by Charles Moore's criticism of Werner
Seligmann's housing in Ithaca and by
two further theoretical pieces-a little
known study on sl/mmetry by William
Huff which we have reproduced here in
facsimile and a short essay by Rem
Koolhaas which attempts to capture
something of the bizarre climate that
attended the heyday of the Art Deco in
Nev."'York.

It is probably some measure of the
general cultural predicament of the
twentieth century that architecture,
whose traditional object has been
largely lost, should have also become a

convenient scapegoat for the
disfunctions of society. Hardly a day
passes but that the practice of
architecture is not taken to task for its
manifest failures, and it makes little
difference whether this criticism

Editorial Statemenl

comes from the liberal right or left.
For where the former in the name of an
assumed populism will level the charge
of elitism against design; the latter, in
the name of social injustice rvill
challenge architecture po'.sc as the
traditional agent of repression. At face
value, this criticism of the time
honored role ofarchitecture can harclly
be refuted, but at the same time. the
preemptive nature ofthis attack
affords little indication as to horn the
human environment is to be structured
in a significant wa1'.

Given that the dominant mode of
production and consumption has little
use for architecture in any profouncl
sense, we are more than commonly
aware of the need to justify the
existence of a magazine, which persists
in attempting to offer a critical
discourse on a subject matter whose
essence and meaning are oniy too
marginal to the basic interests of the
society at large. A prevailing sense of
skepticism compels us to question and
re-question where we stand in respect
to such a dilemma both collectively and
independently and to ask ourselves
what, if anything, constitutes the
common factor of our editorial position.

It has gradually become clear to us
that we are sharply divided as to the
importance which each of us attaches
to the relationship of architecture and
society. While even those of us who
tend to stress this factor are split again
as to the editoriai stance we should
adopt in respect Lo such an issue. In the
last analysis there are perhaps only
two factors that hold us together,

apart from our mutual awareness of
the marginal role played by
architecture in a society dedicated to
consumption: firstly, a faith in the
importance of architecture as a poetic
manifestation and secondly, a belief in
the importance of criticism as a
necessary force set in perennial
opposition to the established values of
an empirically oriented society. Beyond
this limited area of agreement our
respective positions as editors are of
more consequence for the way in which
they differ than for what they have in
common.

In short we have become increasingly
aware of the impossibility of writing a
joint editorial with the result that we
have come to the resolution that this
will be our last common effort. Given
that from now on eclitorials will be
written and signed individually, all we
can do for the moment is to identify the
issues which each one of us will take
up. The following points may be taken
as defining a common area of debate:

1. As a preliminary to formulating a

model for the relationship of
architecture and society, we wiii each
try to indicate in turn the way in which
different cultural and ideological
circumstances have shaped our
rlivergent views as Lo the trottrre of-

a rclt i t e ct tt t'e ct tt cl sr rc i et t1.

2. We will each attempt to formulate
in turn the role o.l'theory irt t'elcttion to
practict:and the manner in which this
relalionship is able to exert an
influence over architectural
production.



3. We will also attempt to establish flze

esseilce o.l'the nature o.f architecture as

a critical agertt and the degree to
which this critique is affected by an

opposition between the human
iifeworld and the idea of "progress."

4. Finally we will try to engage the
issue as to whether architecture is
subject in the last analysis to an

overriding cultural or existential
determinant or as to whether il is
limited solely by a universal construct
of the mind.

In subsequent editorials various and

different aspects of this discourse will
be examined in detail by each of the
editors in turn. The presentation ofa
divergence of opinion united only in a
common belief in the value of
architecture as a critical agent
mitigating the dominating influence of
empiricism.

Peter Eisenman
Kenneth Frampton
Mario Gandelsonas



Oppositions After a New Architecture:
The Best Shape for a Chimera

Charles Moore

The Elm Street Housing by Werner
Seligmann for the New York State
Urban Development Corporation has
already been widely published. Our
intention here in publishing it once
again is not so much to record, as it is
to provide a critique of the work in its
own terms. But further, in selecting
Charles Moore to atLempt this critique
we were proposing that architects
themselves not only should provide
such criliques but also should see this
work as an essential part of their
ongoing activity. The fact that Moore
has in the past done work which on the
surface seems ideologically opposed to
the Elm Street Housing seemed an
initial basis for such a critique. Yet
while Moore's text displays his own
modesty of styie and gentieness of
manner as well as unquestionable
insight, it fails to address certain
issues over which we feel Moore
and Seligmann stand opposed.

First, Seligmann's housing makes its
appearance as a cultural object against
the backdrop of recent housing
which could be used to situate it in a
critical framework. Second, the
housing makes a strong statement
about lhe nature of a suburban life-
style and posits an alternative. Third,
the housing is an evocative image
which certainly raises the issue of
metaphor and symbol-both public and
private-and the potential for housing
to play a part in the iconic realm.

Here, despite lhe general validity and
the evident sensitivity of much of
Moore's criticism, a ll of these issues
are still regrettabty teft unenjoined.

Charles Moore was born in Michigan in 1

1925. He received his M.F.A. and Ph.D.
at Princeton University. He taught at
Princeton University and the
University of California, Berkeley, and
was Chairman of the Department of
Architecture at Yale University
(1965-68); Dean of Architecture and
Planning at Yale (1969-71); Professor
at Yale University l97l-70; and is
currently Professor at the University
of California, Los Angeles. He has been
in partnership practice since 1961,

forming his own practice in 1970. His
recent built works include Church
Streel South housing, New Haven
(1970); low-cost housing, Middietown,
Conn. (1970); housing in Orono, Maine
097D; Kresge College, University of
California at Santa Cruz (1973); and
housing at Huntington, Long Island
197q. He is co-author with Donlyn
Lyndon and Gerald Allen of The Place
o.f Houses to be published this fall.



Figure 1. Elm Street Hottsing, Ithaca,
New York. Werner Seligmawt and
Associates, architects, 1 97 1. Stepped
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Werner Seligmann and Associates of Cortiand, New York
have lately designed and very lately gotten built 235 units of
moderate-income housing in Ithaca, New York, for the New
York State Urban Development Corporation under the
Federal Housing Authority's 236 program (not presently ac-
tive). During the last years of the Great Society, this pro-
vided a federal subsidy which in effect reduced interest rates
to I perceni to allow people of limited income to rent new
dwellings they could not have afforded on the open market.
The project, calle<l the LIDC Ithaca Scatterecl Site Housing
Project, Elm Street site, has attracted considerable atten-
tion, with a cover on I'ro11ressitt, Arcltitectu le magazine and
a lot of spirited discussion among architects and, I gather,
the residents of Ithaca, due to its powerful but controversial
(that is to say suspect) images.

The editors of Oppctsitioris askecl me lo write aboul the Elm
Street housing partly because I har.e also been the architect
of moderate-income subsidized housing projects, one of
which made it as well to the cover of I'rogressiue Architec-
/to'c, partly because my projects look altogether unlike
Seligmann's, and because some of my published attitudes
have revealed some hostility to the kind of modern architec-
ture orthodoxy he espouses. I said I wouid write about the
project and went to Ithaca (where I had never been before)
not knowing what to expect, nor even if I would be a sym-
pathetic observer. I had reacl the piece in Prr.rqizssrle Archi-
tecttLre, admired the handsome photographs, been angered
by the site plan, and confused by the critique, which seemed
at once a paean, a plug (for the UDC), and an apology ("It is

unfortunate that burlget limitations do not allou' more
amenities in publicly assisted housing.")l My journey added
more layers of conflict: I enjoyed my visit, and felt
altogether sympathetic to the concerns Seligmann described
as he showed me around; I was astonished at the vigor with
which some other (obviously anonymous) architects in town
loathed the project; and I kept on realizing lhat I couldn't, or
wouldn't make the formal choices Seligmann's group had. I
then wrote a paper saying rather vaguely about architec-
tural language that pu.rity is bunk, and Oppositiori,s'editors
asked me please to say what i realiy meant. This is an at-
tempt to do that, confused by the suspicion that though lhe
battle lines have been so badly drawn and often seem not to

exist, thev reall.l'- are lying about somewhere.

I shall arrange my reactions in three parts: first, some
wonder about the subsidizecl housing project as a type; sec-
ond, some concerns about the images and influences present
in this one; and third, a look inside the project itself.

First the format. For something like forty years, the Federal
Housing Authority has been guaranteeing mortgages on

single-family houses in the suburbs for middle-income peo-
ple, in what amounts to a giant subsidy for those rich enough
to qualify. Now this has had some desirable effects if you like
suburbs, and some disastrous ones, helping as it did lo bring
on the death of the cities with the separation of subsidized
middle-income, single-family dwellers from those too poor to
merit subsidy, who were abandoned in the city's heart where
mortgages were not available. After urban renewal had
delivered the coup cle grice to the city center, and the poor
seemed restless, a rather pallid system of supports was de-
signed (FHA 221(d)3, 235, 236, and others) to dole out
mortgage subsidies for renlal or co-op housing, exacting as
return for the gift a set of agreements meant to prevent the
poor from profiting from their houses, as their economic bet-
Lers had. (Thanks to long-range inflation, of course, a little
house bought for $500 down in 1947 might have been worth
$30,000 in 1967 when the mortgage was paid off, so the fortu-
nate owners might retire to Florida, while a family who
hadn't qualified for the FHA mortgage insurance, having
spenl aboul the same monthiy amount for rental housing,
could "retire" with nothing.)

Thanks to this bad new deal there is a lot of "antsiness"
about nomenclalure. "Project" is a mildly dirly word, hint-
ing at lhe separation of the people locked in this bargain
from their home-owning neighbors, who may object to their
color or their kids. "Village" is an okay word, with overtones
of permissible, even laudable ethnicity, and the expectation
of some kind of rich connections among neighbors. Seligmann
and I both use "village" and are dismayed when, for instance,
the laundry rooms we had seen as a kind of village pump are
vandalized by the tenants' children, then locked up by lhe
management whose real desire is for a board room.

o
d



4 This snarl about what I think is an unfair and unworkable
system is nol directed at Werner Seligmann. Students of '68
would of course have said that it is wrong for him or me to
build within such a system instead of burning down its build-
ings. I disagree, and applaud any attempt to make a better
environment with the architecturai means at hand. Bul I
have to nole lhat any 236 project, even the best, is not a hap-
py autonomous village, with quaint festivals on iis green, nor
is it a seamless patch on the urban fabric. What, then, Is the
best shape for a chimera?

It may seem a bit bizarre, lhis search for an image for a

program we scarcely admit to and don't believe in; and more
than a little disquieting to suspect that it is (or was, until the
subsidized programs were cut off, in favor of nothing), the
closest thing to a socially responsible commission an archi-
tect is likely to get. Response to the problem certainly seems

. (to me, anyway) to call for all the complexity and contratlic-
) tion one can summon up. My own responses veer loward

what Vincent Scully has called the "Belgian viliage" ap-
proach, after the entertainment areas at some World's Fairs,
where special efforts are made lo fray or disguise the edges
(between the real and ttre unreal?), and to cook up as rich a
stew of images as possible. Seligmann heads in the opposile
direclion, toward the simplest ancl clearest images he can
muster. That is eilher very cool, or is some kind of embar-
rassment. I wanlecl to think it was cool: all the Ithacans I
talked to were of the other opinion.

The Elm Street housing connections back in lime are clear
enough, documented, in fact, by the editors of this magazine
who have limned, in The Museum of Modern Art's exhibition
'Another Chance For Housing", a lineage from Le Cor-
busier's Roq et Rob housing of 1948 at Cap Martin through
Atelier 5's famous Siediung Halen of 1962 near Bern, past a
1966 competition entry for the Portsdown Housing Competi-
tion by Brawne, Gold, and Jones (fig.6). The pre-sent case

renclers them strong homage. But this proud lineage is a new
thing, high above Cayuga's waters. Ilhaca is a slightl;y grub-
by town (at least in the early spring), but a very picturesque
and highly regarded place whose separate, darkish, rather
high houses sit among their trees overlooking the splendid
valley with an iniiifference which seems stutlied anrl is, at
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Figure 2. Elm Street Housitto, Ithaca,
Neu York. Wenter Selignrann and
Associates, architects, 1g71. Site plart,
ctriginal schente.

FiErre 3. Elet,atiort, original scheDte.

Figure 4. El eu atiort, i nt ern t edi ate
scheme.

FiEtre 5. Model, orilqinal scherrre.
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ieast in spots, being carefully preserve(l. The enthusiastic
appearance on a pat't of'that hill (visible from ail over lown)
of a white rectangle of'exotic descent, known to be a project
firll of poor people, was greelerl, one galhers, with ab<-rut the
same enthusiasm that hari met the advent of the Dutch lllm
blight. One of the problems, I suspect, is that the scheme,
quite clearly bonlerecl top and bottom by special buildings, is

scarcell, modulated from side to side, so that it looks (though

this look is belietl bv a closer look at the contours) as if lhe
white rectangle coulil-antl is about to-spread sidera'ays.

I had come to Ithaca in a small airplane which had flor,r'n lou'
over some rock outcroppings in the hills to the east. They
were, like the housing, almost white and were visible for a

considerable horizontal distance, giving an architectural
order to the landscape that I was excited about. I imagined
that the open-sidedness of Seligmann's housing was meant as

a kind of signal, however abstracted, that lhis work too couid
grow inio a more organic relation with the landscape. (The

white patch is a short stripe, noi a square; it does have a
strong directional implication.) I gathered that the implica-
tion, intended or not, was a source of frighl for the hostiie ob-
servers on the facing slope.

My own problem is not that I fear the exLension. Indeed, as a
compositional as well as a social matter, I would welcome a

longer stripe. The presenl area is so small to be visually as

well as socially set agoiirst the landscape around. The deci-
sions to make it so regular, so white, so unstopping in the
sideways dimension, give it, from the distance it is so often
seen, the qualities of a machine (a trtacltine a liabller, if you
really want) which just can't help, in our science-fic-
tionalized world, scaring almost everyone. I think Selig-
mann's special problem has been his attempt to incorporate
in this work both the machine metaphor and the altogether
disparate village metaphor I mentioned earlier. It occurs to
me that this mixed metaphor could be taken as a really ad-
vanced example of complexity and contradiction. But I don't
believe it was meant to be, and itr any case the village
metaphor is not reallv operative, because the provision of
shared "village-like" amenities in a place where the social in-
stitutions are not deveioped (there are not present, at least
yet, the shared concerns that would make this a real com-
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Figure 6. Portsdou,tt Houstrtg
Com pet i.tiort, Ports dcturt, E ngtar r d.
Bratnne, Gold and Jones, architeets,
1966. Site plan.

Figure 7. Elnt Street Housirtg, Ithaca,
Neu York. Werner Seligrnann and
Associates, architects, 1971. Si.te plan,
.final schetne.

Figttre 8. Ele L' at i ott, .li rtal sehet r e.

Figtrre 9. Section throttgh pedestrian
access to ntediu"trr -rise building, .final
schente.

Figure 10. Floor plan of'tuto-bedroont
duplen-, trrediunt -rise buildittg, .final
schent e.

Figtrre 11. Sectiott throuqh
apartnr en ts, m ed i um - rise buil dirul,
.final schente.
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Figute 12. Elnt Street HotLsirtq, Ithnca,
Neru York. Werner Selictnt{tttrt and
/ssociole.s, arclt itects, 1971. Partinl
site plan showirttl structure of'cetLtraL

cotrr rtt trrtity spctce,.fin nl schettt e. Note
arie I i nt,er r e L at i o n s h i p o.l' sttn' e, u i I I a g e

oreert, plallclrou n d, Ia tt n dry n rtd

su:ittrttritt.g pool.

Figtrre 1J. Partial site plart shotL'ittg

t lte org an. i zati o n o.l' atr i.urn t t.rtits ttltd
their interrelation to site accesstcays.

FiEtre 1l. Arononretrtc shott'ing
sy st ent s assenr bLy, nt ed.iutrr -rise
building.

Figure 15. Flortr plan o.l'one-bedroom

utt it,, m ed iutn - r i.se bu i Ldin g.
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munity), has to be accompanierl by a strong architectural in-
flection towaril those provisions, to render thenr especially
visible anrl iniportant. That inflection comes into conflict
with the machine nretaphor. rvhich u'oukl be rlimmed if the
regularity of the pal'ts u'ere messed up. An<l the machine
wins.

I take it that architecture occurs at the point of collision bet-
ween a system of thought and form and a complicated sel of
special external circumstances. There is, that is to say, a dis-
tance between the diagram and the building. My practitioner
teachers-Enrico Peressutli ancl Lou Kahn especiallv-have
used, it seems Lo me, much of their attention Lo develop their
buildings utt'u11 from their diagrams. Teacher-historians, on
the other hanrl, Iike Colin Rou'e, u'ho has been intportant to
Werner Seligmann's development, seem to me to press the
building back toward the cliagram or polemic. I certainly ad-
mit to the coexistence of these attitudes, with the possibiiity
of emphasis on the system, or the circumsLances, or of man;J
positions in between. The regular machine metaphor in the
Elm Street housing works for the system, and external cir-
cumstances seem not very well represented-whether they
are the northwest u'inds of winter sweeping onto the unpro-
tected ramps anrl open balconies of the high upper builcling,
or winter's ice and snow on the railingless, unsheltered, step-
ped streets, or the ravages of time on the thin and peelable
plywood which faces the pure crisp forms.

But there ni'c responsive acts here when the architects can
escape from architecture. Those steppecl streeis, for exam-
ple, have each been planted r,r'ith a different kind of flowering
tree, and 2,000 evergreens have been plantecl around the site.
My disagreement, then, with the not-quite village as a too-
fixed object is a fairly simple one: that I think the system in-
herited from Le Corbusier and others is too rigid to be ade-
quately responsive either to the surrounding specifics or to
the expectations of the people affected.

So much for the image. A look at the dwellings. one by one,
shifts me firmly onto Seligmann's side. Here at last, he is
free of L'Oeu.ure ComplAte, parlly, perhaps, because he is up
against a more specific problem, is taking arms against a sea
of troubles, and by opposing them, is to an astonishing degree
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Fi,gure 16. Elm Street Housing, Ithaca,
New York. Werner Selignrann and
Associates, arch i.tects, 1 9 7 1.

Axonon etri c oJ' atr iun tmits shou:ing
u ocle o.l' as sertr bl y o.l' pre.f'abricated
parts.

Figure 17. Three-bedroom Jloor plan,,

atriurrt uttit.

Figur e 1 8. One - be droon t .floor p Lan,

atriunt unit.
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ending them. The "troubles" are the unreal FHA minimum
property standarcis, a set of micidle class images squeezed to
the point of absurdity, but steadfastly requirecl. Seligmann,
in what I regarcl as a brilliant set of moves, subverts them to
the point of making sense of them (and of the whole project).
The two-bedroom duplexes in the upper building (about
whose wintertime entry I have complained) are renderecl ex-
traordinarily spacious and attractive byjust two devices: an
expensive but critically important sliding window that ex-
tenrls from wall-to-wall in the living room, and a carefully
detailed open stair. My particular enthusiasm, though, is for
the houses ilown the slope, especially the ones made of 12-
by-i32 foot mobile units, packed tight together arouncl atria,
Other modern architects I know, working within the box, are
trapped bv the box and gir,e up: but Seligmann's group gets
past it, to a beautifully lit, spacious, efficient, pleasant plan.
The photographs with their "Corb" iithos and their show-off
furnilure don't do these spaces justice. They are very nice,
even exciting places to be, and full enough of victories over
official proscriptions to be on the way to establishing a nerv
iconography based just on that victory. The window at the
end of the corridor, with its intimations of space beyoncl,
overcomes all the fussy fenestration in the kitchens of the
upper duplexes. Victory over the limitations of the modular
boxes seems, to me, far and away the most exciting aspect of
the place. Look at how, in a climate which demands an expen-
sively-deep perimeter footing, the stepped atrium scheme is
given lots of light and outlook, while the foundation wali is
minimized. Or how the plumbing is only in some modules, and
how the corridors never, as they do in a trailer, recluce
bedroom dimensions belorn' a comfortable size.

I don't think these genuine victories are trivial, or unworthy
to be considered, next to the larger problems of image or in-
fluence. I even believe, as I've intimated, that the mental
muscles developed in the triumphs over the absurd standards
of the FHA and the primitive technology of the modular unit
builders are likely to be as useful in the undefined future as
whatever powers are required to divine the besl shape fbr a
contradiction. I wind up an admirer of the inlelliqeilce of
Seligmann and his group. And inteliigence, I should think,
would be the best base for gathering images sufficiently con-
tradictory and complex lo consori u'ith chimeras.
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Figure 19. Eltn Strcet Housing, Ithaca,
llettt York. Wenrer Selignrann ancl
Associ ates, arch it ect s, 1 97 1.

Tbttnhouse units near the end of'the
site.

FiErre 20. Vieu'dorcn steppecl
u,al k u, ay bet tt'ee n at r i ut r urt it s.

Figure 21. Pedestrian rantp access

.fi'on t c arp a rk, t r t e d i t ot t - r' i s e b u il d. i il q.
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Figure 22. Eln Street Housirt,g, It.ltaca,
Neu' York. lVerner Selignrarrn artd
Associctes, arch it ect s, 1 97 1. Front al
u ieu o.l' rn ediu rtt -r i se bu i I di n g sh otai rr g

gallery rccess.

Figure 2J. Stepped pedestriatr
u'alku,qA betu'een atriutrr tntits. Metal
cylin drical.flue .fro m heatin g ch anrber
rs slzozt'it on right.

Figure 2L. View of'liuing roont, d.ining
qlcore and kitehen entry in atriunt
tt.tt it.

Figure 25. Pri,-ate otttdoor terrace in
atrium. units.

Figure 26. Aerial tieu: ol'conrpler.tront
the north.
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Note

16 1. David Morton, "Scaltered Site Hill Town," Prrqrcssite
Architecture, Muy, 1973, p. 71.

Figure Credits

Figures 1,20,21,22. Photographs @ 1973 Nathaniel
Lieberman.
Figures 2-5,7-19,23,26. Courtesy Werner Seligmann and
Associates, Architects.
Figure 6. Courtesy Brawne, Gold, Jones, Architects.
Figures 24 and 25. Photographs by Rruce Coleman.



History Apropos Ulm:
Curriculum and Critical Theory

Kenneth Frampton

The Hochschule fur GesLaltung, Ulm,
occupies an important place in the
recent history of design - as Kenneth
Frampton suggests-more for its
contribution to the raising of critical
consciousness in the role of design in
contemporary society than for its final
products.

The analysis of the different systems
ofideas elaborated during its
existence becomes a central issue for a
description of this particular aspect of
the UIm trajectory. The same applies
to Tom6s Maldonado's writings in that
they show the displacement from the
positivist ideology of lhe first years-
of which a comparison with the
Bauhaus becomes inevitable-to the
critical approach of the last years.

Bonsiepe's and Schnaidt's
contributions complement and provide
a more complete understanding of the
contradictions of the designer's
situation when he consciously faces the
social and political implications of his
practice.

Kenneth Frampton was born in
England in 1930. He is a Fellow of the
Institute for Architecture and Urban
Studies, New York, and Associate
Professor at Columbia University.
From 1959 to 1965 he was an associate
ofDouglas Slephen and Partners,
London. From 1962 to 1965 he was
technical ediior of the magazine
Architectttral Desigrt and from 1966
until 1972 he was a member of the
faculty of Princeton University. In the
spring of 1973 he was a Loeb Fellow at
the Graduate School of Design,

Harvard University. He has worked as
an architect in England, Israel and lhe
United States and he has recently
collaborated in the design of a low-rise
housing prototype for the New York
State Urban Development
Corporation. A developed version of
this prototype is now under
construction in Brooklyn, New York.

Arr earlier t-ersion o.l'this poper uas
read at the artnuo.l con.fbrence ofthe
Society o.f Architectttral Historiaus ort
5 April 1974 in Nett: Orleatrs.
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The tecltrtical rationalisrn aduocated L,hoLe-heartedly by the
HfG constituted a progressit,e elenrcnt particularly during
the earlier years o.l-its etistertce. Preuiously opposed, it has
tt o u' ga i n ed ttcc ept ance e t'e r t1 tL,h e re. Th e soc i o - pol i t i ca I .l acto r
associttted uitlt this rationalisnt is, hott,erer, less rcelconte;

.for it cannot be .fitted snugly into the productit,e attd
reprodttctiue process o.l'societg. Indttstrial $ocieties need in-
telligence to rcmain aliue. One brand o.f inteLligence is

fa'uoured. Irtstramental intelligenee is taken into seruice but
critical tntelligence is desired to a-lesser degree or not at all.

Gui Bortsiepe
Ulm 21

1968

The.fundamental thing in .judging the taork o.f'a bourgeois itt-
tellectual is ttot to detennine whether it incLudes reactio?Lar!/
elertents or not; rother one ilntst ascertain u,hether these ele-
ments cottstit.ute a uttiterse irt erpansrori or in contt'action.
Irt tny intellectual uork, there is a constant attempt to reduce
the reactionarA co?nponents that could "inuade" the theory it
.fonrtulates.

Tbntds Maldonado

Qtroted in Roberto Segre's reuieu,qf
Design, Nature and Revolution by Tbtrtds MaLdonado
Arquitectura Cuba 34

197J

Introduction

There is littie doubt but that the Hochschule fiir Gestaltung,
Ulm, has been the most significant school of design to come
into existence since the end of World War II, not so much for
what it achieved in terms of actual production, nor for the
large number of designers it effectively educated, but finally
for the extraordinary high level ofcritical consciousness that
it managed to sustain in its daily work. In many respects the
Hochschule was a pioneer, not only for its evolution of design
methods and for the quality of the designs (fig. 2) it achieved
with these melhods, but also for the crisis of identity it
suffered as a consequence of its dialectical rationality. The
questions that the Hochschule began to ask, a decade ago, are
now being asked, consciously or unconsciously, by every de-
sign and architecture school throughout the country, and the
crisis of identity that befell the Hochschule has now become
a universal malaise. For over the past ten years it has
become increasingly clear that certain Iines of rational inqu-
iry lead very promptly to an abyss where the relation bet-
ween the design product and the society becomes extremely
problematic; or put in other terms, to a situation where the
impossibility of an overall rational projection, under present
circumstances, becomes clearly manifest.

Once design has reached this level of consciousness, it is in-
evitably confronted with a dilemma in which, in the broadest
Lerms, it is usually faced with two choices. Either, as in the
case of the famous Bertrand Russell paradox, it may choose
to exclude a certain area of inquiry-a gesture which,
although it sufficed to sustain mathematics, is difficult to
maintain without rupture in the social world-or it may
choose to continue to confront the immanent contradictions
of the projection of rational human goals in relation to the
dominant processes of the society. Should it choose the latter
course, there is little doubt but that, as in the experience of
the Hochschule, the liberal consensus of pluralism would be
placed in jeopardy and relations with the establishment will
become increasingly strained. This much is evident from the
accounts of the development of the Hochschule given in the
journal, Ulm 1to 27, which have been the main source for the
study that follows here. It is clear even from a most cursory
reading of this publication that, contrary to popular myth,
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20 there was never any monolithic position obtaining at the
Hochschule, for the discourse that was carried on in its jour-
nal came into being solely Lhrough interchange of individual
opinion. In this respect, by virtue of quoting extensively, I
have largely let the protagonists speak for themselves,
although, as always, the choice of text for excerption must
inevitably support one interpretation rather than another.

In my trealment of lhe curriculum and the pedagogical
method employed, I have only been able to outline the cir-
cumslances of a very complex development, partly because
the material published in the journal is insufficient for an ex-
haustive analysis, and partly because this has not been my
main intention. My aim has been to trace the evolution of the
general ideology of the curriculum rather than to reveal the
multiple vicissitudes of the teaching method, and in this, I
should add, I have used throughout the term "ideology," in
the non-pejorative sense, to mean, as in the Oxford English
Dictionary, "a system of ideas concerning phenomena,

especially those of social life . . . ." I have also deliberately
adopted the term "critical theory" lo suggest that there was
something more than just a casual connection between the
critical consciousness of the Hochschule and the critical theo-
ry developed by the Frankfurt School of Social Research.

It is not generally realised that the Hochschule survived as

an institution for a comparatively long time, at least as long
as the Bauhaus, if one counts the terminal date for that in-
stitution as being 1932; and although the Hochschule was not
as convoluted in its history as the Bauhaus, with its cryptic
men of genius and enforced migrations, it nonetheless had its
own complexity and richness, which only an archivist, with
ample time and space at his disposal, will ever be able to
master. Such a researcher would certainly have to meet as

many of the survivors of the institution as possible, and this I
have not even attempted. Thus many figures and incidents
that no doubt featured prominently in the history of the
school do not appear in this account, not only because of the
Iimitations outlined above, but also because this was not my
aim. In this context the extensive use of footnotes is meant as

a primer for further research. In the light of that familiar
and in many ways false opposition between "thinkers" and
"doers," I have certainly placed the emphasis on the former,

although it should be noted that all those quoLed herein, with
the exception of the philosopher Anatol Rapoport, not only
taught regularly in the Hochschule, but also practiced as de-

signers. The one exception to this last is the sociologist
Abraham Moles who although he taught for quite some time
at the Hochschule, never, of course, practiced as a designer.

Finally I have not altempted to deal with the complex of
evenls leading up to the closure of the school, since, despite

the fact this was surely the crystallization of the conflict with
the establishment, it still largely remains the stuff of na-
tional, if not local, history, rather than the substance of the
conceptual confrontation.

The Ideology of a Curriculum

In an indirect way, the Hochschule fiir Gestaltung was a pro-
duct of the German resistance to lhe Nazi regime, for the
Hochschule was created, in principle, in 1950 by the Gesch-
wister-Scholl Foundation, in memory of two young members
of the Scholl family, Hans and Sophie Scholl, who had been
execuLed by the Nazis some seven years before. It was the
purpose of the foundation to establish a school which would,
in the words of the constitution, combine "as one entity,
professional ability, cultural design and political respon-
sibilityJ'

According to Konrad Wachsmann, the Hochschule had its
origins in a move on the part of the American High Commis-
sioner for Germany, John J. McCloy, Lo sponsor, with consid-
erable American aid, the foundation of a school of social
research and political science as part of the American
program for the postwar reconstruction of Germany.r It
would seem that, if Wachsmann is correct, this initiative was
officially channelled through the Geschwister-Scholl Foun-
dation and that is was Max Bill who, on being commissioned
to design the building (fig. 1), persuaded Inge Aicher Scholl,
and presumably the American High Commission, to found
not a school of politics, but a school of design. Nonetheless, a

vestige of this initial political intent remained in ihe cur-
riculum of the school, and this element contributed signifi-
cantly to the shaping of its destiny.
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Figure 1. Hoch sch u I e.fiirr Gestaltun.g,
ULn. Mar Bill, architect, 1956.
Atottonretrir:.

Figure 2. Hotel stat'king chirtau,are by
Hatts Rrteric:ht. HtG studertt diplortra
aork, 1959. Prutolype by Au.ftraggeber
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Apart from this politicai legacy, the Hochschule was a con-
scious continuation of the German Applied Art School
reform movement,2begun in the last decade of the nineteenlh
century, out of which the Bauhaus emerged in all its various
incarnations. Even the name Hochschule .fiir Gestaltung
derives directly from the Bauhaus, since this was already a
subtitle for the Dessau Bauhaus, before Walter Gropius's
resignation in 1928.'t In any event the connection was made
explicit in Max Bill's first public statement as the director of
the Hochschuie in 1953 wherein he wrote:

The founders of the UIm School believe art to be the high-
est expression of human life and their aim is therefore to
help in lurning life into a work of art. In the words of that
memorable challenge ihrown down by Henry Van de Velde
over 50 years ago, we mean "to wage war on ugliness," and
ugliness can only be combaited with what is intrinsically
good . . . "good" because at once seemly and practical. As
the direct heir to Van de Velde's School at Weimar, the
Dessau Bauhaus had set itself precisely the same objects.
If we intend to go further at Ulm than they did at Dessau
this is because post-war requirements clearly postulate
the necessity for certain additions to the curriculum. For
instance, we mean to give stiil greater prominence to the
design of ordinary things in everyday use; to foster the
widest possible development of town and regional plan-
ning; and to bring visual design up to the standard which
the latest technical advances have not made possible.
There will also be an entirely new department for the col-
lection and dissemination of useful information.a

So much for Bill's rather ideaiistic, initial statement of in-
tent. But was this formulalion still the intent by 1955, at the
time of the formal opening or by 1958 when the firsi issue of
the Hochschule quarterly journal, Unt 1, was published?
There is a decided shift in both the language and the empha-
sis of this journal as we may clearly appreciate from the
following opening statement.

The Hochschule fiir Gestaltung educates specialists for
two different tasks ofour technical civilization: the design
of industrial products (industrial design and building
departments); the design of visual and verbal means of
communication (visual communication and information
departments) . . . . The school thus educates designers for

the production and consumer goods industries as well as 2l
for present-day means of communication: press, films,
broadcasting, lelevision, and advertising. These designers
must have at their disposal the technological and scientific
knorvledge necessary for collaboration in industry today.
At the same time they must grasp and bear in mind the
cultural and sociological consequences of their work.5

The resignation of Bill in 1956 and his replacement by a
triumvirate found its reflection in these discreetly formul-
ated goals from which any reference to city and regional
planning had been eliminated. It also found reflection in the
four year curriculum outline that followed, above all in the
foundation course which was mandatory for all first year
students. This course, which was established as a GmndLehre
by the Argentinian painter/designer Tomas Maldonado,G
ostensibly comprised the following subjects: visual method,
workshop practice, presentation methods, design meth-
odology, sociology, perception theory, twentieth century
cultural history and a remedial course in mathematics,
physics and chemistry. Judging from the highly schematic
exposition given in ULm 1, lhis course attempted to place a

distinct and unusual emphasis on mathematics; first, on the
creative and manipulative use of mathematical constructs in
pragmatic design training, and second, on mathematical
logic as the conceptual basis of design method. At the same
time, the sociological and cultural aspects of the course em-
phasized western superstructural transformations since the
industrial revolution. One should note in passing that the
workshop practice was markedly different from that of the
Bauhaus; its emphasis being entirely away from any kind of
craft production and towards the photo-reproduction of
material and the making of prototypes. In fact, training was
only given in wood (fig. 3), metal, plaster and photography.?

That there had been a major shift in orientation between
Bill's brief tenure and the triumvirate rule of 1958 is also
reflected in the curricula of the four departmental courses of
industrial design (fig. 4), building (fig. 5), visual-communica-
tion (fig. 6), and information. If the heritage of the Bauhaus,
initially acclaimed by Bill, still manifested itself in the
recreation of a common foundation course and in the impor-
tance attached to some form of workshop practice, the



Figure 3. Basic desigrL erercise in
'ruoduLur stacking elen t,ents. This
problett encouraged stud,ents to work
with JbrmaL systents rather thqn
isolated Jbrrrts.

Figure /+. Cor body desigrr bu Pio
Ma nzon i. In du st ri al Desigtt
Depa rt n t ent, 1 I 62 - 63. Rodol.lb
Bonetto's course in body design. This
desigrt attenpted to trake the best ttse

o.l'a limited irtterior space.

Fig'ure 5. MobiLe theater design by

Will i Rartt ste i n. Bu i I d i trg

Dep artn Len t, 1 I 60 - 6 1. Tb acher :
Herbert Ohl.

Figure 6. Title page.fbr a neu,spaper by
Gerd Zi m rrt errt ann. Vi su al
C om m un.icat t on s Dep artn r ent,
196/t-65. Tbacher: H. W Kapitzki.
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Figurc 7. Parquet delbrmation by
Rtchard Lane. Basic Design coltrEe,

1963. Tbacher: WiLlian S.Hu,u.

departure from the Bauhaus tradition found clear expression
in three sets of academic courses that were common to ali
four departments. First, in the return to socio-cultrrral histct-
r.r1 a subject which had never been regarded as having any
kind of validity within the millennial perspective of the
Bauhaus; second, in a course known as operatiortql research,
comprising group lheory, set theory, statistics, and linear
programming; and finally in courses dealing with the theory
and epistertrology o.l' science, branching out into behavior
theory and the theory of machines.

Irrespective of the level initially attained in this ambitious
program, there is no reason to doubt but that this curriculum
served not only to structure the pedagogic program, but also
to publicly proclaim the ideology ofthe school; and, lest there
should be any doubt as to lhe changed nature of the school,
this schematic statement of intent was foliowed in the same
month by the second issue of ihe journal, Urn 2, which was
largely devoted to a transcript of Tom6s Maldonado's ad-
dress to the Brussels World's Fair, given in September 1958,

under the titie, "New Developments in Industry and the
taining of the Designer." This, as far as I know, was
Maldonado's first public declaration; the range and complex-
ity of the argument warrants a brief analysis of its salient
points, particularly as this discourse clearly exerted a major
influence on the formation of school policy. In retrospect, one

cannot see that either of the other members of the triumvir-
ate-neither the graphic designer Otl Aicher, who in any
event betrayed little taste for intellectual discourse at this
time; nor the socioiogist Hanno Kesting, whose critical
sociological position could not have been very far removed
from that of Maldonado, and whose studies into the nature of
industrial society had been published in the previous yeard -
would have much cause for disagreement with Maldonado's
position.

Given the inescapable, almost fatal orientation of the Hoch-
schule towards an updating of the Bauhaus, the initial point
of interest in Maldonado's 1958 address lies in his measured
critique of that legendary institution, and in particuiar for
the distance he took in placing this legend in its proper
historical context. Thus, of its dependence on the Arts and
Crafts heritage, Maldonado observed that:
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The inaugural manifesto of the Bauhaus in 1919 at
Weimar, announced-not without declamatory 61an-lhe
union of the arts and the crafts and their future integra-
tion in a higher entity: architecture. It is a lypical "arts
and crafts" manifesto, which Ruskin and Morris could
have signed without contradicting themselves . . . .

While of its problematic influence, in the period that foliowed
its demise, he argued, with unusual insight into the am-
biguities of its achievement, that:

The American economic crisis of 1930 gave the day to styl-
ing-a new variation of industrial design whose influence
has in fact extended up to the present day. The Bauhaus,
its followers and its sympathizers, denounced from the
start the commercial opportunism of styling, iis in-
difference to artistic and cultural values. But the problem
was no easy one: from time to time the stylists created
products which could not but have been approved by the
partisans of the Bauhaus. Stylists such as Henry Dreyfuss
and Walter Dorwin Teague were sometimes damned, at
other times, deified.e

That American styling since the thirties had stolen much of
the Bauhaus thunder and that, in any event, a good deal of
Bauhaus and post-Bauhaus design could be regarded justly
as some form of neo-academic formalism, that is, as the
substitution of one aesthetic formuia for another, was a posi-
tion equally shared at that time by both Maldonado and
Reyner Banham. At the same time, Maldonado could not ac-
cept Banham's acclaim of fifties' industrial styling as the
manifestation of legitimate folk culture. In refutation of such
"consensus" populism he stated: "I am not convinced that
the aerodynamic fantasies of vice-president Virgil Exner,
responsible for the design of Chrysler automobiles, coincides
with the artistic needs of the man in the street."r0 Maldonado
was to dismiss as irrelevant, Banham's analogous charac-
terization of the difference between elite design and pop art,
as a distinction between "rare" and "wild" flowers, arguing
that:

Neo-academism is a right wing aestheticism, an aesthetic
for but a few people, "rare flowers"; styling is a left wing
aestheticism, an aesthetic for many people, "wild flowers."
The metaphor is doubtless pleasing, but I hold that the
new tasks of the designer will have nothing to do with ar-

Figure 8. Street lighting by Peter
Holineister, Thornas Mentzel and
Werner Zernp. Irrdustrial Design

Departtr.ettt, 1965-66. Tbacher : Walter
Zeischegg. An erample o.l'the iupaet o.l'

topoLogicaL studi es on .fontr aL destgn.

tistic horticulture, be it from the left or from the right . . . .

The aesthetic factor merely constitutes one factor among
others with which the designer can operate, but it is
neither the principal nor the predominant one. The pro-
ductive, constructive, economic factors-perhaps, too, the
symbolic factors-also exist. Industrial design is not an art
nor is the designer necessarily an artist. The majority of
objects exhibited in the museums, and in the exhibitions of
"good design," are anonymous and often executed in tech-
nical offices by subordinate employees who never im-
agined they were producing art.11

Maldonado followed this dismissal of liberal populism with an
equally critical rejection of radical idealism as represented
by Gregor Paulson's position on styling of some ten years
previous. Paulson had argued that the proper task for the in-
dustrial designer was one whereby the aesthelic faclor
becomes integrated into the use uaLue of the product, rather
than being assimilated by virtue of the function of style in
the marketing process, into the e;tchan,ge ualue of lhe pro-
duct. Maldonado's refusal to be persuaded either by liberal-
ism or by this latter-day rteue Sachlichkeit 12 formula gave
him the opportunity to pose the interrelated issues of his
later criticism: firstly, under what circumstances will in-
dustrial production be capable of freeing itself from the
rhetorical demands of neo-kitsch marketing? and secondly,
how may we rationally determine the phenomenon of con-
sumption in relation to need? In 1958 he was to state:
"Neither the psychoanalysls nor the professional critics of
our civilization can give us a comprehensive explanation of
all the phenomena of the world of consumption. The Marxists
themselves do not succeed. One of them, the French
philosopher Henri Lefebvre, recently wrote: 'By the side of
the scientific study of the productive relations which effect
political economy, there is . . . room for a concrete study of
appropriation: for a theory of needs."'r'l

Aside from these complex issues turning on the nature of in-
dustrial production and consumption, Maldonado praised the
progressive aspects of the Bauhaus for its commitment to the
"learning through doing" approach of Hildebrandt,
Kerchensteiner, Montessori and Dewey, and for its prag-
matic opposition to the verbal emphasis of the humanist tra-
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dition. Nevertheless, it was clear that this particular
pedagogical approach had now outlived its usefulness and
that a new philosophy of pi,o.ris was needed. To this end,
Maldonado proposed scientific operationalism, of which he
remarked, ". . . it is no longer a question. . . of knowledge, but
of operational, manipulatabie knowledge." ra

By "operationalism" Maldonado seems to have been refer-
ring to that philosophical system developed in the early
fifties by Anatol Rapoport and published by him, in 1953,
under the title OTterational Philosoplty. Given the persis-
tence of the Bauhaus heritage, it is hardly surprising to find
that Rapoport's philosophy was really a methodological up-
dating of John Dewey's pragmatic-instrumentalism. The ap-
peal of Rapoport's method lay in his attempt to provide a
precise system for the evaluation of alternative courses of
action. It is a measure of his discretion that, despite his de-
pendence on mathematical iogic, Rapoport was at pains to
distinguish both his and Dewey's system from that of the
logical positivists, with their belief that philosophy should
become a purely analytic discipline, akin to mathematics. In-
stead, Rapoport thought ofhis operationalism as being a slllt-
theticaction-oriented discipline. In 1953 he wrote that opera-
tionalism ". is the philosophy of action-directed goals. It
starts with logical analysis but transcends it by relating this
analysis to society."l; At the time this seems to have been
relatively close lo Maldonado's own noiion of scientific
operalionalism, of which he has since written: "By scientific
operationalism I intended then a model of action oriented
bowards overcoming the dichotomy between theory and
practice. Later on, following Kotarbinski, I preferred to call
it 'praxiology'-and even more recently, the 'philosophy of
praxis,'as seen in Gramsci."16

Rejecting its Arts and Crafts origins and ever conscious of
the perspectives of Marxist analysis, the Hochschule, bound
to the service of neo-capitalism, had little choice in the fifties
but to look beyond the limils of these traditions for a
mediatory ideology from which to develop not only a
satisfactory heuristic method, but also a theory of design. A
theoretical basis seems to have been proferred by Rapoport's
operationalism, save for its incapacity to deal in an adequate
manner wiih the intrinsic significance of form itself. For this

Figure 9. Volume con.figuratiotts mad,e

Jron three or.fbur student elenents by
Mich eL RuJJieur. Bu il di n g

Departnt ent, 1966 -67. Basic desigrt
cotLrse bg Gunter Schmitz.

the Hochschule seems to have turned first to Max Bense, 25
whose communications approach to the determination of
aesthetic need was first outlined in his book Aesthetica,
published in 1954;'i and then to the writings of Charles Mor-
ris, whose first semiotic works had appeared in the Unified
Science publications of the late thirties.ts Operat.ion and
corrrtttunicatlorr, these are the two "poles" that are to play
major roles in the evolution of Hochschule theory.

One cannot complete an outline of the ideology of the Hoch-
schule without some reference to its teaching methodology. It
is evident that with the change in the directorship in 1957,
the schr-rol began to take a more rigorous approach to the
problem of both design and design training. That is to say, it
encouraged a logical approach to lhe organization and gener-
ation of basic form, with the intent of applying such pro-
cedures to actual design problems. These operations varied
from simple projections to three dimensional transforma-
tions, from matrices to the manipulations of iattices, from
the progressive deformation of regular grids to the rotation
ofelipses centered on such grids, (fig.7) from the application
of graph theory to topological studies, from exercises in solid
geometry (fig. 8) to the development of three-dimensional
moduiar components which were capable of being combined
in alternative sequences (fig.9). Where in the visual
communications department these exercises were often
decisive in determining lhe general approach to an informa-
tional problem, such as the design of a subway map, (fig. 10,

11) in the building department a modular method was in-
variably adopted as a way to approach a variety of problems,
from the design of a diaphragm (fig. 12) for a building panel
to the combinatorial range of a set of prefabricated elements
(fig. 13).

But the pursuit of a mathematicai methodology did not
restrict itself to this rational, yet free manipulation of formal
propositions. In the field of design programming, where ini-
tial criteria and alternative solutions have first to be estab-
lished and evaluated, the rigor rapidly developed into a form
of heuristic determinism and into a logical positivism of de-
sign that would often be tempted to forego a solution rather
than arrive at a synthesis that could not be entirely deter-
mined algorithmically. In these instances, design method
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Fignres 10, 11. Redesigtr oJ'a metro
m.ap. Visual C om n r unications
Departnertt, basic destgn erurcise
rrsing the uistt ol restructtLring o.f'raw

inlbrm atiotr through th e use oJ'reguLar

lattices. Fig. 10 shows an abstractiott
oJ'the eristing map, Fig. 11, its gridded
reorderi,ng. This erercise, typical oJ'the

positiuistic desigtt method o.l'the Late

.fifiies, was occo?npanied by a caption

indicating that the teacher, Anthony
Frosh.auo, had reserucltiotr,s as to the

semantic e.fJicacy of'the adopted
nrethod.

Figure 12. Snndrcich panel resesrch
jbr Farbu:erke Hoechst AG, trrrder

Herbert Ohl's direction. This exanrple
is btrilt out o.l'two interLocking plastic
sh eet s. Vari et ion s o.l' bui I di n g el etrt en t s
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are achieaed by uarying the ertenml
.fintsh.

Figtr.re 13. Courtyard strip hottsirr,g

desigrted under Herbert Ohl's
directi ort. Bu ildi ng Depa rt.li e nt, 1 96 1.

Stnrcttt ral assett bly of elem ents in

uarious groupings.
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rapidly degenerated into that which Maldonado has since
characterized as "melhod-idolatry."te That Maldonado's own
attitude to the positivistic approach was at first somewhat
ambivalent seems to be reflected in the endless controversies
that arose inside the Hochschule during the early sixties,
which amounted to a long drawn out confrontation between
the pragmatic designers on the one side; epitomized in such
brilliant figures as the late Hans Gugelot (fig. 14), and the
methodologists on the other; the most extreme faction, ac-
cording to Maldonado, being led by a guest profi:ssor at the
Hochschule, the Swiss political economist and art historian,
Lucius Burckhardt.

Allhough little mention of this conflict emerged in the quar-
terly journal, it is quite clear that it nonetheless took place.
This much is evident from Gunter Schmitz's paper on the
Hochschule, read before the AIA/ACSA Teachers' Seminar
of 1968, wherein he stated:

From 1960 to 1962 a controversy over the evaiuation ofthe
theoretical courses in relation to practical design work
engaged the school. At the base of this lay the question of
the exact role that analytical methods should play in the
design process. The tendency towards an objectification of
creative aclivities had nourished the dangerous yearning
for a methodology which would automatically lead to origi-
nal and perfect results.2o

Schmitz then r,r'ent on to briefly characterize the develop-
ment of design teaching and practice within the school, from
the beginning of Otl Aicher's directorship to its closure in
1968.

Since 1962 the Hochschule has tried to balance the results
and methods of the different scientific disciplines with the
practical requirements of the design process, or, to put it
another way, the Hochschule tries to avoid a mere ac-
cumulation of theoretical courses indigestible to the stu-
dent. The concept since that time has involved an accen-
tuation of the instrumental character of theory and the
performance of practical design work on an experimental
basis. As a consequence the number of generai theoretical
courses is reduced in favor of lectures which are more
directly connected with design problems. On the other side
the design problems stimulate prospective investigations,

11

where theory plays an important role.21

An idea of the Hochschule curriculum and educational policy
at lhe time of ibs stability, so to speak, that is, just prior to its
enforced closure in February 1968, may be best gained from
the tables that Schmitz made available to the Montreal semi-
nar, wherein the number of hours spent in various subjects
and iasks during a four-year course in the building depart-
ment was made quite explicit. Since this breakdown reveals
the pedagogical emphasis in its prime, it seems fitting here to
make a brief summation of the academie balance achieved at
the Hochschule prior to its closure. By then it should be
noted that the foundation course, or Gru.ndlehre, had been
discontinued, after Maldonado had been appointed as head of
the industrial design department with the reorganization of
1962. After this year, students were channelled into one of
three departments from the very beginning; that is, from the
first year they entered directly into their chosen speciality,
be it birildirrg, prodtLct desigrt or lisiral contmunicatrr.rn. The
department of information had been eliminated in Aicher's
reorganization. A certain communality of approach was now
assured by common theoretical courses taken primarily over
the first two years by students of all three departments.
Very roughly speaking, for a student of industrialized build-
ing (fig. 15) (and it needs to be emphasized that this was the
sole orientation under Herbert Ohl), the breakdown would
have been as follows: in the first year, some 45 percent of his
time would have been spent in basic design, some 20 percent
in theoretical lectures and some 35 percent in technical
courses-15 percent of the latter being devoted to workshop
praetice. In the second year, some 65 percent would go to
studio work with some 23 percent going to technical courses
other than workshop, while the remaining 12 percent would
be spent in theoretical iectures. During the third and fourth
years studio work occupied nearly 70 percent of the time
available, the remainder being devoted to technical courses
other than the workshop. From this we can see that
workshop training was over by the end of the first year, and
theory was largely covered by the end of the second.

It is clear from this that the highly ambitious educational
program projected in Unt 7 in 1958 had been heavily trim-
med in the Aicher reorganization of 1962, yet something of
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28 the unusual initial orienlation remained in the curtaiied cur-
riculum, for all that, the term and even the topic "operational
research" had been discreetly dropped. Thus we find the
first year theory courses, taken by students of all three
departments, with roughly 27 percent of their time devoted
to mathematical techniques applicable to design, some 37

percent of their time to sociology, economics, political
economy, psychology and ergonomics, and the remainder of
their time to a very brief survey of twentieth-century
cultural history, including architecture, industrial design,
film, Iiterature, painting, music and visual communication. In
other words, the mathematical, political and socio-cultural
emphases of 1958 remained largely intact, although by the
end of the first year, cultural history was abruptly con-
cluded, with the remainder of the courses then being broadly
divided between systems theory on the one hand and political
economy on the other.

Whether it was economically enforced from without or
ideologically determined from within, this curtailment of the
course work seems to have been indicative of some kind of
theoretical containment rvithin the school. This contraction
of the program seems to have been accompanied by a loss of
conviction in the efficacy of positivistic design methods,
along with a good deal of skepticism as to the relevance of
Rapoport's liberal pragmatism for the solution of socio-

cultural probiems. Whatever the repercussions of Aicher's
reorganization, there was a discernible shift in the nature of
the discourse appearing in the journal thereafter, a shift
which seems to have reflected a retrenchment on the part of
the lheoreticians to a more radical position. In any event,
after 1962 any hope of reconciliation between the Hochschule
and the promise of postwar neo-capitalism, decidedly began
lo fade.

The Development of a Critical Theory

Despite the reorieniation of the school under Aicher's
stewardship, the socio-cultural criticism emanating from the
Hochschule continued to grow over the next five years, most
particularly through the contribution of Maldonado, Gui
Bonsiepe and Claude Schnaidt. These three happened to an-
nounce their common critical attitude in the review section of
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Figure 11. Hi-Fi set by Harts Gugelot
und Herbert Lindinger, 1957.
Production. by Mar Brautt, Frartkfurt-
ant-Main.

Figure 15. Experinr ental .fleribLe
houses system with a tenstle rooJ'
structure by WilLi Ramstein, 1963.
SchoLarship entry to tlre Sn'iss Federal
Contmissictn.fbr Art.

Ulm 7, published in 1963, wherein their no+-es were respec-
tively addressed first lo a criticism of the intrusion of neo-
Dada into the field of industrial design;22 second, to an ap-
praisal of Leonardo Benevolo's History o.l'Modern Architec-
ture;z3 and finaily to a review of Georg Klaus's critique of
Norbert Weiner's information theory, which had then just
appeared in Klaus's book Cybernetics itt the Light o.l'f,hiloso-
phy. The aim of the Klaus study was to refute the Weiner
reduction of information to a mere quantifiable assessment
of its relative density and predictability. Rejecting the im-
plicit Weiner split of sigii from intporl and his classification
of information as a mere quantum, akin to energy, Klaus
argued that 'Al1 information must rather have a definite
meaning, must be a carrier of some significance."2a

This apparently banal but nonetheless antipositivist state-
menl had of course been the basic assumption behind the
Maldonado seminars in semiotics, given as a regular course
in the Hochschule from 1957 to 1960, the first fruits of which
were the Maldonado essay "Communication and Semiotics"
that appeared in l/lrir 5 in 1959, and the Bonsiepe un-
published text "Uber formale und informale Sprachanalyse:
Carnap und Ryie" that was written in 1960.2r Strangeiy
enough the only adequate publication of the work of these
seminars did not appear in the journal, Unt, but in a little-
known publication entitled Uppercase, edited by Theo
Crosby. Thus, (lppercase 5 of 1963, dedicated in the main to
work of the Hochschule, featured texts by Maldonado and
Bonsiepe, a design case study by Walter Muller (fig. 16) and
a semiotic glossary (fig. 17).zo

In retrospect the most significant aspect of this whole
publication was the distance it implicitly took from a
positivistic design approach and the corresponding stress it
placed on form as a necessary communicative element. In his
"Notes on Communication" Maldonado refused the
positivistic split of operation from communication in a text
that is remarkable for its perception of .ftutction as being an
integral part of culture and vice versa.

Fallen or existing civilizations document themselves pri-
marily by their material producls, i.e., by the objects
which they create and which under appropriate conditions
succeed in surviving. The ethnologists and anthropologists

li
usually classify these producls in the following manner:
1) those which man has created with the aim to extend,
strengthen or to consolidale his physical power over
nature:
2) those which man has created with the aim of com-
municating with other men.
The first ones are called artifacts, i.e., objects made by
man, as dislinguished from naturai objects (artifacts, e.g.,
tools, utensils, apparatus, machines, etc.), the second ones
are signs or sign structures (e.g., pictographic inscrip-
tions, writings, emblems, musical scores, traffic signs,
publications and prints of any kind, discs, photographs,
films, etc.). The classification of the products of a
culture-operative world of the artifacts and communica-
tive world of the signs- becomes less and less convincing.
In reality, all these products of a culture belong to one
common system. The artifacts are operable in the exten-
sion-and only in lhe extension, that they are capable of
communicating a definite meaning unit to the operator;
the signs of their part, are communicative in the exten-
sion-and only in the extension, that they can directly or
indirectly influence a behaviour in an operative way.z?

Maldonado extended this argument to embrace the field of
ergonomics and in particular the province of machine design,
where Lhe operatit'e and corttrntrnicatit,e aspects become dra-
matically intermeshed and where the critical "man-
machine" relationship of advanced indusirialization acquires
an undeniably concrete dimension. In this respect, the ad-
vanced ergonomic theories of Chapanis, Fitts and Thylor2B
were welcomed by Maldonado for the stress they placed on
the redesign of the machine and for their mutual intent to
resolve the "man-machine" couple in such a way as to iiber-
ate man as much as possible from the tyranny of the
machine.

This measured critique was extended in the Maldonado/Bon-
siepe essay, "Science and Design" that appeared in 1964, in
Uhn 10111. Broadly speaking, this paper was an attack on the
simplistic borrowing of design methods from the field of
"human engineering," beginning with a critique of the estab-
lished methods of experimental psychology for their untena-
ble lineality of approach and going on to upbraid that aspect
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Figure 16. Euolution oJ'trademark for
Detr.tsche Bttchgent einschafi by Walter
MuLler The desigrr,'s fiue stages are
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30 of ergonomics which grounded itself in a servomechani-
cal model of the human being-a schema whereby the com-
plexity of man becomes reduced (usually under conditions of
ertrenris) to the so-called H-factor (fig. 18). The authors
concluded their survey of heuristic methods, derived from
the margins of applied science, with a highly skeptical ap-
praisal of the procedures of market and motivational
research and for the propensity of such research to convert
"undifferentiated needs into definite demands." The conclud-
ing paragraphs of "Science and Design" convey the irony of
their attack. Referring to the categories used in motivational
research they argued that:

The latter hardly appears convincing when one calls to
mind that the clients of both market and motivational
research are, in all cases, the very interest groups who in-
fluence on a large scale-on a far larger scale than psy-
chological categories-the taste, wants and even dreams
of the consumers. The motivational researcher sometimes
reminds us of a detective with a two-sided commission: to
seduce the wife on the one hand and to find out who is her
Iover on the other. To produce the motives and at the same

time to find out what they are . . . . [the authors conclude]
In our society neither the world of merchandise can be

easily penetrated nor, in many cases, can product design
which influences this world of merchandise. Despite all
these unfavorable circumstances one thing emerges: in
the future, the function of the product designer should not
consist of designing products according to an outlined de-

mand, as is still the custom in our free economy. Rather,
the product designer should be the one who contributes to
the creation of demand; otherwise he will be able to play
only a subordinate role and preserve the existing products
with only superficial modification. The product designer
should not consider his function to keep quiet but to pro-
mote disquiet.2s

Maldonado and Bonsiepe clearly felt they had no choice but
to promote disquiet, not for its own sake, since there is little
enough anarchy in their thought, but as a direct consequence
of their analysis. While simultaneously practicing and teach-
ing industrial design, they could not fail to become aware of
the overall predicament of the designer in a neo-capitalist
economy. Unlike the Pre-Raphaelites or the artists of the

d

Weimar Bauhaus, they were neither romantic iconoclasts nor

Spenglerian critics of science. On the contrary, they sought,

in accordance with the initial orientation of the Hochschule,

to come to terms with the realities of industrial production

and distribution. But it was precisely this determination to
comprehend reality that led them into the uncomfortable
Iucidity of their analyses. In collaboration with their col-

league in the building department, Claude Schnaidt, they
saw all too clearly the present highly problematic situation
of the architect and the industrial designer.

Maldonado's own views on the teaching and practice of in-
dustrial design have never perhaps been more clearly ar-
ticulated than in the article he wrote (presumably late in
1963) for the education volume of Gyorgy Kepes's Visiotr,

and Value.In this text Maldonado defined the metier of in-
dustrial design in the following terms: "Industrial design is
an activity whose ultimate aim is to determine the formal
properties of the objects produced by industry. By 'formal
properties' is not meant the external features, but rather
those structural and functional relations which convert an

object into a coherent unity from the point of view of both
the producer and the user."3o

This definition, which was and still is distinguished by its
precise qualification of the term "formal" and by its insis-
tence on the need to satisfy the user as well as the producer,
appeared as the fulcrum of Maldonado's argument which,
while it exposed the commercial limitations of industrial de-
sign in a competitive society, could not bring itself to condone

the pathetic mimicry of neo-capitalist products in non-com-
petitive societies such as the Soviet Union. Disturbed by the
complacent claims made for Soviet design by Yuri Soloviev,
at the Aspen Design Conference of 1961, Maldonado wrote:

Curiously enough, the industrial designer in the Socialist
countries is not fully conscious of the new possibilities that
his economic and social system-at least in theory-offers
to his profession. If this were not so, how can we explain
that the frankly pathological manifestations of American
and European industrial design are adopted by the Soviet
designers as models worthy of imitation and perfection?
One does not expect from the Soviet designers the imita-
tion of our weaknesses, but rather the full exploitation of
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their own, specific possibilities. One expects them to tackle
problems we are not allowed to tackle. For instance, tech-
nical products themselves require an urgent revision as far
as their structural and functional properties are con-
cerned, but in the framework of our competitive society,
initiative in this direction cannot be imagined, because the
main activity of our society is to merchandise these pro-
ducts . . . . The designers of a non-competitive society are
in a favourable position for attacking this new kind of task,
but until now not very much has happened. One can only
hope that this cannol be traced to the same reason which in
the past caused Soviel architects and urbanists lo commit
such mistakes as maintaining naive confidence in a tradi-
tion in which no one any Ionger believes.rrl

Thereafter, in the same text, Maldonado added to his defini-
tion of industrial design the rider that its interpretation and
application would be differentiated according to the follow-
ing variables: ". (1) the social and economic context, i.e.,
whether the profession is exercised in a competitive or non-
competitive society; (2) the degree of the structural and
functional complexity of the objects to be designed; (3) ttre
degree of dependence of the particular object to be designed
on the traditions of craft and the traditions of taste.":r2

For Maldonado, desigrt in general, after a dialeetical over-
coming of both the "degeneracies" of admass populism and
the paradoxical "alienations" of bureaucratic socialism, has
to be returned to a strict distinction in practice between
puristic formalism on the one hand and formal order in its
broadest sense on the other. In the last analysis, for
Maldonado, this distinction can only be made in the context
of preserving human values, an issue with which the second
half of the twentielh century has yet to come lo terms. Given
the economic and highly abstract imperatives of our present
society, this is understandable, since the reintegration of
such values ultimately presupposes a dialectical definition of
"needs" which would have to transcend, without excluding
them, the primary demands of production and use. Such a
definition would have to assimilate these basic criteria into a
perspective that takes cognizance of the fundamental limita-
tions of human life-eros and thanatos, hedonism and mor-
tality.

The position taken by Schnaidt and Maldonado with regard 81
to the particular predicament of architecture, as it was then
being practiced and taught in the sixties, remains remarka-
bly timely. Their views, now almost ten years old and
strongly influenced by the conditions of the time, retain none-
theless a certain general vaiidity that makes them as ap-
plicable today as when they were first written. In fact, in a
decade, iittle has changed except that the opportunities for
the architect to make a significant contribution to the society
are possibly even more limited now than they were in the
early sixties.

In his essay "Prefabricated Hope" that appeared in fJlm
10111, Schnaidt attempted a comprehensive analysis of the
failure of industrialized building. Schnaidt then argued the
by-now-familiar sterility of treating this prospect from a
purely technical standpoint. He wrote:

It is difficult to apply profitably industrial production-
methods in the building of housing estates containing less
than 500 dwellings. Given the current density of popula-
tion, 500 dwellings require at least 2.5 hectares of land . . . .

Tb creale such sites one must acquire many small lots, pay-
ing the owners a surplus value estimated according to the
expected value of the lot after main supplies and sewerage
pipes have been laid. This is where speculation is let loose.
The sale and resale of building sites to the profit of the few
is a curse which is becoming increasingly ruinous to the
community. On the outskirts of numerous major European
cities, the price of real estate has increased ten-fold in the
last +"en years; in 1950, the ground rates represented about
10 percenc of the selling price of a house; by 1960, it had
risen io 45 percent. The reduction in the cost of housing
which can be achieved by industrializing building seems
ridiculously small in comparison with the increase caused
by land-speculation . . . . [At the end of his text Schnaidt
stated: I The future of the industrialization of building will
depend on the solution found to all these problems. This is
why it is erroneous, if not dishonest, to speak solely of
technical matters when evoking decisions that affect this
future. The choice is not, as they would have us believe,
between so-called traditional building and prefabrication.
It is between a disordered, slow and precarious develop-
ment of technical progress in building as a whole and a
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coherent, rapid and planned industrialization for the bene-
fit of the community.:rir

One need hardly add that this critique was, in many respecls,
an implicit attack on ihe work of the Hochschule building
department in which Schnaidt himself functioned as a

teacher. In a parallel criticism of architectural education
given as the Lethaby Lecture at The Royal College of Art, in
1965, under the title: "The Emergent World: A Challenge to
Architectural and Industrial Design taining," Maldonado
was to argue that the up-grading of architectural school cur-
ricula had largely resulted in a shifting of the academic scen-

ery, in which the fundamental pedagogical orientation had
remained unchanged. A primary aspect of this apparent
transformation had clearly been the universal adoption of
basic design courses, along the lines of the Bauhaus, while
the most common secondary change, largely unrelated to the
first, had been the wholesale acceptance of modern architec-
ture. Of this Maldonado remarked, "On the altar where
Palladio was worshipped, Wright, Le Corbusier, Gropius,
Mies van der Rohe, Fuller, Louis Kahn or Kenzo Tbnge are
now being honoured. The idols have changed but not the
doctrines.":ra Yet for Maldonado not even those schools which
had attempted to restructure their curricula along scientific
lines were entirely free from criticism, for he could see all too

clearly, after his own experiences at the Hochschule, how a

naive worship of scientific method could lead to designs, even

more abstracted than before, from any legitimate form of
socio-cultural reality.

It would seem that by 1966 the "critical theory" ofthe Hoch-
schule had already reached ihe threshold of disputing by im-
plication the viability of design schools per se, and there is

little reason to doubt but that Otl Aicher's essay "Planning
All Awry?" which appeared in Um 17118 of that year, was

nothing but an oblique attempt to counter the auto-criticism
of his "left wing" faculty; Aicher urging all designers, not
only planners, to accommodate themselves to the power con-

straints of neo-capitalism. It is interesting to note that the
antimonumentalism of his position would have been shared

by Schnaidt, but not the ultimately apolitical, mystifying
scientism of his conclusions wherein Aicher stated:

Viewed in this way, conventional architects still form the
professional category which is best suited to satisfying the

Semiosis Process in which something is a
sign lor an organism. lt is the re-
search object oi semiotics [44r].

Science of signs. lt is divided in +
syntactics, + semantics, + prag-

matics [44*].

Relerence on the molecular level.
(+ reference).

A sign is always a sign'{or'some-
thing or'o{'something, which is at

Semiolics

Sense

demands of a planner. Only the days are past when the

proximity of art shed some of the glory of genius on the

archilectural profession. The specific skills ofthe architect
are today just adequate to enable him to elicit from the

.facts assentbled by science a tangible plan tailored to poli-
ticaL object,iues [my italics], and then he must again leave it
to the politicians to make the final decision as to its imple-
mentation. The planner loses nothing by recognizing in the

development director a figure of political power who is set

above him as regards both the definition of objectives and

the assessment of feasibility. The planner loses nothing if
he tolerates the presence of scientists who can make

forecasts in respect of an applied development theory. He

will undoubtedly be forfeiting his chance of a niche in
cultural history because he will hat'e surrendered his sole

authority. But in return he will enjoy a special advantage:
the prospect of seeing what he plans aciually being
realized. The prospect that is, of gradually narrowing the
gap between plan and reality which today condemns the

plan to impotence.35

Aicher was apparently unable to realize the inadequacy of
this position, wherein, irrespective of the "forecasts of
science," the contradictions of society as they impinge on de-

sign are incapabie of resolution through the "mythical"
abrogation of power on lhe part of the designer. The neue

Suchlichkeit architects of the Weimar Republic certainly had
no taste for the "glory of genius," but this had little evident
effect on the realization of their plans; particularly after
1933, when the figures of power chose to define the overall
objectives in entirely different terms.

In any event Aicher did not go unanswered, first inadver-
tently by Maldonado, in the same issue of the journal, Ulrt
17118, in a bext with the provocative title, "How to Fight
Complacency in Design Education," and then in lhe penulti-
mate issue of the journal, Um 19120, in 1967, in a seminar re-
port by Abraham Moles addressed to "Functionalism in
Crisis," and in an essay by Claude Schnaidt entitled'Archi-
tecture and Political Commitment."

Where Maldonado, while pleading the case for C. S. Peirce's
"university of methods,"36 stressed conflict and disorder and

Prosodic sign

Quasi.symbol

Rec eiver

Visual sign, which represents
phonic prope.ties o{ speech as

length, accent and pause. E.g.: ? !

( - symbol)

Passive, i.e, sign receiving partner
ol a communication chain.

Sign
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Figure 17. Art ertractjron the
gLossary oJ'semiotics corttpiled by Gui
Bonsiepe and Tbmas Maldonado.

Figure 18. The ergonorrt tc H-.factor as
exempltlied by a closed ecological
systertr irt use.lbr long space.journeAs.
The techttological attentpt to recrcate
th.e tnedio-costrtos.

the reciprocal link obtaining in the Third World between
violence and necessity, Moles went straight to the raison
d'6tre of the Hochschuie and argued in effect that its basis
had been overtaken by the success of the "economic miracle,"
since the pure functionalism it professed was no longer re-
quired by the economic system it was pledged to serve. While
diplomaticaily evading the ultimate consequences of this
argument, Moles presenled his case wilh characteristic ir-
reverence.

Affluent society as an economical theory purports that lhe
machinery of production has to run permanently;
therefore the consumer has to be stimulated to consume at
any price. Consumption and production are linked into a
combined system which runs at an ever increasing speed.
Functionalism necessarily contradicts the doctrine of
affluent society which is forced to produce and to seil
relentlessly. Finally functionalism tends to reduce lhe
number of objects and to realize an optimal fit belween
products and needs, whereas the production machinery of
an affluent society follows the opposite direction. It cre-
ates a sysLem of neo-kitsch by accumulating objects in the
human environment. At this point the crisis of functional-
ism becomes manifest. It is torn between the neo-kitsch of
the supermarket on the one side and ascetic fulfillment of
function on the other side.'ri

It was left to Schnaidt to articulate in unequivocal terms Lhe
consequences of this crisis in its wider ramifications, and in
many respects his text was lo be the last major contribution
to the critical theory of the Hochschule before its self-dis-
solution in February 1968. His indireet response to the
Aicher model of planning reality requires little comment,
save that his arguments lead him to advocate regional de-
centralization.

While architects take refuge in aestheticism, fantasy and
technocracy, man's environment and everyday life are
steadily deteriorating. The megalopolises which are taking
shape are stricken at the least failure of their over-bur-
dened infrastructures. They call for prodigious amounts of
money to function at all . . . . The annual subsidy received
by the Paris Passenger Tfansport Board is four times
larger lhan all the allocations made to help the in-
dustrialization in Brittany during the past ten years . . . .

@

18.
The concentration of industries and their head offices in BB

and around the metropolis and the continuous increase in
rents which compels those working there to put up lheir
homes far afield have made certain reductions in working
hours a purely illusory gain. After all, a cut of 6 to 8 hours
a week means very little when 2 to 3 hours a day are lost
travelling to and from work. And all this lost time comes
off the leisure which people are forever talking about . . . .

Apart from the loss of time, money and lives, lhe problem
of home-to-job distance causes another kind of trouble,
this time of a social nature with repercussions on both the
individual citizen and the urban region. The latter has
gone onto "half-time" and its inhabitants have followed
suit. Thus a man sets off at dawn from his village, his
suburb, his satellite town which provides the labour
needed for the big city. He is away the whole day and he
comes home in the evening depleted of energy and longing
for nothing else but peace and quiet. And for this reason it
is rare for him to contribule anything to the community in
which he lives; he has no ideas, no criticism, no impetus to
give it. As far as his environment is concerned he might
just as well be dead . . . . What is the basic cause of con-
centration? When a manufacturer sets up in a developed
area he can use the existing infrastructure and equipment.
And these-water, gas, electricity, telephones, sewage,
communications, public Lransport services, public build-
ings-are paid for by the community. Thus the manufac-
turer is enabled to avoid the expenditure involved in set-
ting up, renewing and adapting this infrastructure . . . .

He is thus able to increase his profit margin. Put differ-
ently, the community has to bear what has been called the
"social cost of private enterprise." Political commitment
requires one to demand that the brunt of the social cost
of private enterprise should no longer be borne by the
community. . . .38

The unequivocal and sometimes simplistic remedies that
Schnaidt proscribes for "Planning All Awry?,' categorically
reveals the radical nature of his own political affiliations, but
this unfortunately in no way detracts from the general ac-
curacy of his analysis nor from the pertinence of his revolu-
tionary perspective.

@I @ Ct
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The critical theory of Bonsiepe, Maldonado and Schnaidt was



34 fated to return the Hochschule to its point of departure'
Having started its existence as a school of design, in lieu of a

school of politics, it was paradoxically returned to its politi-
cai destiny by men whose lives were dedicated to design. The
vicissitudes that their respective theories passed through,
over a decade, tend to confirm that this development arose
naturally out of adopting a certain attitude towards design.
For design as the self-determination of man on earth,
lhrough the exercise of his collective cortsciotLsrzess, stiil re-
mains with us as a positive legacy of the Enlightenment.
Despite the admass absorption of the Modern Movement, the
fundamental frustration of iLs gertuine realization in every
domain of life still testifies to the present containment of its
liberating force. This much was stated by Schnaidt when he

wrote of the historical co-option of the movement that:
"Modern architecture which wanted to play its part in the
Iiberation of mankind by creating a new environmenL to live
in, was transformed into a giant enterprise for the degrada-
tion of the human habitat . r'3e and by Bonsiepe when he

wrote in the last issue of the journal, Unt 21, the following
text of resignation:

Admittedly there is little evidence of realization in train-
ing institutions that lhe communications industry is a con-

sciousness industry, whether it is concerned with the
engendering of truth or untruth in consciousness, with en-

lightenment or ideology. The more visual designers con-

centrated on lhe aesthetic perfection of the designs, the
more the communications industry was able to keep its
power out of sight. The insistence of the aesthetic as one

aspect of design is undoubtedly warranted and was capa-

ble of retaining its validity over lhe years. But the

aesthetic cannot be maintained in unsullied and apolitical
detachment from the social. Formerly, the aesthetic
figured as the anticipation of a state of affairs which im-
plied liberation from the constraints of necessity. But the
aesthetic met with a fate which could not have been fore-
seen. It was found that it could very readily be pressed

into the service of repression. The forms of power have

been sublimated. In the course of this sublimation the

aesthetic-which was and still is a promise of the state of
liberation of mankind-has been harnessed by the agen-

cies of power and thus used to acquire and maintain power.

No consequences have as yet been drawn from this change

in the role of the aesthetic insofar as it affects either the

theory or practice of training in visual communication.a0
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Theory

One of the recent and serious
developments of theoretical work - the
Italian movements during the sixties-
is paradoxically one of the least known
in the States. OPPOSITIONS begins
lhe presentation and discussion of this
important body of ideas with the
publication of "L'Architecture dans le
Boudoir" by Manfredo Tafuri, one of
the more representative figures of this
period.

Thfuri's work, profoundly marked by
his philosophical position within the
dialectic materialist approach, has
been developed by means of modern
theoretical concepts drawn from
French and Italian structuralism. With
this basis he has developed a personal
position which he calls a "productive
criticism," which is rigorously
grounded in history. Within his
perspective, he is able to deveiop a

critique of more traditional approaches
to theory, this has led him from a
central focus on a criticism of
architecture to a criticism of ideology.

This initial presentation is important
for the fact that it contains some of
Tbfuri's central ideas, discussed not
only with respect to an Italian context
but also in relation to the latest
tendencies in American architecture.
Tbfuri develops and discusses a
typology for different approaches to
criticism, in which he distinguishes
three possibilities for criticism. The
first is the consideration of language as

a technical neutrality; the second, the
consideration of the dissolution of
language, and the third is the
consideration of architecture as ironv

L'Architecture dans le Boudoir:
The language of criticism and the criticism of language

Manfredo Tbfuri

T[anslation by Victor Caliandro

and criticism. A fourth possibility
which is in essence his own position,
recognizes the importance of the
attempts to organize intellectual work
in general and "architecture" in
particular within the social process of
production. For Thfuri the "general
organization of the building process"
becomes then the only valid object of
analysis for a criticism that aims in
this way to integrate itself within that
process.

critica del linguaggio," part oJ't,he

lecture series "Practice, Theory and
Pol[tics irt Architecttoe" held at
Prtncetort Urtiuersity in April 197)1.
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Manfredo Tafuri was born in Rome in
1935. He graduated in architecture in
1960, and has taught the history of
architecture at the Universities of
Rome, Milan and Palermo. Since 1968
he has been Chairman of the Faculty of
the History of Architecture and the
Director of the Institute of History at
the Architecture Institute in Venice.
He is a member of the Scientific
Council at the International Center of
Studies of Archtecture 'Andrea
Palladio" of Vicenza and on the
committee of editors of the magazine
Archithese. His published works
include: Teorie e storia
dell'archit ettrr ra, Bari 1968 ;

L'A rch ttett u ra del I' Unt en esliii o. Bari
1969 ; Progetto e ti opia, Bari 1973; La
cittit" crmericana dalla guerro ciuile cLl
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the study of the relationship between
the avant-garde and contemporary
architecture.

This essay, pubLished here.fbr the.first
tinte, was originallu a presentatiott irt
Italian, "L'Architecture dans le

Boudoir: il linguaggio dello critica e la



38 To work with leftover materials, with the garbage and
throwaways of our daily and commonplace existence, is an in-
tegral aspect of the tradition of modern art, as if it were a

magic reversal of the informal into things of quality through
which the artist comes to terms with the world of objects. No
wonder then that if the most heartfelt condition today is that
of wishing to salvage values pertinent to architecture, the
only means is bo employ "war surplus" materials, that is, to
employ what has been discarded on the battlefield after the
defeat of the Modern movement. Thus, the new "knights of
purity" advance into the realm of the present debate waving
as flags the fragments of a utopia which they themselves can-
not see,

Today, he who is willing to make architecture speak is forced
to rely on materials empty of any and all meaning: he is
forced to reduce to degree zero all architectonic ideology, all
dreams of social function and any utopian residues. In his
hands, the elements of the modern architectural tradition
come suddenly to be reduced to enigmatic fragments, to mute
signals of a language whose code has been lost, stuffed away
casually in the desert of history.In their own way, those archi-
tects who from the late fifties until today have tried to
reconstruct a common discourse for their discipline, have felt
the need to make a new morality of content. Their purism or
their rigorism is that of someone driven to a desperate action
that cannot be justified except from within itself. The words
of their vocabulary, gathered from the desolate lunar land-
scape remaining after the sudden conflagration of their grand
illusions, lie perilously on that sloping plane which separates
the world of reality from the magic circle of language. It is
precisely with a sense for a certain salvage operation that we
wish to confront the language of criticism: after all, to
historicize deliberately such antihistorical attempts only
means to reconstruct single-mindedly the system of
metaphoric ambiguities which are too openly problematic to
be left isolated as disquieting beings.

We must immediately warn the reader that we have no inten-
tion of reviewing recent architectural trends. Instead, we
would like to focus attention on a set of particularly impor-
tant attitudes, asking ourselves which role criticism must
take. We will therefore examine: (1) those trends which re-

spond to language as a purely technical neutrality, which set
themselves against the destruction of language as it is gener-

ated by a bureaucraticized architecture; this will allow us to
reveal the answers offered by the profession and on that
research which tries to renew an awareness of linguistic pro-
cesses and to link up with the experiments of the avant-garde
which have been influenced by formalist methodologies;
(2) research based on the dissolution of language itself, on

the systematic destruction of form that is aimed at the total
control of the lechnological environment; (3) research which
interprets architecture as criticism and irony, as well as that
which deliberateiy denies the possibility of an architectonic
communication in favor of a neutral system of "information";
and (4) the emergence of an architecture which aims to
redistribute the capitalistic division of labor, which moves

towards an understanding of the technician's role in build-
ing-that is, as a responsible partner in the economic
dynamics and as an organizer directly involved in the produc-
tion cycle. All lhis we will do to locate with precision, yet
without an easy optimism, the role of the difficult exchange
between intellectuals and class movements.

We must, however, keep in mind that any analysis which at-
tempts to grasp the structural relationship between lhe
specific forms of the architectural language and bhe world of
production of which they are a part must do so by violating
the object of the analysis ilself. Criticism, in other words, sees

itself constrained to adopt a "repressive" character if it
yishes to free that which is beyond language; if it desires to

$ring upon itself the cruel autonomy of architectural writing,
and if, after all, it wishes the "mortal silence of the sign" to
speak. As has been acutely pointed out, to Nietzsche's ques-

tion "Who speaks?" Mallarm6 has answered, "The word it-
self."r This would apparently exclude any attempt to question
the language as a system of meanings whose discourse it is
necessary to reveal. And where contemporary architecture
poses, ostentatiously, the problems of its meaning, we must
look for the signs of a regressive utopia, even if these signs
mime a struggle against the role of language. This struggle is
apparent if we see how, in recent works, the compositional
strictness oscillates precariously between the forms of "com-
ment" and those of "criticism." The best example of this is
seen in the work of James Stirling. Kenneth Frampton, Marc



Figure 1. Derby Ciuic Cetier
competition, Derby. Jantes Stirli rtg
with Leo Krier, architects, 1g70. Att
historic.facade presert'ed at cm angle
as a bandstand shell roo.t''.

Figure 2. S. C. Johnsort & Son of.fice
building, Rcrcine. Frank Lloyd Wright,
architect, 1936. Bridge o.f'Pyrer ttfies
ouer driueway.

Girouard, Joseph Rykwerl, and Charles Jencks have dis- 39
tinguished themselves in their attempts to give meaning to
the enigmatic and ironic usage of "quotation" in Stirling's
work.2

In his more recent works, including the Siemens AG Head-
quarters in Munich, the Olivetti training school at Haslemere
and the housing for Runcorn New 1bwn, we have wished to
see a change of direction, a break with the disquieting com-
position of Constructivist, Futurist, Paxtonian, Victorian
memories of his university buildings at Leicester, Cambridge,
and Oxford, and of the Civic Center (fig. 1) designed with
Leo Krier for Derby.:r The parabola which Stirling has
followed has a high degree of internal consistency. It indeed
reveals the consequence of a reduction of the architectural
object to pure language, yet it wishes to be compared to the
tradition of the Modern movement, to be measured against a
body of work strongly compromised in an antiliguistic sense.
Stirling has "rewritten" the "words" of modern architecture,
building a true "archeology of the present."

Let us look at the design for the Civic Center at Derby. An
ambiguous and amused reference to history is spelled out by
the facade of the old Assembly Room, inclined by 45' and
serving as a proscenium to the theater which is defined by the
U-shaped gallery. The entire work of Stirling possesses this
"oblique" character. The shopping arcade recalls the
Burlington Arcade in London. It also brings to mind the
bridge of Pyrex tubes at the Johnson Wax building (fig. 2) by
Frank Lloyd Wright, and perhaps even more strongly recalls
an unbuilt as well as undesigned architecture-the shopping
arcade modeled on a sort of circuiar Crystal Palace which,
following the description by Ebenezer Howard, was to have
surrounded the central area of the ideal Garden City. The
Civic Center in Derby is in fact an urban "heart." It is,
however, part of a real city and not a utopian model, and con-
sequently the memory of Joseph Paxton takes on a flavor of a
disenchanted but timely rep)chage.

Unlike Paul Rudolph, for whom every formal gesture is a
hedonistic wink at the spectator,.Stirling has revealed the
possibilities of an endless manipulation of the grammar and
syntax of the architectural sign. He employs with extreme
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Figure !J. Leicestet' Uniuersity
Engine e ri n g L ab or atory, L ei c e ster.
Jantes Stirl ing, arch ttect, 1 959-63.
Arononretric.

Figure lt. PaLace o.l'the Souiets
contpetitiott, 9rd prize, Moscou:. A. and
V Vesnin, at'chitects, 1923.

Aronontetric.

Figure 5. Cambridge Uniuersity
History BtdLding, Cambridge. Jumes
Sti rlittg, architeet, 1 96!+- 67.

Aronomet.ric.

Figure 6. Spangen Housing,
Rotterdarr. Mich ael Bri nkttt atr,
arch itect, 1 92 1. Arun o m etric.

Figttre 7. St. Andreu:s Uniuersity
residential erpantsiort, ScotLand. James
Stirling, architect, 1961-68. Site plan.

Fi.gure 8. Housirtg connn'tnle, Mu.nich.
Moses Ginsburg, arch itect, 1927.
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Figure 9. Siemens AG. headquorters,
Mttn ich. J anr es St i rlin 0, orch itect,
1 969. Sect iort al perspect i L,e.

coherence the formalistic laws of .ont.u.t9and opposition of
his language's elements: the rotation of the axes, the use of
antithetic materials, and technological distortions.a The result
of such controlled bricolcLge is a metaphorical reference to
something very dear to the English architect: the architec-
ture of ships. 'A dream with marine references"i,is the way
Kenneth Frampton has accurately labeled the Leicester
University Engineering Laboratory (fig. 3), a true iceberg
sailing in the sea of the park into which it is casually set down,
following an enigmatic course. Yet insofar as Stirling does not
appreciaLe such "fishing for references," the porthole, which
ironically comes up from the base of the laboratories at
Leicester (next to the jutting Melnikovian halls), seems to
confirm that constructivist poetics are a primary source-an
almost too obvious reference to the design for the Palace of
the Soviets (1923) by the Vesnin brothers (fig. 4). Yet the
theme of the ship comes back, this time with proper literary
references, in the terracing, the general organization and ihe
common access ways of the Andrew Melville Hall at St.
Andrews University (fig. 7). Again, it is Frampton who notes
that here the marine metaphor takes on a more precise mean-
ing: the ship, Iike the phalanstery, symbolizes an unattainable
community will.6 The ship, the monastery and the phalanstery
are thereby equivalent. From a desire to achieve perfect com-
munal integration, they isolate themselves from the world. Le
Corbusier and Stirling themselves appear, at La Tourette and
St. Andrews, to pronounce a painful discovery: sociai uto-
pianism can only be discussed as a literary document and can
oniy come into architecture as a linguistic element, or better,
as a pretext for the use of language.

The charged atmosphere of the young rebels of the 1950s and
of the Independent Group, of which Stirling was a member
between 1952 and 1956, has thus a coherent result. The affir-
mation of language, here understood as an interweaving of
complex syntactic valences and ambiguous semantic
references, also includes the "function," the existential
dimension of the work. Yet il only deals with a "virtual func-
tion" and not an effective function. The Andrew Melville Hall
represents theatrically the space of communal integration
which-from the time of the Spangen block (1921) of Michael
Brinkman (fig. 6) to the housing commune (1927) of Moses
Ginsburg (fig. 8), the postwar plans of Le Corbusier and

Alison and Peter Smithson, and the building of Park Hill and 4l
Robin Hood Gardensi-the orthodoxy of the Modern move-
ment had hoped to make operable as spaces of social pre-
cipitation.

Suspending the public destined to use his buildings in a limbo
of a space that ambiguously oscillates between the emptiness
of form and a "discourse on function"-that is, architecture
as an autonomous machine, as it is spelled out in the History
building at Cambridge (fig. 5) and made explicit in the pro-
ject for Siemens AG (fig.9)-Stirling carries out the most
cruel of acts by abandoning the sacred precinct in which the
semantic universe of the modern tradition has been enclosed.
Neither attracted nor repulsed by the independent articula-
tion of Stirling's formal machines, the observer is forced in
spite of himself to recognize that this architecture does in-
deed speak its own language, one that is perversely closed
into itself. It is possibie only to sink or swim, forced into a
swinging course, itselfjust as oscillating as the perverse play
of the archiLect with the elements of his own language.

As we have said regarding comment and criticism: the form
of comment is a repetition in the desperate search for the
genesis ofthe signs; the form ofcriticism is the analysis ofthe
function ofthe signs themselves, a task possible only after one
has renounced the search for the hallowed meaning of the
ianguage. The operations carried out by Stirling are exem-
plary; they point out the utopia intrinsic in the full realization
of architecture as a discourse. In this light, the functional
criticisms which are constantly leveled at Stirling are at once
correct and unjust;E once having artificially reconstructed an
independent structure of language, the critieisms are inevita-
bly resolved into a surreal play of tensions between the
universe of signs and the domain of the real.

We are therefore led back lo our initial problem; that is, in
which manner may criticism become compromised in such a
"perverse play" under whose ambiguous sign the enlire
thrust of modern architecture flickers? At the origins of the
critical act are always found the acts of distinguishing, sepa-
rating and disintegrating a given structure. Without the act
of disintegrating the object under analysis, it is impossible to
rewrite it. It is self-evident that there does not exist a criti-



42 cism that does not follow the process which generated the
work itself, one which does not redepioy the elements of the
work into a different order, if only for the sake of construct-
ing typological models. Yet it is here that there begins what
might be called the doubling of the object under critical ex-
amination. The simple analysis of architecture, which obliges
one to speak of it in terms of its language, would be descrip-
tion pure and simple. Such an analysis would be unable to
break the magic circle that the work in question draws
around itself, and it would therefore only be able to manipu-
late within set iimits the selfsame process that generated the
work, thereby repeating its axioms. The only external
referent of such an "internalized" reading would be found in
the gaps inherent in the linguistic object itself. Thus this
"doubling" created by criticism must go beyond merely con-

' structing a "second language" to float above the original text,
as Roland BarthEs speaks of it.s The creation of typological
models, which Emilio Garroni has correctly seen as the only
possible way to single out systems and codes of reference for
architecture,'o may therefore have meaning if the models
prove capable of: (1) defining a series ofstructural constants
to form a base upon which to measure the degree of innova-
tion in each architectural experiment (the typology of the
Palladian villa as developed by Rudolf Wittkower is a prime
example); and €) allowing a dynamic comparison between
the series of constants and those structures which determine
the possibility of the very existence of architecture. In the
above method there is no ordinary subdivision between struc-
ture and superstructure. There is only insistence upon com-
pletion of the analysis of a test of the "function" of the com-
munications system. Yet the discourse on language requires
further clarification. Criticism must point out with precision
its role in relation to involuted architectural proposals, if only
because these are today the most apparent.

At the borderline, the linguistic residues-that is, those
aspects of the real which have not been resolved in form, as in
the architecture of a James Stiriing, a Louis Kahn, or a Vic-
tor Lundy-are suddenly eliminated; it is there that the ab-
solute presence of form makes "scandalous" the existence of
the casual, even in that casual behavior par excellertce, human
presence.

The research by Aldo Rossi provides an excellent example lo
illustrate a theme which inexorably divides the entire course
of modern art.rr Rossi answers the poetics of ambiguity of a
John Johansen or a Robert Venturi with the liberation of
architecture from any embrace with reality, from any inter-
ruption by chance or by any empiricism in its totally struc-
tured sign system. The "scandal" of Stirling's architecture is

man, held as he is in an ambiguous suspension between archi-
tecture as a pure object and a redundancy of hermetic com-
munications. The architecture of Rossi suppresses such a
scandal. The invocation of form that it calls forth excludes all
exlernal justifications. The specific qualities of architecture
are set down into a universe of carefully selected signs, within
which the law of exclusion dominates, and in fact is the con-
trolling expression. Beginning with the monument of Segrate
(1965) to the designs for the City Hall of Muggio i97D Gig.
13) and the cemetary of Modena (1971) (fig. 11), Rossi
declaims an alphabet that rejects all articulation. As the
abstract representation of its own arbitrary laws, it makes
artifice its own realm. By this means such an architecture
falls back to the structural nature of language itself. Exhibit-
ing a synlax of empty signs, programmed exclusions, rigorous
limitations, it reveals the inflexible nature of the arbitrary
and the false dialectic between freedom and norms that are

characteristic of the Iinguistic order. "Pure Art," the object of
a famous discussion between Walter Benjamin and Theodor
Adorno, sets forth in such works its own principle of
legitimacy.

The emptied sign is also the instrument of the metaphysics of
De Chirico, of the dream-like realism of the neue

SachLichkeit, and of the astounded enigma projected onto ob-
jects by the school of the Nouveau Regard.l2 With these, Rossi
shares only a sort of frustrated nostalgia for the structure of
communication. But for him, it is a communication that has

nothing to speak about except the finite quaiity of its closed

system, wherein the cyclone of the 'Angelus Novus" has

passed, freezing words into salt pillars.ls Mies van der Rohe

had already experimented with the language of emptiness
and silence. Yet for Mies the translation of the sign still oc-

cured within the presence of the real, that is to say, by con-
trast with the city itself. In Rossi, however, the categorical
imperative lives as the absolute alienation of form, to the



Figure 10. Fagnano School, OLorta.
ALdo Rossi, archttect, 197J. Sketch o.l'

site plan.

Figu re 1 1. Cent ete r y conr pet ition,
Modena. Aldo Rossi and Gianni
Braghieri, arch itect s, 1 97 1.

Perspectit,e.

-

10,

Figure 12. Single Jarnilg hottsino
projeet, Broni. Aldo Rossi, architect,
1 973. Eleuations, arononrctric, plan s,

Figtrre 13. Muggio City Hall
Competition, Muggio. ALdo Rossi,
a rchit ect, 1 972. At:o rt o trt etrir:.

Figure 1!. Elententary School, Broni.
Aldo Rossi, architect, 1971. Detail o.f'

courtyard.
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Figure 15. GalLaratese 2 neighborhood,
Milan. Carlo Ayrnoniilo end
Associ ates, architects, 1 967 - 73. V i ew

ocr'o.ss plaza ot'er the garages, shott'irtg
the open air theater surrounded by

resi dential blocks 42,8.

Figure 16. GoLl&rat.ese 2. Residenti.al
block A1.

Fioure 17. Galleratese 2. Vieu'o.l'
entrailce and residentiaL blocks 41,42.

Figure 18. Gallaratese 2. Gerteral plan
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point of achieving an emptied sacredness-an experience of
the immovable and of the eternal return to geometric
emblems reduced to being mere ghosts.ta

There is a precise reason for this phenomenon. The result lhat
Rossi approaches is that of demonstrating, without any
chance offurther appeal, that by his removal ofform from the
domain of daily experience, he is continually forced to circum-
navigate the central point from which communication springs
forth, yet is unable to draw from the source itself. This is not
because of any inability of the architect, but rather because
this "center" has been historically destroyed. If an attitude of
neo-Enlightenment is found in Rossi, it is to be understood as
a recovered example of an irreversible act of the eighteenth
century - the fragmentation of the "order of discourse." Only
the ghost of that lost order can today be waved about. Yet the
accusations of fascism hurled at Rossi mean little, since his
attempts at the recovery of an ahisloricizing form exclude
verbalizations of its content and any compromise with the
real.r5

In this manner such research loses itself in its extreme at-
tempt to save the institution of architecture. The thread of
Ariadne with which Rossi weaves his work does not
reestablish the discipline, but rather dissolves it, thereby
making true the tragic acknowledgement of Georg Simmel,
"a form which is open to life, serves it, cannot give it itseif.',rG

A fundamentally important resuit springs forth from this,
one which has in fact already been taken for granted in our
contemporary culture, but which is continually cast aside.
The refusal to manipulate forms, as Rossi maintains, in fact
concludes a debate that was personally fought first by Adolf
Loos, and which has in Karl Kraus its highest exponent.

In this great epoch which I have known when it was stiil so
small and which will again become small, if there is any
time left . . . in this noisy epoch which resounds from the
horrendous symphony of facts which yield news and news
which is to be blamed for the facts. In this epoch one should
not wait for any particular words from me, none aside from
this one, which barely serves to preserve the silence of mis-
understanding. Too deeply rooted in me is the respect for
the immutable, the subordination of language to fate. With-

in the realms of the poverty of fantasy, where man dies 45
from spiritual starvation without ever discovering his
spiritual hunger, where pens are dipped in blood and
swords in ink, that which is past ought to be fact, but that
which is only thought is ineffable. Let them not await from
me my word. Nor would I be able to speak any new word,
for within the room where one writes the noise is so loud
and if it comes from animals, babies or only trench guns, is
not now important. He who adds words to facts defaces the
word and the fact, and therefore is doubly despicable. This
profession has not extinguished itself. Those who now have
nothing to say, because facts have words, continue to speak.
He who has something to say, step forward and be silent."17

If facts possess the word, then nothing remains but to have
facts speak and preserve, in silence, the spectrum of great
values. Of these-and here Karl Kraus, Adolf Loos, and Lud-
wig Wittgenstein agree-"we cannot speak," that is, wilhout
contaminating them, Loos expresses clearly. Yet to refuse to
speak with architecture we may miss only that which evades
life: the ntorttrment-that is, the artificial creation of a collec-
tive memory, true "parallel action" of "man without
quality,"-and the lolrb-the illusion of a universe beyond
death.18 Only in the service of illusory functions, virtual ones,
that is, is it now possible to build virtual spaces.

The aforementioned statement by Simmel is thus now in-
verted and thereby confirmed: the space of life excludes that
of form, or at least keeps it constantly in check. In the
Gallaretese neighborhood in Milan, to the moderated expres-
sionism of Carlo Aymonino, who articulates his residential
blocks as they converge into the fulcrum of the open-air
theater in a complex play of artificial streets and nodes (figs.
15-19), Rossi creates an opposilion in the sacred precision of
his geometric block which is held above ideology and above all
utopian proposals for a "new lifestyle."

The complex as designed by Aymonino wishes to underscore
every resolution, every joint, every formal artifice.
Aymonino apparently wants to speak the language of
superimposition and complexity, within which single objects
violently strung together insist upon displaying their in-
dividual role within the entire "machine." Yet, and quite sig-



46 nificantly, Aymonino, by assigning to Rossi the design for one

of the blocks within this neighborhood (figs. 20-22), must
have felt the need to confront himself with a proposal
radically opposed to his own. And it is here that we find, fac-
ing the aggregation of Aymonino's signs, the absolute sign of
Rossi.

The position taken by Kraus and Loos is not negated; it is,

however, made more ambiguous. Because facts have words,
form may be silent. The simultaneous presence of objects con-
structivistically aggregated, obstinately forced to communi-
cate messages or modes of behavior, and a mute object closed
in its equally obstinate timidity, "narrate" in an exemplary
fashion the drama of modern architecture. Architecture, once
again, has made a discourse on ilself. But this time, in an
unusual way: as a colloquy, that is, between two languages
which approach the same result. The complexity of Aymonino
and the silence of Rossi: two ways to declaim the guttural
sounds of the yellow giants-we recall here the expressionist
drama Der gelbe Klaug in which Wassily Kandinsky had per-
sonified the "new angels" of mass society.re

Throughout this discussion, we have deliberately established
the analysis of a specific phenomenon with reference to a cor-
rect use of criticism. The exampies of Stirling and Rossi have
proven useful precisely because in their presence the very
function of criticism is called into question and because, in
part, we are dealing with those extreme situations which are
important to the current debate on the architectural
language, as seen in the work of Louis Kahn, Denys Lasdun,
lhe "Five," and the Italian experimentalists, such as Vittoriq
De Feo, the Stass group or Vittorio Gregotti.20

In writing about De Feo, Francesco Dal Co speaks of a "susl
pended architecture."2l And in fact, the works of De Feo-
among the most remarkable of recent Italian work-oscillate
between the creation of entirely virtual spaces and typologi+
cal research at the level of the organism. The experimenta-
tion with the deformation of geometric elements is predomil
nant, as seen in the project for the new House of Representa-
tives in Rome, planned with the Stass group (196?) ; the Tech'J

nical school at Terni (1968-74) Gigs.25-27); and the competi
tion for an Esso service station (1971) (figs. 28,29). Here, De
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Figtn'e 19. Gellaratese 2 neighborhood,
MiLart. Carlo Aymotritto and
Associates, architects, 1967-73. Site
plart.

Fig'ure 20. Gellaratese 2 rreighburhood,
Milan. Altlo Rossi, nt'chitect, 1970-7J.
Residential blctck D.

Figure 21. Gelleretese 2. Entrarrce to
residenticrl block D.

Figure 22. GcLllcLrotese 2. Residetrtial
block D.
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Figure 23. Regional ofices

competition, Tlieste. Vittorio De Feo

and Associ.ates, architects, 1971.

Perspeetiue.

Figure 2/+. Regional o.llices

competi t i on. Det(Lil o.l' n odeL.

23.

ate4,

Figure 25. Tbcltnical school, Tenti.
Vittorio De Feo an.d Errico Ascione,
arch itect s, 1 I 6 8 - 7 lt. M odeL.

Figttre 26. Technical School. Model in
plan.

Figure 27. Tbchnical School. Detail o.f

btr i I rli rtg, tt ea I co nt pl et i ott.

Feo treats geometry as a primary element, lo be juxtaposed

with the chosen functional order. Compared to the purism of
Rossi, the architecture of De Feo, or for that matter of
Georgio Ciucci and Mario Manieri-Elia, appears more empiri-
cal and casual. However, within its search for the pure and in-
trinsic qualities of form, it possesses qualities at once self-
critical and self-ironic, which are revealed as a disenchanted
pop image (and wherein the exasperated geometric play of
the Esso station is resolved). It is possible here to find a

warning: once the "form is made free;" the geometric
universe becomes an uncontrollable "adventure." Without
doubt, similar studies are historically born upon reflections on

the themes introduced by Kahn; yet, for Italians in particu-
lar, each study of linguistic tools loses the mystic aura and

simple faith in the charismatic power of institutions. We are

therefore faced with an apparent paradox. Those who con-

centrate on linguistic experimentation have lost the old illu-
sions about the innovative powers of communication. Yet by
accepting the relative independence of syntactic research, we

are then confronted with the arbitrary qualities of the
reference code. Thus neither De Feo nor Manieri-Elia are
able to link their choice of reference code to a suitable act of
engagemertt (which in itself may have other means of self-

expression).

To what point then is this attitude comparable to that of the
"Five Architects" who, in the panorama of international
architecture, appear closest to conceiving of architecture
as a reflection upon itself and upon its internal articulations?
Is it indeed possible to speak of their work as "mannerism
among the ruins"?22Mario Gandelsonas has correctly singled
out the specific areas of interest in lhe work of Michael
Graves-the interest in the classicist code, cubist painting,
the traditions of the Modern movement, and nature.2:r Yet we

should be wary. We are again dealing with "closed systems,"
within which the themes of polysemy and pluralism are
formed and controiled, and within which the possessr.orz of the

aleatory is resolved in an institutional, or at best "monumen-
tal," format. (The only source which appears to defy such an
interpretation is lhat which refers to the Modern movement;

nevertheiess, this is read by Graves as only signifying
"metaphysical" and "twentieth century," thus permiiting our
schema to remain valid.) Having established a system of
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Figure 28. Esso Seruice Sfatiorr.
prolject. Vittot.io De Feo and
Assoc i ates, 1 97 1. Perspect i t'e.

Figure 29. Esso Sercice Stalrori. Plorrs
and elet,atiotts.

Figure 30. Pro.ject .tbr o ltctuse, Fregerte.
Gruppo Stoss, ai'cftilects, 1968. Model.

Figttre 31. Hotel, Santa Caterina,
Narclo. Gruppo Stass, ai'clirtects, 1g70.
Model.
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52 limitations and exclusions, Graves is able to manipulate his

materials in a finite series of operations; at the same time this
system allows him to show how a clarification or an explica-
tion of linguistic processes permits an indirect control over
the design, alrcays u'ithin the predetennined systent o.l'ercltr-
sicrns. In other words, Michael Graves, Peter Eisenman and
Richard Meier give new life to a method which springs from
the classification of the syntactic processes. It is the sort of
formaiism, in its original guise, which is perpetuated Lhrough
their work (figs. 32-34). "Semantic distortion," the pivotal
point of the Russian formalists, is thus brought to life again in
an obvious manner at the Benacerraf House by Graves. With-
in this work, as well as in the more hieratic and timeless syn-

tactic decompositions of Eisenman, we may see a sort of
analytic laboratory devoted to experimentation upon highly
select forms, rather than just a mere penchant for Terragni or
a taste for the abstract.

It is of little interest to us to ask how such works may appear
as a heresy within the American culture. However, their ob-
jective role is without doubt to provide a selected catalogue
of design approaches applicable to predetermined situations.
It is then useless to ask iftheir "neo-purist" tendencies are or
are not effective.2a As examples of linguistic structures, we

can only ask that they be rigorous in their absolute ahistoric-
ism. Only in this fashion can their nostalgic abandon be

neutralized, and thereby acknowledge their need to remain in
isolation (an acknowledgement, by the way, which would
never be apparent from the self-satisfied stylistic gestures of
Philip Johnson).

Let us attempt to reconstruct the analysis to date. It requires
a specific reading of the languages employed as well as the
use of different modes of approach to their analysis. To under-
stand Stirling's work it is necessary to refer to the tech-
nological aesthetic and the theory of information. Only by so

doing will it be possible to become completely aware of the ra-
tionale behind his semantic distortions. But the theory of in-
formation reveals Iittle to us about Rossi's study of typologi-
cal constraints. Indeed, Rossi's formalism appears to want to
challenge even the original formulation of the linguistic for-
malism of Viktor Sklovsky or of Vsevolod M. Eichenbaum.
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Figtrre 32. Ben ace rra/' H o u s e,

Princeton, Neu' Jersey. Michuel
Grettes, architect, 1 967.

Figttre 3.1. House itr Pound Ridge,
Conneeticut. Richard Meier antl
Assoc'i ates, erch itect s, 1 969.

Fig'ure 33. House II, Hurdtcick,
Verrtr ont. Pet e r Ei se tt r t t a n, cttclt itect,
1969.

We do not wish to put forward a theory of critical empiricism.
We rather intend to point out that every critical action is
seen, in fact, as a composiie of itself and the object being
analyzed. Today then, a highly specialized analysis ofan archi-
tecture, strongly characterized by linguistic sense, can have
only one result-a tautology.

To dissect and rebuild the geometric metaphors of the "com-
positional rigorists" may prove to be an endiess game which
may eventually become useless when, as in Eisenman's work,
the process ofassemblage is altogether explicit and presented
in a highly didactic manner. In the face of such products, the
task of criticism is to begin from within the work only lo
escape from it as soon as possible so as not to be caught in the
vicious circle of a language that speaks only of itself. Ob-
viousiy the problems of criticism Iie elsewhere. We do not
believe in the artificial "Nern' Tlends" within contemporary
architecture.zs Yet there is little doubt that there exists a
widespread attitude that is intent on repossessing the unique
character of the object by removing it from its economic and
functional contexts and highlighting it as an exceptional
event-and hence a surrealistic one-by placing it in
parentheses with the flux ofobjects generated by the produc-
tion system. It is possible to speak ofthese acts as an "archi-
tecture darrs le boud.oir." And not only because we find our-
selves faced with an "architecture of cruelty," as the works of
Stirling and Rossi have demonstrated with their cruelty of
Ianguage-as-a-system-of-exclusions, but also because the
magic circle drawn around linguistic experimentation reveals
a pregnant affinity with the structural rigor of the literature
of the Marquis de Sade. "There, where the stake is sex, every-
thing must speak of sex." That is, the utopia of Eros in Sade-
resolved within the discovery that maximum freedom springs
forth from maximum terror-where the whole is inscribed
within the supreme constraint of a geometric structure in the
narrative. To regain an "order of discourse" may today prove
to be a safeguard for certain subjective liberties-particu-
larly after its destruction by the avant-garde through ques-
tioning the techniques of mass information and with the dis-
appearance of the work of art into the assembly line. There
are two contradictions, however. On the one hand, as with the
Enlightenment utopia, such attempts are destined to reveal
that iiberty serves only to make a silence speak; that is, one

cannot bring voluntary action to oppose a structure. On the 53
other hand, the "orders of discourse" are an attempt to go
beyond this impasse and propose a foundation for a new
statute of architecture. Such contradictions are actually
theorized in the work of Kahn since the mid-fifties. Yet we
have not escaped the hermetic play of language.

The questions criticism must now ask are: What makes such
studies and research possible? What are the contexts and
structures within which they operate? What is their role
within the present day production system?

Some of these questions have already been answered in our
discussion. We can add, however, that they are cast-offs of a
production system which must; (a) reneu. its forms, submit-
ting to peripherai sectors of professional organizations the
task of experimenting with new models (in fact it would
prove usefui to follow the way in which the new form models,
brought forth by the isolated form-makers, are to be in-
troduced into mass production); (b) bring together a highly
differentiated public by assigning the role of "vestals of the
discipline" to figures whose task is to preserve the concept
and role of architecture as a traditional object, an object that
preserves intrinsic qualities of communication. Thus we aban-
don the object itself and move into the system which, in itself,
gives meaning. And criticism thereby explicitly moves its in-
quest from a specific task to the structure that conditions the
total meaning of the object. Our statement concerning the
role of criticism as the violation of the object in question now
becomes clear. From the examination of those opposing at-
tempts u,hich aim to bring architecture back into the realm of
discourse, we have come to single out the roie of the architec-
tural discourse, thereby seriously questioning the place and
scope of those attempts. We must now move further.

On several occasions we have tried to show that, in the
vicissitudes of the historical avant-garde, the alternatives
that appear as opposites-order and disorder, Iaws and
change, structure and chaos-are in reality entirely comple-
mentary.2{iWe have seen this exemplified in the Gallaratese
neighborhood in Milan, within which the dialectic between
purism and construction is made entirely obvious. But the



54 historic import of such a complementary system goes beyond
lhe specific example. To degrade the materials out of which
communication is made by compromising them with the com-
monplace and forcing them to be mirrored in the anxious
swamp of merchandising, thus reducing them to aslonished
and emptied signs, is the process which leads from the tragic
clownings of the Cabaret Voltaire, to the Merzbau of Kurt
Schwitters (fig.35), to the pictures composed by telephone of
Lazlo Moholy-Nagy. Yet there is a surprising result. This
desecrating immersion into chaos becomes the premise for the
existence of a new means, which having absorbed the logic of
that chaos is now ready to dominate it from within.

Thus we have the .fbrm oJ'the inJbrmaL-as a victory. On the
one hand we have the manipulation of pure signs as founda-
tions to an architectural constructivism; on the other hand,
the acceptance of the indefinite, of dissolution. The control of
the chaos and of the casual requires this double attitude. As
Rudolf Arnheim has accurately observed, "The precocious in-
sistence on minimal forms of the maximum precision (as in
the works of Jean Arp, which are for us entirely symtomatic)
and in the subsequent manifestation of disorder appearing at
opposite points, are in reality symptoms of the very same
abandonment."r The papiers dechirds of Picasso belong to
this logic. But it is the testimony of Arp which makes clear
the process that ties together the affirmation of the forms to
its own destruction.

About 1930 pictures of hand torn papers were born.
Why worry about achieving perfection, purity, when it can
never be reached? I now welcomed the decay which begins
no sooner than when the work is ended. The dirty man with
filthy hands points and smudges a detail of ihe picture. . . .

He is overcome by a savage enthusiasm and smears the
painting with saliva. A delicate collage of watercolored
paper is lost. Dust and insects are also efficient in destruc-
tion. Light wastes the colors. The sun and heat produce
blisters, disintegrate the paper, crack the paint, disin-
tegrating il. Humidity creales mould, the work falls to
pieces, it dies. The death of a painting no longer drives me
to despair. I had made my pact with its passing on and now
it was for me part of the painting. But death grew, devour-
ing both the painting and life. . . . The form had become
formless, the Finite Infinite, the Individual the All.28

The formlessness, that is, the risk of existence, then no longer
creates anxiety if it is accepted as linguistic "material." And
vice versa, language may thus speak of the indeterminate, the
casual, the transient. The happening gives credence to the ob-
servation by Jean Fautrier that art today ". . may only
destroy itself, and only by destroying itself can it continually
renew itself."zs Yet this is but an attempt to give meaning to
the phenomenon of mass consumption. It is not by chance then
that a great many such celebrations of the formlessness take
place under the banner of a technological utopia. The irritat-
ing and ironic metaphors of Archigram or of the Archizoom
group, or of architecture conceived as an explosion of frag-
ments by John Johansen, sink their roots deep into the tech-
nological myth. Technology can thereby be enslaved in the
configuration ofan entirely virtuai space. It may be read, in a
mystic manner, as "second nature," the object of mimesis; it
may indeed become the subject for formalist chit-chat, as in
the part of the work of Soviet constructivism wherein the
form self-destructs to make way for messages originating
from the same self-destructive process. And lhere are those
who, Iike Bruno Zevi, attempt to compile a code of such
programmed self-destruction.3o What remains hidden in all of
these abstract furors is the general sense of their own
masochistic disintegration. And it is precisely with reference
to these experiences that a critical method, as inspired by the
technological aesthetic of Max Bense or by the information
theory of Abraham Moles, may be fruitfully applied. This is
only possible because, in a manner even greater than Stir-
ling's, they seek a language truly fitting of the technologicai
realm; they attempt to invest the entire physical setting with
enlarged quanta of information in an effort to reunife "the
word and the object," and contribute to daily existence an
autonomous structure of communication. It is not aleatory
then that the already outworn images of Archigram, or the
artificial and willful ironies of Robert Venturi or of Hans
Hollein simultaneously amplify and restrict the field of inter-
vention of architecture. They'amplify it insofar as their goal
is the dominance of all visible space, and restrict it insofar as
they understand that space solely as a network of superstruc-
tures.

There is, however, a result to this which emerges in projects
such as that by Venturi and Rauch for the American Bicen-



tennial Celebration (fig. 36) in Philadelphia.irl Here, there is
no longer a desire to communicate; the architecture is dis-
sQlved into an unstructured system of ephemeral signals. In-
stead of contntunicatron, there is a flux of information; in-
stead of an architecture as language, there is an attempt to
reduce it to a mass-medium, without any ideological residue;
instead of an anxious effort to restructure the urban system,
there is a disenchanted acceptance ofreality, becoming an ex-
cess of purest cynicism. (Excess, after all, always carries a

critical connotation.) In this fashion, Venturi, placing himself
within an exclusively linguistic framework, has reached a

radical devaluation of the language itself. The meaning of lhe
Plekatu'elt, of the world of publicity, is closed in on itself. He
thereby achieves the symmetrically opposed result of that
reached by the compositional rigorists. For the Iatter it is the
metaphysical retrieval of a "being" of architecture, extracted
from the flux of existence. For Venturi, it is the non-utiliza-
tion of language itself, having discovered that its intrinsic
ambiguity, once having made contact with reality, makes il-
lusory any and all pretexts of autonomy.

A warning to all: in both cases, the language does not deceive
itself. If the protagonists of contemporary architecture at
times take on the mask of Don Quixote, it is as an act that has
a less superficial meaning than is readily apparent, for in fact
it constitutes unconsciously, a veritable "language of disillu-
sion." Language has thus reached the point of speaking about
its own isolation, as it may wish to trace anew the path of
rigorism focusing on the mechanism of its own writing, or as

it may wish to explode into the problematic space of exis-
tence. Yet does not such a path, which historically spans the
last two decades, repeat a previous event? Is not the answer
by Maliarme, "It is the word itself which speaks,"3z analogous
to the tragic realization by Kraus and Loos, ". . . facts have
words, and it is only that which has been meditated that is in-
effable"? And, after all, has not the destiny of the historical
avant-garde been that of destroying itself over the plan-a
historically frustrated one al that-of the intellectual man-
agement of reality? The return to language is a proof of
failure. It is necessary to examine to what degree such a

failure is due to the intrinsic character of the architectural
discipline and to what degree it is due to a stili unresolved
ambiguity.

Figure 35. Kurt Scftit'llters. Merz
Construction, 1 92 1. Col I a ge.
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56 Michel Foucault has observed how there exists a sort of
unevenness among the ways of employing language: "The
discussions'which are spoken' throughout the days and ex-
changes which pass away with the very action which pro-
nounced them; and the discussions which are at the origin of a

certain number of new acts, of words which pick these up,
transform or tell of them; in other words, discussions which
remain indefinitely beyond their own formulation, and which
are said, have been said, and remain still to be said."33 This is
a displacement which is apparently not absolute, yet strong
enough to be a functional discriminant among the levels of
linguistic organization. The Modern movement had, in its en-
tirety, attempted to eliminate such displacement (we are
referring specifically to the polemical position of Hannes
Meyer, to the precise rationalism of Hans Schmidt, to the
stance taken by periodicals such as ABC or G, and to the
aesthetic formulations of Karel Teige, Walter Benjamin and
Hans Mukarovsky).:ra But it is Foucault himself who recog-
nizes the outcome of such an approach. "The radical repeal of
this displacement can only be a game, utopia or anxiety. A
game after Borges, of a commentary which will be nothing
more than the reappearance, word for word (yet this time
solemn and long-awaited) of lhe object of the comment itself:
the game, once again, of a criticism which speaks endlessiy
about a work which does not exist."3s

By no chance are we deaiing with an approach upon which
converge those whom Jencks has called the "Supersen-
sualists"36-that is, Hans Hollein, Walter Pichler or Riccardo
Bofill-preceded as they were (and this Jencks does not bring
out) by much of the late work of Lloyd Wright and the impo-
tent prefigurations of the technological avant-gardists. The
elimination of the displacement between those discussions
"which are spoken" and those "which are said" cannot be
realistically accomplished at the level of the language itself.
The explosion of architecture out lowards reality has within
it a comprehensive goal which becomes evident if we under-
stand the areas of research upon which the work of such men
as Raymond Unwin, Barry Parker, Clarence Stein, Charles
Harris Whitaker, Henry Wright, Fritz Schumacher, Ernst
May and Hannes Meyer, is based.

to the works just analyzed, is the preeminent position of
structural considerations in this work. It is always possible to
analyze linguistically the urban models of New Earswick,
Pullman Town, Radburn or of Battery Park City. But we
would have to be aware that it would be an artificial act: such
as in the case of one who upon analyzing an assemblage of
Rauschenberg woukl readily lose himself in cataloging the
origins of each piece. In reality, and this can be proved
historically, the current to which we are referring interprets
architecture as an altogether negligible phenomenon. Of pri-
mary concern, however, are typological analyses-the in-
troduction of the concept of the economic cycle as the deter-
mining variable for any proposed structure, and the comple-
tion of the intervention by a marshalling of productive
capacities as well as by the development of a regional plan.

In all this there is an attempt at a radical modification of the
social division of labor, and therefore of the task of planning
and design. The abandonment of professional practice and the
assumption of the post of Chief Architect in Rebuilding and
Town Planning at the Ministry of Health (1918) by Raymond
Unwin, the introduction of a new professionalism by Martin
Wagner as Stadtbaurat of Berlin between 1925 and 1933, the
technical-political activity of Rexford Tlrgwell within the
Resettlement Administration during the New Deal era, and
the technicians which today choose lo work in contact with
cooperative organizations or public agencies, without doubt
make for alternatives other than those followed by people
desirous of preserving a linguistic "aura" for architecture.

The latter do not fall into political misunderstandings and
ambiguities, and they pay dearly for their wish for purity
with an untimeliness-a not-altogether secondary reason for
their charm. The second ones ask to be judged in terms of
their political results, even if they have not been altogether
successful. This is because in their work they have followed a
logic which ambiguously straddles capitalistic development,
the organizations and class movements. Under the best condi-
tions they have tried to postulate an immediate coincidence
between the objeclives of urban and productive reform and
the claims of the embattled strategies of workers' movements
and their organizations.

What ties togelher the thread which is seen as an alternative
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Quite justifiably, this is the ideological side of these ap-
proaches, a mystifying aspect against which any polemic
must undertake political characteristics. There exists,
however, an underground current, which as such is removed
from the architectural discipline-from form to reform-
which perhaps may overcome certain ambiguities. In fact, at
least one new tendency is discernible among all these various
attempts-a role for the "new technician" immersed within
those organizations which determine the capitalistic manage-
ment of building and regional planning, not as a specialist in
language, but rather, as a producer.

To think of the architect as a producer is to renounce almost
entirely the traditional baggage of values and judgments. As
an entire production cycle rather than a single work is
desired, critical analysis must be directed towards the
material constraints which determine the production cycle it-
self. Yet this is not enough. The specific anaiysis must be
made compatible with the dynamics of the entire economic
cycle, not to generate those misunderstandings brought about
by an economic vision subordinated to the needs of architec-
ture. In other words, to change the scope ofwhat architecture
wishes to be, or wishes to say, towards that which building
construction is in reality, means that we must find suilable
parameters which will allow us to understand the role of con-
struction within the entire capitalistic system. It may be ob-
jected that such an economic reading ofbuilding production is
other than the reading of architecture as a system of com-
munications. We can only answer that, wishing to discover the
tricks of a magician, it is often better to observe him from
behind the scenes rather than lo continue to stare at him from
a seat in the audience.

It is clear then that to place architectural ideology into the
production cycle, albeit as a secondary element, is quite
simply to overthrow the pyramid of values which are usually
accepted in the consideration of architecture. Once such a
judgment standard has been accepted, however, it will be
quite ridiculous lo ask in which way a linguistic choice or an
element of structural organization will express or anticipate
"more free" ways of life. That which criticism must ask of
architecture is in what way will it, insofar as it is a precise
organization,be able to influence the relations ofproduction.

We therefore find it imporiant here to grasp certain questions b7
which Benjamin posed in one of his more important essays,
"The Author as Producer."

Now instead of asking what is the position of a work with
respect to the relations of production of an era, if it is in ac-
cord with them, if it is reactionary or if instead it aims at
their overthrow, if it is revolutionary; instead of asking
this question or at least before asking it, I would like to ask
another. Therefore, before asking what is the position of a
poem with respect to the relations of production of the era,
I would Iike to ask what is its position within them? This
question directly concerns the function of the work relative
lo the relation of literary production of an era. In other
words, it is a question immediately aimed at the literary
techniques of these works.37

This viewpoint is for Benjamin, in fact, a radical step ahead of
his own more ideological positions, such as those expressed in
the conclusions to Opera d'Arte neLl'epoca dell.a sua
riproducibilita tecnica. Among the questions posed in ,,The

Author as Producer," there are no concessions to proposals
for salvation by means of an "alternative,, use of linguistic 

1

elements, no ideology beyond a "communist', art as opposed to
a "fascist" art. There is only a structural consideration-
authentically structural-of the productive role of intellec-
tual activities, and therefore certain questions regarding
their possible contribution to the development of the relations
of production. There are certainly many obscure points in
Benjamin's text concerning the political value of certain tech-
nical innovations-we are thinking of the connections lraced
between Dadaism and the content of a political photomontage
by Heartfield38-considered "revolutionary,, by Benjamin.
Yet the substance of his argument is vital today, so much so as
in fact to lead to a radical revision in the recognition of funda-
mental turning points in the history of contemporary art and
architecture. Keeping in mind the centrai question-that is,
what is the position of the work of art within the relations of
production-many "masterpieces" of modern architecture
take on a secondary if not altogether marginal significance,
while a great deal of the current debates will be relegated to
the periphery.

Our concluding evaluations concerning the present research



58 aimed at bringing architecture back to its original "purity"
are therefore valid. These studies, whose sincerity is not to be

faulted, are seen as "parallel actions," that is, as proposals in-
tended to build an uncontaminated layer floating above (or

below) the truly determining forces' Art for art has been in

its own fashion a form of upper class protest against the

universe of Zi'uilisation. In defending Kultrt against
Zit'ilisation, Thomas Mann was formulating ". the

thoughts of an impolitic man," which, if followed to their con-

clusions, would but reaffirm the identification between art
and play as set forth by Schiller-the "courage to talk of
roses" may then be appreciated only as a confession of a radi-
cal anachronism.

Going beyond such anachronisms, the history of modern archi-
tecture will be rewritten, lhereby favoring the moments and

attempts which answer best to the questions set out by Ben-
jamin. A new historical sweep will connect figures such as

Friedrich Naumann, Henry Ford and Walter Rathenau-men
whose intent has been to impose on archilecls a series of new

organizational tasks within the capitalistic production cy-

cle-with men such as Martin Wagner, Parvus, and Ernst
May who have given concrete meaning to the Social Demo-

crats' plan to manage housing and attempts to practice

land policies with lobby groups' such as those centered on

Frederick Law Olmsted or on the Regional PIan Association

of America. With these emerge a new attitude towards the

role which intelleclual work may undertake in its efforts to
remove the capitalistic contradictions in building and in the

planned utilization of resources'

Certainly, all these attempts are still held back by strong
ideological ties. In the first place, they are inhibited because

they aim towards the "solution" of unresolvable contradic-

tions without reckoning with the concrete class movements
(which are the oniy forces which may give meaning to the

struggles for institutional reforms), secondly, because they

consider intellectual work as autonomous, being an instru-
ment which can only influence structural reforms by means of
preserving and strengthening its own utopian character. This

becomes apparent, as when the nature of the problem under-
goes a change and creates a crisis of implementation, as seen

in the impact between radical European architects and the

first Soviet Five Year Plans, or between the members of the

RPAA and lhe contradictory politics of the New Deal, as welf
as when the very process of proposed development calls intd
question the role of ideology or of its utopian models. There
remains, nonetheless, the fact that, notwithstanding all the
possible distortions and ideological vices which these ap-1

proaches convey, [here does indeed exist a history of attemptd
towards a comprehensive organization of intellectual work
within the relations of production. The task of criticism is

then to recognize those attempts, to favor them in the field o{
historical analysis and to cruelly reveal their deficiencies and

ambiguities, thereby making it readily known that those

unanswered problems are the only ones worthy of "political"
action. It is iogical that the question criticism poses to thaf
which we can no longer name architecture but rather a gener-

al organization of building processes, must be the same one it
asks of itself; that is, in which way does criticism enter into
the production processes? What indeed does it have to offef
for itself at that level? How must it transform itself (once il
has singled out as its own reference the class organizations) ?

And how has it chosen to identify itself as an instrument of
these organizations?

These questions cannot be readily answered without seriously
challenging the present-day crystallization of intellectual
work and therefore without challenging our capitalistic divi[
sion of labor. Yet these questions give us a precise sense of
direction in action, a field of encounter and confrontation
directed towards a greater knowledge of reality. The criti-
cism of ideology-an ever useful weapon in overcoming thb

rearmost positions and in chasing away the danger of follow-
ing as "revolutionary" those false paths laid out by the enemy

that lead into the desert-may at this point be translated intg
an analysis of concrete techniques which will favof
capitalistic development. And it may become a premise to
further select topics to be used as weapons of an all encom-

passing struggle. In this context, the General Strike, which ipt

1969 marked a new phase in the Italian workers' claims cerl-

tered on the city and the house, becomes a fundamental
chapter in the historical method we are proposing. It becomes

so much more than the ideological contortions of the techni-
cians who, "curved over the drawing boards continue to e*-
tract the wrong sums," as Brecht would say.



Notes

The conclusions of our discussion cannot but be fraught wilh
difficulties. Once again, the questions posed by Benjamin are
the ones which, as obstacles along our way, must be con-
fronted. And to the architect who accepts lhe new role which
the difficult present-day reality proposes, we shall not tire
from asking:

Will he be able to promote the socialization of the spiritual
means of production? Does he foresee the way to organize
the intelieclual tasks within the production processes
themseives? Has he any suggestions for transforming his
work and role? However thoroughly he will be able to
channel his work towards the end, then so much more just
will be this tendency, and so much higher will be the techni-
cal quality of his work. On the other hand, the better in-
formed he is of his position within the production process,
the less willing will he be to pass himself off as an exponent
of the spirit . . . . For the revolutionary struggle is not be-
tween capitalism and the spirit, but between capitalism and
the prolelariat.:re

1. Cf. Michel Foucault, Les Mots et les Choses (Paris:
Gallimard, 1966). Note, however, that the phrase ,,The mor-
tal silence of the sign . . . ." is attributable lo Nietzsche.
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mankind by taking from them what they have, rather than to
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Symmetry:
Man's Aesthetic Response
Man's Contemplation on Himself

William S. Huff

For the last ten years since his return
from Ulm, William Huff has been
working on a set of theoretical ideas
about the nature ofgeomelry and
specifically, symmetry in the
environment. Unlike traditional art-
historical scholarship Huff uses image
and metaphor in a kind of inscrutable,
yet somehow poetic, manner to probe
our awareness of the problem of
symmetry.

For many Huff remains a complex
iconoclast. With this publication of
Syrtrrtretru 6, as it originally appeared,
we hope to bring some of his energy
and talent into a broader perspective.
We hope in future issues to reproduce
more of his little-known pamphlets.

William S. Huff was born in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, in 1927 and
graduated from Yale University in
1952. He was awarded a Fulbright
Fellowship in 1956 to the Hochschule
fiir Gestaltung where he became a
permanent guest teacher from
1963-68. From 1960-66 he was
also assistant professor of
Architecture at Carnegie Mellon
University becoming Associate
Professor during 1966-72. His
design projects include the G. A.
Steiner Museum for Indian Baskets,
Portersville, Pa., built in 1968. His
written works include: "The
Hochschule fi-ir Gestaltung Ulm-
Donau," (1957); "Richardson's Jail,"
(1958); 'An Argument for Basic
Design," (1965); "The Computer and
Programmed Design: A Potential Tool
for Teaching," (1967); Symmetru: on
a7lpreciation o.l'its presence in ttert's

enuironrrrent, Parts 4 and 6 (1967,

i970).

This.facsirtt ile reprodu.ctiott has beert
taken.frortr Symmetry 6 ruhich was
published by the author as part. o.f art.

irr cortt plete series of' studi es etttitLed
Symmetry: an appreciation of its
presence in man's consciousness.
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Man, prolessing to have been made
in the image ol his god, has,
in turn, seen the universe replicated in himself
For him, the most persistent of symmetries
is that one possessed of his own body-
bilateral symmelry.
His aesthetic preferences are inlermingled
with his corporal being,
and his products often reflect that condition.
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Were he a pea in a pod,
he might contemplate at greater length
the virtues of translational
or of rotational symmetry.

According to Plato's reiteration
of Aristophane's myth,
original man was spherical and perfect-
in harmony with and a model of his universe
The primeval man was round,
his back and sides f orming a circle;
and he had four hands and four feet,

one head with twotaces,looking oppositeways
He could walk upright as men do now,
backwards or torwards as he pleased,
and he could roll over and over at a great pace,
turning on his four hands and four feet,
eight in all,like tumblers
going ovil and over with theit legs in the air.
Terrible was the might and strength ot these
men,
and they made an attack upon the gods.
Doubt reigned in celestial councils.
It the gods annihilated the race with
thunderbolts,
then there would be an end of the sacrifices
and worship which men ofter to the gods;

but on the other hand, the gods could not sulter
their insolence to be unrestrained.
At last Zeus discovered a way. He said:
" Methinks I have a plan which will humble
their pride and improve their manners:
men shall continue to exist,
but I will cut them in two
and then they will be diminished in strength
and increased in numbers;
this will have the advantage ol making
them more protitable to us.
They shall walk upright on two legs, and,
it they continue insolent and will not be quiet,
I will split them again,
and they shall hop about on a single leg."
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Rather than linding man's body demeaned,
as Plato's passage indicates,
Vitruvius found the universal laws of proportion
in his bisymmetrical f rame and decreed
that these symmetries and proportions be
employed
as the measure for all perlect buildings-
especially lor the temples of the gods.

ln the human body the central point is natutally
the navel.
It a man be placed on his back,
with his hands and leet extended,
and a pair ol compasses centered at his navel,
the fingers and toes ol his two hands and leet

willtouch the circumf erence of a circle
described theretrom.
And it we measure the distance lrom
tie so/es ot the feet to the top ot the head,
and then apply that measure
to the outstretched arms,
the bteadth will be lound
to be the sa/ne as the height,
as in the case of the pettect square.
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The Renaissance masters, who rewrote
Vitruvius's
Ten Books of Atchitecture over and over again,
were lond ol lhe Vitruvian man:
From the human body all measures
and their denominations detive
and in it is to be tound
all and every ratio and proportion
by which God reveals
the innermost secrets of natute.
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Beauty will rcsult
trom the cotrcspondence ol the whole lo the
parts,
of the parts amorgst rhemse/ves,
and of these again to the whole,
declared Vitruvius and his Renaissance
followers.

Though the Renaissance, as the Antique era,
proportioned its buildings to man,
it did not scale them to him.
Le Corbusier claimed his Modulor lo be:
a grid in which mathematical order
is adapted to the human statute,
a relationship which the Fenarssance
with its Divine Proportion lett out of account.

Pythagoreanism (or numerical mysticism)
creeps into Le Corbusier's aesthetic concepts
Nature is ruled by mathematics,
and the masterpieces ol art are
in consonance with nature;
they express the laws ol nature

+- G

+

and themselves proceed lrom those laws.
Co nseq ue ntly, they too ar e gove rned
by mathematics,
and the scholar's implacable reasoning and
unerring tormulae may be applied to art.

It is the physical forces, not mathematics,
that rule nature-indeed, is nature;
and mathematics is but a language
that describes these physical relationships.
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That which they had pronounced intuitively,
the Gestalt Psychologists of the early 20th
century
put upon a scientific footing.
Central to their concept
is the so-called good Gestalt
wherein our perceptions tend
to modify perceived configurations
so that they read in terms of
simplicity, regularity, continuity, and symmetry.

The Vitruvian beauty prescription
is virtually restated in the f undamental formula
of Gestalt theory:
There are wholes,

whose behavior is not determined
by that of their individual elements,
but where the part-prccesses are ,hemse/ves
determined by the intrinsic nature ol the whole.

It would seem that the findings of the
Gestaltists
were more revolutionary to psychology
than to aeslhetics.
Certainly it would have been of little surprise
to the ancients
that the second principle of
Gestalt, called fhe Factor ot Similarity,
recognizes the tendency Jor our perceptions
to bring together like parts.
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The post-Gestallists showed that
missing or implied parts could act
as significant parts of the whole-
creating dynamisms
the Classicisls had never considered
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It is told by some
that, in order to conform to a Church decree.
the facade of Notre Dame,
that most perfect ol medieval works.
was made imperfect with purpose
since perfection was to be reserved
only ior the works of God-
not to be displayed in those of man.

That the edict, if it be true, was obeyed
by being manifest in ever-so-slight
and virtually unnoliceable variations
is another testimony to the overpowering
mystical magnetism of bilateral symmetry
which the builders of this edif ice
could not resist.
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So it is that the bilateral axis
persists to act as a potent operative
in man's cognition of form.
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Copernicus and Kepler, Darwin and Freud
displaced man f rom his ego-centric world.

Since man is, then, not,
lhe measure of the entire universe
ora replica of his god,
he, whose constant and central task
is to reshape his own environment,
is, at least and at last, the measure of design.
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Illustrations and Notes

74 Marcu.s Vitruuitts PolLio 1st cent. B.C.

during the times oJ'AtLgustus). b.

Verona.

Le Corbusier" (n4e Charl.es Edou.ard
Jea.nneret), 1887-1965. b. La Chau:r-
de-Fonds, Canton. I'{euchdtel, d.

Roquebtane, C ap - M art i rt, Prot, ence.

Page 6.2illustration
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and day) rhythnts and diapasons,
diapentes, and disdiapcLsorts
(proprtrtiott.s ) oJ' nr.'usicctl, harnr.ony
encircle the huntart body and its porls.
from Robert FLud (Robert FLudd)
Ultriusque Cosmi. . . Technia Historia
(Oppenheim : Johqnnis Theodori de

Bry, 1619 Vol. II, p.275.

Page 6.2note
What a piece of work is a manl
how noble in reason!
how infinite in faculty!
in form and moving, how express
and admirable!
in action, how like an angel!
in apprehension, how like a god!
the beauty of the worldl
the paragon of animalsl
William Sh akespeare, Hamlet, Act 2,

Scene 2 0603?).

Page 6.3 ilhstration
Sir John EueLyn's plan.fbr the
rebuilding o.l'Londort a.fier the Ftre o.l'

1666. The sch.ente, as ntanA o.l'ntan's
desigrr.s, display s decided
anthr opom orp hic char acterislics. from

The pcLge rttnrtbers irt tlrese ttotes re.ter

to the page nunr bors o.l' th e.facsintile.

Parentalia: on Memoirs of the Family
of the Wrens (Frattborough, Hants,
England: ()regg Press, 196il .f'acitto p.

276- (f acsintile o.l'ed. London: pub. by
Stepher Wren, 1750.

Page 6.J note
CoincidentaL resembLattce between t h e

London Plan and Oskar Schlentnter's
human body disp L ay ing the geometry
of calisthenics, eurhythmics, and
gymnastics. Oskar Sch lemnt er, Laszio
Moh ol y - N a gy, Farka s Mol n a r, The
Theater of the Bauha:us (MiddLetoun,

Contt. : Wesl ey an Uni.-ersity Press,
1961) pp. 2:)-2/+.

Page 6. /+ illustrations
Peus itt a pod an.d a peo. Photograph
by Tomds Gonda.

Man u'ith orte.fbot: In Ethiope are such
men as have but one foote, and they goe

so fast it is a great mervaile, and that
is a large foot so the shadow thereof
covereth the body from Sun or raine,
when they lye upon their backs. ,,Iolrn

Matt decille ( 1 J00 ? - 1 J72?), The
Voyages and T[availes of Sir John
Mandeville, Knight (London: printed
by WiLliam. Stan.sby, 163D Chap. LI-

(ori g. nt an u,sc ri pt o.l' tn id- 1.[th cent. ).
The sante one-.fboted ntan o.l'the race o.f'

Skiapodes 6hadou-.lboted nLen) is

depieted on a 1203 "copy" o.l'the Osma
Beatus ttap (ca. 77O and u:as said to
inhabit, ulottg ttith other nronstrous
beings, tlte ttythicaL sou.thern
corttinen.t, knoun &s the Austral
continent or the Antipodes: see Edna
Kenton The Book of Earths, Morrow,
1928, pp. 199-201, .fig..rrrr u from
Hartnrun n Sch edel, Liber cronicarum
cu (m) figuris et ymagi (ni) bus ab inicio
mu(n) di (Nuremberg: Anthonius
Koberger, 1.093) Foliunt XIL

Page 6.!noLe
The primeval man was round . . . ;

"Symposiunz, "The Dialogues of
PlaLo, trqns. B. Jowett (New York:
Randont Hotrse, 1937) Vol. 1, pp.

316-:117 kectioru 190. In "Tinteaus"
Plato u,rites of'the original round
hrunan, nrodeLed afier the uniuerse, irt
a considerably ntore serious t,ein thatt
the "Synrpositrrrt" passage conueys to

the reader: see "Tinteaus," ibid., Vol. II
pp.23-26 kections L2-1il. It seents

inconceiuabLe thet the spherical ntan o.l'

Plato's engaging ntyt.h is rtot to be

.fbutrd ht Leust to this writer's
krrcwLedgd iLlustrated in any book

.fronr the Renuissance to the present-
partiuLLarly irt thl.t representatiotts oJ'

the one-.fboted rnun are so abu.ndont.
Perltaps he appears oil artcient coitts or
anttilets. Rubelais was disposed to
describe this creatttre. The Emblem in
his hat? Against a base of gold
weighing over forty pounds was an
enamel figure. It portrayed a man's
body with two heads facing one

another, four arms, four feel, a pair of



arses and a brace of sexual organs,
male and female. Such, according to
Plato's Synposiurrr, was human nature
in its mystical origins. Francois
Rabel u is, Gargantua and Pantagruel,
trans. Jacques Le Clercq (|{eu,York:

Heritage Press, 19JO Chap. VIII, p.27.

Page 6.5 illustrations
A scherrtutic drau,ing of'the.facade of'
the Pa rth ettott tt' ith con.ject ured
proportiottirtgs, based on double
squores, circles, arcs, and diagonaLs.
from Wol.fgang L\on Wersirt, Das Buch
vom Rechteck, Gesetz und Gestik des
Raumlichen (Rauensbtcg : Otto Maier
Verlag, 1950 p. 6/+.

Diirer's Vitruuian racrr. from Albrecht
Diircr, Herinn sind begriffen vier
Bucher von menschlicher Proportion,
1528 (Arnhen ? : J. Janssen?,
1605? ).

Leonardo da Vinci's Vitnh-ian man
brtginally dreun a.t Venice). from The
Betttn ann Arch i t:e, In c.

uirtual.fbetal state, ftas dls pnrts
gouerned by the twelue slgrzs. from
Ioart rt e PcLulo Galluc i o (G io c a n n i
Pa"olo GqLlu.cci, 1 538- 1621 ? ).
Theatrum Mundi, et Temporis . . .

(Venice: I. B. Sontascunt, 1588) p.221

I

Diirer's u ersi olt oJ' th e Renai ssanee
ntethod o.l'.fbrnting Romo.n letters by
georrr et ric c ort st rtLct i ort to ith sq u ares
qnd ctrcles. from Of the Just Shaping
of Letters: from the applied geometry
of Albrecht Diirer, Book III (l/ere'

York: The Grolier Club, 191D p. 3/1
(fac s i nt ile o.l' U nderu' ey strn g de r
messunglmit dem Zirckel u.n

richtsehegt . . ., I{tcerttbeig: 1525).

inscribed uithin rt. from Franceseo di 75
Georgio Martini, T[attato di
archilettura, (T) eupomo di Macedonia
ergegio mathematico .. . (manuseript
in Biblioteka Nationale, Florence: late
15th cent.) II,I. 1/t1 (Magl. U. XVII,
nutrt. 31) p. 38 reuerse.

Facqde of'Palladio's own hottse u,ith a

reconstruct ed Litzear arualy si,s oJ' its
proportion s. Th e .facade : f.rom Ottau io
Bertotti Scatrozzi, Le fabbriche e i
disegni di Andrea Palladio (Vicenza:

Giouanni Rossi, 1786) VoL /1, plate LL
The ltnear anaLysis, redrawn after
Ceso"re Bairati, La Simmetria
Dinamica (Milan : Libre-Editrice
Politecnio Thtrrburini, 195D p. 87.
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Leon Battista Alberti, 140/t-U72, b.

Genoa, d. Rome. De re aedificatoria
(Ten Books on Architecture) Florertce,
11t85 (manuscript 1[59.

Francesco di Giorgio Martini,
1ltJ9-1502, b. d. Siena. T[atto di
architettura, (T) eupomo di
Macedonia, p robabLy u:rit.t.en beJbre

1/+82 und a.ller 1L95 at Urbino.

Artdrea Palladio (n1e Andrea di Pietro
da Padouil, 1508-1580, I quattro libri
dell'architettura (The Four Books of
Architecturd Ven ice, 1 570.

From the human body all measures
derive ,..: A quotation.ft'ctttt
nruthema.tician Luca Pac k)ioli's
Divina proportione, Venice, 1509.
Ru do LJ' Wittk ow er, Architectural
Principles in the Age of Humanism
( L on don : Warbur g I n stitute,

i
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Another nt.eruner o.f'Jittirtg a nta.n into
the geometry of'the cosnt.ic circle: his
body, subm,itted to tlte Zodiacal ring in

Page 6.5notes
In the human body . . . : Vitntuius,The
Ten Books of Architecture, trorrs.
Morris Hicky Morgan (Cantbridge:
HaruardPress, 192il Bk.lil, Chap.1,
p. 73 brig. tuorkDe Architectura, c.o.
27 B.C.).

Albrecht Diirer, 1/r71-1528, b. d.
Niirn,berg, Bauaria.

Page 6.6 illustrations
A Renaissance church plan
proportioned to a Vitrn rian nt en,



76 Uniuersity o.l'Londo'n, 19ll p. U.

Systeiirs oJ' proportiorts that ent ploy
circLes, squares, GoLden Secti.ott
rectangles, radii and diagonals ffrotn
detail to u:hole contposition) are
or g aniz ati on s of 

'homoeometric

Jantilies fthough not n.ecessarily in
series).

Page 6.7 ilhtstrations
A Vitruuian ntan an.d.friend uiewing
the proport i ott s oJ' a Re n a issa,r ce

Jacade.from Marc Vitruue PolLion
(VitnLuius), Architectur, ou Art de

bein bastir, trans. Martin (Ridgewood,

N.J.: Gregg Press. 196/a) p.35
reDerse- (Jacsintile ol'ed. Paris: I.
Gazeau, 15Ln.

Le Corbusier 's Modulor nrun, set into ;J

squares and /1 circles tcith golden
rectangles. from Le Corbusier (Charles

Edouard Jeo.nnereil The Modulor, a

Harmonic Measure to the Human Scale
Universally applicable to Architecture
and Mechani cs (Cam.bridge : Haruard
Press, 195!) p. 237,.|i9. 100

Page 6.7notes
Beauty will result . . .'. A quotation

Jrom PaLladio's I quattro libri
dell'architettura, Bk. I, Chap. I.
RudoLf Witt k ow e r, Lr chitec tu ral
Principles in the Age of Humanism
(London : Warburg Institute,
Uniuersity ol'London. 194il p.20.

a grid in which mathematical order . . .:

Le Corbusier, The Modulor
(Cant,bridge: Haruard Press, 195.1 p.

111; andto human stature, a

relalionship which. . . : Le Corbusier,

Modulor 2 (Cambridqe: Har'"-ard
Press, 1958) p. 16.

Nature is ruled by mathematics . . . :

Le Corbusier speaking u:ith Andreas
Spei.ser; Le Corbusier, The Modulor

(Cam,bridge: Haruerd Press, 195Q pp.

29-30.

Paqe 6.Sillustrations
Hott an entity can uirtttaLly lose its
identity and be stftsunrcd into a
greater whoLe: A simpLe geonrctric

Jigure is altered by theinternal unity or
figural cohesion ol ttto constellations liz

which it reappears; only bg a

th orott gh - g oirt g disintegrati ort of' th e

total perception oJ'the constellations js

the.figure seen. redrawn after Kurt
Gottschaldt, "Gestalt Factors and
Repetitions,' 'A Source Book of Gestalt
Psychology, ed. Willis D. ELlis
(London: RotLtledge & Kegan Paul
Ltd., 195il p. 117,.1i9s. 6 & 7 kee also
p.l1D.

Two groups oJ'dots, ntaintaining an
identical prorimity but uarging in
color to create q uerticaL entphasis itr
th,e one qnd a horizontaL emphasis in
the other, disployThe Factor of
Similarity, viz. the tendency of like
parts to band together. redrawn after
Mar Wertheimer, "Laws o.f

Org anizat i on in Percepttr aL Forrr ts,"
ibid., pp. 7l-75, Jigs. xii & riii.

M al eu ich'.s Suprematist composition
employing the triangular form. 1913:

airtually erhibiting a catalog oJ'Gestalt
I aw s oJ' or g attization, M aLe u i c h

bLatantLy employed tft,e Factors of
Proximity, Similarity, Uniform

Destiny, Good Gestalt. Simple
geom etric.fi gures aLl, .fbur t.ri.angLes, a

rectangle, artd an X, oJ'sirrt ilar sizes

baLance oll'aguirtst a Large square. The

sqltare and the rectangle.fbrnt a
passr't'e group; the triangles and X, an
trctiae one. The.fbur triangLes oJ'ltke

shape, size, and direetion constel,late
strortgly. The snaLl X at one corner is
opposed to and in contrast with the

lorge square in the diagonaLly opposite
corner; yet the X re.flects the diagonaL

axes oJ'the square-aLso, o.l'the canuas
itself. And these tu,o opposites o.l'the

one diagonal uie utith the repeatirLg

triangles o,long the other diagonaL.

from Kasiiir i7" 1,7[6lsrich, The Non-
Objective World, trans. H. Dearstyne
(Ch,icago: Paul Theobald, 195D p. 80,

.fis. 75.

lYadem ark.fbr the B E C H electronic s

.firm by Karl Gerstner: Filting to lts
purpose, pattent is heightened and
Legibility is lowered by the deuices oJ'a

four-fold rotation o.l'the Letters, a

shauing auay and tilting o.l'the

orioinaL.fbrntation, and th e interpLay
ol'figure-ground betueen the letters
and,their interstices; LegibiLity is none

the Less retqined through the
p r e s e ru at i on oJ' th e pr egnant
ch.aracteristics oJ'each letter. Note that
in the nonnt.tdilated Jbrnrcttion, the C
tt:ouLd haue weokened its conter of'the
square. from Hans Neubttrg, "Recent
Adaertising Design as a Unity o.l'Idea,

Tbfi arud For?tt, iLlttstrated by

erampLes Jrom the AgencY
Gerstner & Kutter, Busel,"
Neue Grafik 6 (Ziirich: Verlag Otto
Walter, June 196U p. 25, Fig. 9.
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Founders o.l' Gestalt psy ch ol ogy : Mar
Wertheint er, 1 880- 19/+J ; b. Prague, d.

New York City. Kurt Ko.lJka,
1886-19/+1; b. Berlin, d. l,lorthantptort,
Mass. Wollgang Kohler, 1887-1967, b.

ReueL, Estortia, d. Ertfield, N.H.

good Gestalt: Gestalt,.lront the
German language, meens form or
configuration. Th e con.cept o/'good
Gestalt concents the tendency .fbr
humatts to modi.fy the.fbrmal Erulities
o.l-what ts perceired into as "good" a

.form as possible. "Quolities making.fbr
'goodness' at'e sintplicity, reEt larity,
symnretry, and continuity. Shapes
which in theruseLues exhibit t,hese

qualities are easily and accurately
perceiued hnd remembered); and
shapes which do rzot possess them tend
to beconrc modified and to be perceiued
with more'goodness' thart they
possess." M. D. Vernon,The
Psychology of Perception (Baltinrore,
Md.: Pengttin Books, 1969 p. 51.

There are wholes . . . : Mar
Wertheinter, "Gestalt Theory," A
Source Book of Gestalt Psycholo gy, ed.
Willis D. Ellis (London,: RoutLedge &
Kegan Patil Ltd., 1955) p.2.

post-Gestaltists : Po"itttirtg in Central
Europe was particularLy aJJbcted by
the deu eLopnr ent of Gestalt
psy choLogy - nonobj ectiu e

Constntctiuism in the 1920's disnrpted
by Nazi and Souietneorealisnt,
succeeded by Concrete Art in tlrc
1950's, and exported as Op in the
1960's.

Page 6.9 illustration
This u,riter u,as in.fbrmed o.f the legettd
by u'ord of'ntoutlt and has not been able
to ueri.fy its eristence in writtert.form.
Such attitudes o.l'irttrodtLcing br oJ'

acceptin g ) inr per.fbctiorts irt de.ference
to the gods are knoun to haue etisted
u'ith Oriental rug makers, American
Irtdian treet\ers, and artisans of-matty
other ctLltures. Greek gods and
goddesses were often characterized as
being en,-iotrs of'mortaLs who possessed

too great beauty -possibly a warning
{Lgainst pride and uanity, possibLy an
apology Jbr blemishes and.flaws -the
tLega,tiu e cottnterpart to
Pythagoreartism's equatittg of beauty
with perJection. So, Notre Danrc, tha.t
rrt ost pertbct oJ' nt edieu al composition s,

is ruot so perJect a.fier all. Th.e

in perJbctions, h ou er- er, are ustL all y
ttot detected by the eye tmtil its
attentiott ha.s beett directed to thent.
The m.ajor deuil"tions appear: in the
side portals u,here the northent door is
slightly smaller than the southern and
is surmounted bu a qable-the most
euident disruption oJ'the order o.l'the
walL; in the GaLlery of'the Kings in
which there are 7 statues on the
sotLthern Jlank and 8 on the northern;
in the towers oJ'u,hich the northertt otte
is larger, Tnore open, and adorned with
rrtore abundant detail than the
southern. Viollet-le-Duc's drawing,
eracting in detail, incLudes his own
conception oJ'the spires he considered
to be nrissing (whose bases are showing
herd. A geontetric construction was
sub s e quently sup erintp os ed up on the
rend,ering oJ'the Jacade in order to
demonstrute an analysis of a medieuaL
composition in terms of the Golden

Sectiort; it is one oJ'the irtttttmet.able
attentpts o.f late 19th- and early ZAh-
century schoLars ( Zeisittg, Birkh ojf,
Hambridge, Ghyka, Le Corbusteil to
"redi scouer" peru ading patterns by
uhich antiqtte and medieual buildings
were built, thrLs uirtually ertending
principles of' th e Ren aissance
backwards into history. The particular
employment of the Golden Sectiott ratio
as a proportioning deuice by the
Artcients apperrs largely to be

conjecture. There is to be Jbtmd Little or
rto historicaL euidence other th.cnt that
the Greeks (Pythagoras, Plato, Euclid)
had identiJied it. Vitruuiu.s deaLt with
circles, squares, o"nd such rectangLes
with proportions oJ'one to two, two to
three, etc. E"-enJbr the Renaissartce
period, the im.portance oJ'the Golden
Sectiott (named the Diuine Proportiott
by Luca Pctcioli and entertuined by
Leonardo, Kepleil is quite likely
erag g erat e d, sin ce pr op ortionaL
systents were ntore usuaLly associated
with the human body and ntusical
h,arnronics (the latter oJ'which
especially does not display the Golden
Section - without gross distortionil .

from Fredrik Macody Lund, Ad,

Quadratum (Lond,on: B. T Bats.fbrd,
Ltd., 1921) p. 19J,Jis. 189.

Pag e 6. 1 0 illustrations
A conrputer generated pattern with
Jbu.r strips oJ'randont elentents
ntnning uertieally throuoh the center:
The destntction oJ'the biLaterat
symmetrg aLong the atis confuses the
eye enough that it tends not to recognize
the eracting mimor symmetry o.l'the
rest of the composition. from Bela
Jttlesz, BelL Telephone Laboratories,

77



78 Mtu'ray HiU, N.J. A comparison of the

computer g enera.ted pattent b.l' t h e

tert) with its disturbed aris atud u

ata

simi\ar comput,er gen erated pattent
with perJbct mirror symntetry. from
BeLa JuLesz, ibid.

Designk) .for a portaLk): Wendel

DietterLin (1550 ? - 1599 ? ) empLoyed a

cont n't. on deu ice o.l' eontem p or ary
dra.flsmen wlto presented two
uariations o.l'details to the right and
Lefi o.l'a biLateral atcis. It nLight be

c.onstrued that Dietterlin humored a
mischieuous intent to Jbol the eye in,

that the alt,ernatiue details are subtle
and uirtualLy in,distinguishabLe to the

intmediate right and lefi of'the aris

and irucreese in der-tqtions as their
corres potr d i ng d i st o tt ces i rr erpa se.

thereby preseruittg an appareri
synr nr etry. from Wendel Di etterlin,
Architectura von Ausstheilung-
Symmetria und Proportion der Frinff
Seulen, Das Dritte Buch Ionica, 1598
(I{iirnbery: Pcrrluss Fiirst, 1655) plate
III.

Page 6. 1 1 illustrations
Man in "egocentric space":
Schlemnter's nron, in dynamic
position, is stiLL.frontal. from Oskar
Sch lem n t e r, L a szi o M oh oly - N a gy,

Farkas MoLnar, Die Biihne im Bauhaus
(Mainz qttd Berlin: Floriatt
Kup.fbrberg, 196il p. 1[- ffacsimiLe of'

ed. oJ'Bauhatsbucher Band 4,

Frankturt ant Main.: Oehms Druck,
1925).

Th.e er gonomic (hunt an.f actors
engineerinfl nt.an: the hum.an body
used as the meosure.fbr redesignittg the

controLs o.l'a diesel u.nit ttsed in
puntping chenrical ntirtu.res into oiL-

bunting Jbrmations. This modertt
Vitruuian. manr., hauing Lost his
centered ospect, sftoz,s ltis pro.file-
'uirtualLy sliced in hal.l' hs oJ'PLato's

one-Jboted men) and harnessed to a
machina from Ernest J. McCorntick,
Human Factors Engineering (ly'ezt'

York : McGrato -HiLl, 196D p. 121, Jig.
12-15.

Page 6.11 noLes

I have of late -
but wherefore I know not-
Iost all my mirth;
this goodly frame,
the earth,

seems to me a sterile promontory;
this most excellent canopy,

the air,
look you,
this brave o'erhanging firmament,
this majestical roof
fretted with golden fire,
why, it appears no other thing to me

than a foul and pestilent
congregation of vapors.
Wil Liam Shake sp e ar e, Hamlet, A ct 2,

Scene 2 (1603?) : as edited by Gerome
Ragni an.d, Jantes Rado,Haft, Act 2,
(196&.

IronicaLLy nt{nt once pLaced, hintseL.f at
the central eontrol point of'the sun and
stars but,.fbund his stature consistently
dintinished u'ith each nrajor
adu qncentent in krrcwle dg e o.l' the

natural latts; yet noLC, es he has begurt

to reestabLish his scqle ntore rationally
ond to deuelop his real capabilities, he

is within reach oJ'the moon.



Documents Giraudoux and The Athens Charter

Anthony Eardiey

The historical commentary which
follows Anthony Eardley's translation
of Jean Giraudoux's Inlroductory
Address Lo The Athens Chorter was
scheduled to appear as one of a number
of explanatory notes, essentiallv for
the benefit of the unspecialized reader,
which were intended to accompany the
English translation of The Athens
Cltafter The notes submitted by the
transiator were uitimately deemed to
be too extensive for the needs of a
commercial publishing house catering
to the broad interests and unacademic
tastes ofthe general public. Since they
could not be readily abridged to a
length that would be acceptabie to the
publisher without losing much of their
purpose, the author withdrew them
from the publication.

The notes pertaining Lo Giraudoux, Le
Corbusier and Vichy are presented
here in a slightly modified form,
drawing upon some of the material
contained in other notes that were
originally expected to accompany it,
and deleting certain references that
might reasonabiy be assumed to be
either already familiar to an
architectural audience, or readily
accessible to it.

Anthony Eardley was born in England
in 1933 and received his architectural
education at the Archilecturai
Association, London, and Cambridge
University where he was Nuffield
Research Fellow from 1959 to 1961.

He has taught in England at the
Architectural Association and
Cambridge University, and in the
United States at Washington

University, St. Louis, Princeton
University and The Cooper Union,
New York. He is presentiy Dean of the
College of Architecture at the
University of Kentucky. His current
works include an anthology of Purist
writings by Amed6e Ozenfant and Le
Corbusier, commissioned by The
Viking Press, New York, as a volume in
the series, Documents of 20th Century
Art.
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Introduction to The Athens Charter

Jean Giraudoux

Thanslation by Anthony Eardley

80 Let's not talk about Heaven, for its system cannot be

challenged. But because every man possesses the Earth and
possesses his Country with the same rights as all other men
and citizens, there is no human and national polity except that
with the aim of rendering unto him, and readily and really,
the exercise of that equality. To every newborn child, the
motherland owes the same welcoming gift-itself, in its en-
tirety, unreservedly; and it is not only by the greatness of its
constitution and of its spirit, but also by the ease with which
these can be approached and enjoyed, that a great country is
recognized. Only on the condition, moreover, that its treas-
ures be thus saved from shrines and places of pilgrimage, can
it set its course toward the security of daily life and toward
the risks of the future.

This axiom seems commonplace enough, and yet, to accept it
is to earn the right to be both critic and judge in that
debate of vital importance to humanity, which has for several
decades brought about the adaptation of the world to its
resources and to its modern forms, but which has never been
of such acute and sovereign importance as it is today. In the
Iight of this debate, the problem is no longer that of organiz-
ing for the citizen of every nation privileged with a future a

life of substitution, of current civilization, common to all the
peoples of the globe. The problem is to endow the citizen with
all the opportunities and all the means that will enable him to
participate, as much by instinct and habit as by will and
reasoning, in the functions, the destiny, and the merits of his
country. The task grows more arduous each day. It was at the
very moment when the essence of each nation was becoming
more distinctive and intensive, when a crisis that appeared to
be growth caused new nations to spring up all over the world,
that the essence of the citizen spoiled and evaporated. Across
the most impenetrable frontiers we have known there infiltr-
ated a traditionless and faceless life, deliberately base and
mediocre, servile before the national entity, but dissolving all
its foundations in the simple-hearted. Contrasted with a na-
tionlism that had never been more aware or more ambitious,
more mindful of its duties and its distinguishing features,
there emerged in the majority of countries a popular soul and
a popular body whose cares, pleasures, and sustenance were
common to all men, men whose Ieaders had knowingly
reduced to the level of their lowest denominator. By the force

Introduction by Jean Giraudour,
originallE pubLished as "Un Discours
Liminaire" in La Charte d'Athenes by

Le Corbusier 0910. English language
translatiott a 1973 by The Viki.ng
Press, Inc. Reprhfied by perntissiott o.l'

Grossntan Pu,bLish,ers.

of the epoch, the nation gained all that the citizen was losing
through progress, with the result that the danger that
threatens our civilization is becoming more definable. Just as

most peasants and craftsmen have relinquished their national
costume to the two or three performers who wear it on public
holidays, so most citizens ask for nothing more than to sur-
render their spirit and their national virtue to a few
amateurs, a few fanatics, a few rabble-rousers. It is to be

feared that the national consciousness and mission may
become the exclusive prerogative of an increasingly select
cohort in the midst of a country overtaken by universal
banality and indifference. It is to be feared that the concern
to preserve the nation's sanity may one day be reserved to a
caste, an oligarchy, and that the country's spirit may no

Ionger be a function of the country as a mass and an entity,
may no longer be its sap, but the cerebral act of an ever more
isolated intelligence that will no longer be able to impose its
own virtues and its own character upon a people except by ar-
tifice or tyranny. There will be nothing left of our civilization
but its chiefs of staff, or its vestal virgins. It will be a war, or
a ritual. Its mind and its mask will become the more acute as

paralysis overtakes its organs, and that will be the death of it,
for though the historian claims the reverse, the great peoples

have never died from the head down. It is, on the contrary,
toward the time of their demise that they have at times found
leaders best suited to the prime of their existence, and it is
often to their greatest men that the spectacle of their death
throes has been reserved. The great civilizations have died in
a state of lucidity made all the more frightful by the fact that
their surviving leaders had been their most polished and
zealous products; and a nation reduced to an elite and a brain,
to the generous or to the cynical pleasure seekers of what was
once an instinctive life now become a life of supreme luxury, is
simply the prefiguration, scarcely more vivid, of those extinct
peoples, of that imputrescible and vain elite whose spirit and
visage we can still perceive as they drift beyond oblivion.

What measures can be taken, what charms employed, what
transfusion given to remedy this destruction of the national
soul within a citizen whom our fears would astonish - since he
is daubed over afresh every morning in his country's
brightest colors-that is ihe question that all political fronts
meditate upon at this point in mid-century. I am not about to



Iist their replies to it. But since the CIAM have done me the
honor of urging me forward as a herald at the head of their
phalanx, it behooves me to point out that their Athens
Charter sets down the basic recipe unambiguously. It offers
confirmation and support to those who have grasped the idea
that the prime factor of longevity for a people is this: a people
must be exactly as old as its times. No civilization, no matter
how deeply rooted, no matter how regenerative, can afford to
be outclassed or outdaled by younger civilizations, even in
fields of minor importance. At no time may it overlook or
shrink from the increase of ease and facility by which
mechanical or social progress enlist the citizen, and risk
estranging him from his very nature. If the civilization does
not grant him, unstintingly and in a form befitting its genius,
the rewards of life that other civilizations enjoy, it will turn
those rewards into lures, and no sooner will he have suspected
their existence than they will entice him away from himself
and alienate him from his civilization. Once he has become
aware-with the help of the devil's primer, by which I refer
to advertising and its biliboard snares, with the help of the
cinema, with the help of trade treaties, which are often
nothing but a way of regulating lhe entry of suspect goods
into the national territory, and with the help, also, of that in-
stinct which makes the human being crave his most recently
discovered resources-once he has been made aware of pri-
vileges dealt out to others, he will never again ascribe their
absence from his own life to a mere delay, but to an incapacity.
If he is inventive and given to trickery, he will find himself
suddenly limited. If he leads a life of ease, he will feel himself
diminished. Ultimately, the uneasiness he will experience
after comparing his country's habits with those of countries
better equipped for the age will be accepted with a sense of
decline. Little by little, as he confronts those who enjoy a
mode of life with a high rate of exchange, he will adopt the
scoffing, renunciatory attitude of the citizen whose currency
is cheap. And in point of fact he is in decline. He is deprived of
the rudiments of his self-esteem, that is to say, the health,
freedom of movement, conditions for work and leisure compa-
rable to those of others. Each morning he sets out for work
with a heavy additional burden. He returns home in the eve-
ning needlessly weary, late, and careworn. With this pro-
gressive drying up of day-to-day satisfaction, this adapta-
tion to conditions of uncompensated mediocrity and to the

surrender of body and soul that it necessitates, his mind is in- 81
duced to flee its inherent properties, its innate curiosity,
replacing the sense of respect and gratitude that his country
used to inspire in him with a sort of familial and familiar com-
plicity. From that moment on, the question of the death of his
civilization is raised. If we take as an example the country in
which the Athens Charter is now being published, it is on this
score, and on this score alone, that the question of our own
death arises. It would be a mistake to attribute the ]oss of
esteem experienced by the French people in 1940 to a common
flaw. What had long been the personal obsession of a few
Frenchmen had merely been recognized by the people as a
whole. It happened that through cerlain errors, certain un-
pardonable errors, the French people had ceased to be
directly contemporaneous with events. Instead of being
viewed in perspective, these events remained a blur in the
myopic eyes of the people. The people had retained their gifts,
their temperament, their workmanship, but because of their
delay or idleness in adapting their country to modern life,
they failed in recent decades to capture the youthfulness that
each year of mankind overlays on the age of the world. Hence
a defeat that the French have not as yet been able to place in
the reality of things. Hence, also, a revolution that has
siogans but no date. France seeks its age, much more than its
reason. It believed it would solve the problem by making a
fresh start with its youth, but the youth of a country is young
or old depending on the age of its country itself. Given an eye
surgeon, the solution might not have been far distant, and the
heart and liver surgeons might not have been needed.

This restoration of honor to an age does not, however, allow
for hesitancy. That is the mistake of the half-educated leaders
who imagine the modern and overall development of a people
as a threat to its inherent virtues, and grant it only with
sullen and infrequent concessions. If anything, it is through
just this system of quibbling and makeshift repairs that a
people's intrinsic or acquired nature incurs the risk of corrup-
tion. Every limitation placed on the way a citizen is granted
his urban rights and allowed to enjoy them gives rise to a
state of inequality which tends precisely to break up the body
politic and to break down the country's overall functions. The
coexistence in the same city, in the same life, of citizens equip-
ped for the modern fray and citizens who are defenseless can



82 only give rise to disparities in temperament, habits, and taste'

which mean, ultimately, disparities in condition and esteem.

The harm will become all the more irreparable as it pervades

each class; the brilliance of the epoch and its sordidness will
effect both the bourgeois and the working man alike, accord-

ing lo the whim or the routine of the municipalities. There

will be a sordid zone of work and thought and a brilliant zone,

and, bound by a lamentable human and national protocol,

luminous beings and opaque beings will rub shoulders on the

same levei. The country's honor is no longer a possession, an

indivisible glory. Nor is it even reserved to a caste or to a
State within the State, but to those who have chanced to be

touched by the sun. And as it is with honor so it is with
audaciousness. Daring individuals may abound, but the gen-

erai audaciousness of the country is on the ebb; and on the

pretexl of giving civic rights and concerns precedence over

urban rights, the worst inequality is created; the inequality
of human dignity. Little by little, the peasant himself will be

so imbued with the stench of his century that the protocol of
nature will not be adequate to protect him. The Athens

Charter makes the recognition of this truth the principle for
any government action, carried out not by an administrator
but by a leader. While it is possible for the individual to make

up for a poor start with energy and luck, it is essential that a

whole people be launched, as a mass and a force, into that ad-

venture, somewhere on a course between history and legend.

between sun and ice, between metals and water, between

work and play, between necessity and fantasy, that its life can

become-on the threshold of this new age.
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Giraudoux and The Athens Charter

Anthony Eardley

The reader may wish for some further elaboration of the
events thaL led to collaboration on the Chartet' between
Giraudoux and the French members of the CIAM, since this
otherwise anonymous publication appeared not only at an ex-
tremely hazardous time for even the most courageous in-
tellectual to be meddling in matters affecting politics, but it is
also one of a disjointed series of publications which together
form a sequel to two decades of intense, bitter and possibly
confusing ideological struggle. This struggle began wilh a
dawning of disillusion among several men of conscience and
vision over the neglect of a concerted program for the
reconstruction and re-equipment of France after the victory
and the optimistic anticipaiion of 1918. It reached its most
climactic proportions during the years of the Vichy govern-
ment, which followed on the defeat of 1940.

In 1918 these men were young intellectuals who formed a link
in the luminous chain of revolutionary manhood threading
through old Europe and a hopeful new Russia, more
crystalline and brilliant in Paris than anywhere before or
since-perhaps, from the perspective of the present age of
technocratic cynicism, a phenomenon never to be repeated
again-who disguised beneath their apparent preoccupation
with aesthetics, a passionate and persistent belief in their
capacity to remake the soiled and dilapidated continent they
had inherited into an harmonious and ineffably beautiful fra-
mework for the life of modern man.

Just as the youthful Ozenfant and Charles-Edouard
Jeanneret had given expression to the reborn sense of optim-
ism and to their own constructive determination in the open-
ing lines of their first manifesto, Apris le Ctrbisnre, signed in
the last days of World War I, a spirit which they sustained for
as long as they might in the pages of L'Esprit Norrr,earr-the
review of contemporary intellectual and artistic activity that
they edited as a vehicle for their manifold polemics on art,
architecture and urbanism-so too did Giraudoux, then an
athletic civil service careerisl and man of letters, reiurning
as a much decorated hero to his old post in Berthelot's Minis-
try of Foreign Affairs, assured in the knowledge that his ex-
quisite and enchanting literary style was already achieving
renown, and ten years away from the d,azzling and enigmatic
theater that would come to dominate the French stage.

The engineer, Raoul Dautry, Blum's Minister of tansport, gB
Daladier's Minister of Munitions and de Gaulle,s Minister of
Reconstruction, who became a firm friend to both Le Corbu-
sier and Jean Giraudoux, recalls in his preface to the
posthumous publication of Potrt. une Politiqu.e Llrbaine his
first conversation with Giraudoux in January 1918, in which
they had agreed that:

everything has made it the duty of our generation to
remodel, by rebuilding, our bruised and battered Mother-
land, to make of this nation that has grown old and obsolete
an entirely new nation in which every citizen would draw
his strength and resourcefulness of character out of con-
stant lessons of strength, eloquence, and ease, furnished by
the scene of life in a renewed atmosphere, by daily resi-
dence in houses and cities that would be endowed with all
the advantages of civilization.r

Although Giraudoux and Le Corbusier took somewhat
different positions on the means to this end-one need not
look far in the pages of Vers une Architecture, or, for that
matter, in AprDs Le Cubisrtre to find an expression of precisely
the same sentiment-Le Corbusier with his never disclaimed
faith in machinism and his often renewed appeal to industry,
Giraudoux with his increasingly arliculate distrust of the
mechanized world and his opposition to the reign of the profi-
teers, 1es gens d'argetrt as he called them, whom he recog-
nized as the real power behind the democratic facade of
government. Indeed, Le Corbusier had left La Chaux-de-
F onds to settle in Paris in 1917 to work not only as an archi-
tect but also as a building constructor and components
fabricator, ready to contribute his ,,Maisons Dom-ino"
system, conceived in 1914, toward the rebuilding of devas-
tated Flanders. It was not until 1921 that he was finally
forced to relinquish his ambitions as a builder. His company in
AlforLville became bankrupt, a victim of the continual eco-
nomic erisis of the postwar period.2

More importantly, both Le Corbusier and Giraudoux were
dedicated to the idea of the profound informative role to be
played by the intellectual, whether inside or outside of
government. At the same time they were equally ,,engaged,,

as citizens and Frenchmen. Each in his own way addressed
the problems of the day with all the energy and ingenuity of
his art and its discipline. It was an intellectual, athletic, gym-



84 nastic, acrobatic, classical engagement, in the formulation of
viable poetic models for Europe's new France. Their separate
perception of the simple but elusive fact that structurally
valid models for a society only become truly viable when that
society is moved by their poetic import, was undoubtedly the
reason that these differently gifted men could come together.

Giraudoux may well have come momentarily to Le Corbu-
sier's notice in 1920, when Jean Epstein referred to his work
in a series of articles on contemporary literature in L'Esprit
Nouueau. Maurice Raynal, a regular contributor to L'Esprit
Nouueou, reviewed one of Giraudoux's most engaging young

heroines, Suzertne et le Paci.fique,s in issue number llll2.4

The time at which Le Corbusier came to Giraudoux's atten-
tion is not firmly identified, but with the fast increasing au-
dience of L'Esprit Nouueau, with their substantial number of
mutual friends in the intellectual c1:nacles of Paris, and with
Giraudoux's interest in the problems of urbanism, it would
seem reasonable to conjeclure that each was at least in some

degree alert to the existence of the other by the early 1920s.

Giraudoux had earned a substantial place in the literary
world when his first play, Siegried, a dramatization of an
earlier novel and the first of the long series of plays to be pro-
duced in collaboration with Louis Jouvet, suddenly, and spec-

tacularly, brought him popular acclaim. He was already pre-
pared to address the issues that concerned him the moment he

obtained the public eye. In an interview published in Les
NouuelLes Ltttera.ires for 22 September 1928, he was asked of
his plans for a new play or novel and said he had none.

On the other hand, [he volunteered] I am busy with an Ur-
ban League, whose purpose will be to watch over the plan-
ning of Paris, the creation of new districts. Here in our
country there is almost no attention paid to urbanism, and
the sum of money voted for the building of new cemeteries
is much larger than that allocated for new parks for
children. I haven't forgotlen that before the war, I had
founded a League against commerce and industry with the
same goal in mind . . . .

Together with Raoul Dautry he attempted to found his Urban
League in 1929 and persisted with the endeavor throughout

the 1930s.5 But the League was not to function effectively un-

til after the liberation, and he himself was not to live to see it
flourish. Giraudoux understood urbanism as "the body of
measures by which a nation secures the rhythm and the bat-
tledress of modern life."6 He intended the League as an in-
strument to ensure that the duties, the obligations of his gen-

eration to itself, would be fulfilled. After a complete decade of
peace, it was clear thai the people of France were being
denied all prospect of life in that "renewed atmosphere"
which the victory of 1918 had held out to them. Reflecting
with bitterness on the unfulfilled promises that the people

had made themselves from the perspective of the defeat of
1940 he said,

By 1918 the suffering, the struggle, the sacrifice, had al-
ready given them the idea and the need of a modern cons-

cience, of a happiness in practice; what they met with at
the peace was only the negation or the caricature of it, and,

at the armoury where they had turned in their weapons of
war, they had received nothing in exchange but outdated
and worthless arms for peace.T

While on a special diplomatic mission to Berlin in May 1930,

his disenchantment at the urban ossification of France
became altogether too acute, and his commentary is cuiting:

All new Berlin, from Lichterfeld io Grunewald, is a spa

without any special springs, a marina without a sea, but in
Berlin, the idea of a vacation, which for the French
bourgeois is squeezed in between the heal of July and the
rains of September, is spread throughout every day,

throughout every hour, and there, meais, three times a day,

have the charm of wealth, leisure, and-we are in 1930-
some victory or other.8

It is not surprising, therefore, that Le Corbusier and Jean
Giraudoux should finaliy come logether. Giraudoux's first
contribution to a Le Corbusier enterprise was a brief article
on one of his fondest topics, athletics, entitled "Et le Sport?
Discipiine, Choix, Grandeur, CULTURE" which appeared in'
the fifth issue of the international syndicalist review, Plans,
in May 1931.e Here he made the dry observation, which may
be said to epitomize his personal outlook on life, that "Genius
never owed anything to arthritism." Needless to say Le Cor-
busier, of course, was a member of the editorial board of



Plarts, contributing regular articles which by ihis time were
almost exclusively dev<lted to urbanism.

Besides Le Corbusier, there was Hubert Lagardelle, author,
among other things, of Le Strcialistrre OuL'riert\ which is un-
doubtediy one of the chief documents of French syndicalism.
Lagardelle acted as editorialist and chief political contributor
to the reviews. Then there was also Dr. Pierre Winter, an old
friend with whom Le Corbusier played basketball twice each
week from 1920 until World War II. Winter was the former
chief surgeon of the Faculty of Medicine in Paris, a medical
historian and public health specialist. He was a friend of the
CIAM (mentioned by Josep Lluis Serl as a participant in the
Fourth Congress in his introduction to the present edition of
the Chcrrtei who wrote extensively on issues of public health,
athletics, and ftirms of urbanization.rr

Finally, there was Francois de Pierrefeu, deputy director of a

major civil engineering company called Entreprises des
Grands tavaux Hydrauliques. He was a leading syndicalist
thinker of the time and among the first to recognize the sig-
nificance of Le Corbusier's urban formuiations. He wrote the
first of the many monographs on the work of Le Corbusier
and Pierre Jeanneretl2 and his company became engaged in
technical studies and financial projections for the major ele-
ments of the Algiers plans.l:r Pierrefeu was to become deeply
engaged in the subsequent struggles inside Vichy.

Giraudoux's Iittle article finally establishes a formal bond
between the dramatist and his urbanist colleagues.
Thereafter, his name appears with some regularity in the
pages of the review: Pluns 7 carries an excerpt from his
AuenttLres de Jeronte Berdinita simply for the literary
pleasure of it; Pierre Winter gives him the place of honor
with an introductory quotation to an article on the psycho-
physiological conditions of work in Plnrts 9.

In July 1934, Giraudoux was named Inspector Generai of Di-
plomatic and Consular Posts with the rank of Minister
Plenipotentiary. While the Inspector journeyed around the
world, and the dramalist and novelist charmed his audiences
with a luminous wit and fantasy, the public lecturer, also, was
no less engaging.

Denied a government post Lhat would have allowed him to be 85
effective in urban affairs, he had taken to lecturing, examin-
ing the social problems of the times and the country "with a
controlled passion that vibrates with the profoundest, public
concern."rt'As Giraudoux complained later in Pouy une politi-
que rrrbairte,

No leader wished to understand that it was impossible for a

Frenchman's soul to be enlightened and educated in a

France that was falling into ruins and becoming choked
with dirt. Rather, in the absence of a guiding will and vi-
sion, under pressure from big business and councils under-
mined by corruption, our rulers gradually allowed all
supervision and responsibility to be withdrawn from the
State, allowed its representatives to be repudiated, and
thus left the coast clear for those in whose interest it is to
put business before architecture, private developments
before planning, and destruction before adaptation.t6

He was even more bitter in Ln Folle de Chaillot performed
posthumousiy in December 1945:

There are people in the world who would destroy every-
thing. They have the fever of destruction. Even when they
seem to be building, they are secretly involved in destruc-
tion. The newest of their building is only the mannequin of
a ruin . . . . They build quays and destroy rivers-look at
the Seine. They build cities only to destroy the
countryside-look at the Pr6-aux-clercs. They build the
Palais de Chaillot and destroy the Tfocadero. They destroy
space with the telephone and time with the aircraft. The
occupation of humanity is only a universal enterprise of
demolition. . . .r7

Early, in 1939, P1e irzs Pouuotrs 18 presented a plan for the eco-
nomic and social recovery of France. Paul Claudel in Hont-
'nruge it Gi.raudour 1e said of this book that it was "one of the
most reasonable and most warranted judgements passed by
an expert on the defects of a regime that is letting itself go,
or, to be more precise, that is going to pot. It is a document of
major and lasting interest."

Writing in Lu LttntiDre for 27 January 1959, A. M. Petitjean
embraced Giraudoux as "one of us, . . . the herald of the best
in each of us . . . Giraudoux is one of the most perfect filters



86 which now dispense the French conscience."z0 And in the brief
period remaining before the onset of a new war it seemed as

though even the government would finally entrust Giraudoux
with lhe duties he had been soliciting for years. On 29 July
1939 Giraudoux was named bv the Daladier government to a
newly created post-that of Commissioner General of Infor-
mation, which Andr6 Morize, who became his staff assistant,
describes as follows:

Actuaily, the point was to give concrete form to some of the
ideas Jean Giraudoux had magnificently expressed in
Pleins Pouuoirs: French publishing and the circulation of
French books abroad, relations with the press and the
various deparlments of the French broadcasting system,
urbanism, popular education, art exhibits, performances of
music, of drama, lectures and theatrical tours, the teaching
of French as a foreign language and the welcoming of
foreign students in France-in short, the presence of
France in the world, including France herself . . . . As of
August 23 we got to work, and we laid the foundation for
that great pacific work of intellectual and spirilual expan-
sion . . . . The awakening was swift and brutal.2r

Only six days Iater, with the general mobilization,
Giraudoux's office was put on a war footing. The work of
peace was transformed into an organization for war, and
Giraudoux, caught up in the machine, found himself responsi-
ble for censorship, his first duty being to suppress the Com-
munist and dissident press. Despite his dismay at this awful
dilemma he remained in his post, using the opportunities that
were available in the brief interim of the "phony" war, the
period before the Attschlrtss, to broadcast his reaffirmation of
the convictions he had carried since 1918. In one of his official
messages to the troops on the frontiers he said:

You must look forward to a France equipped for action and
well-being on modern lines. While you are defending your
country, you must feel assured that, when peace comes, you
will find awaiting you not only the heritage of our age long
civilization-which we shall do our best to keep intact for
you-but also a larger freedom, a wider field of enlerprise,
more trustworthy guides and ample safeguards, at last
made thoroughly effective against, parasites and prof-
iteers.22
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To begin to fulfill the promise of those messages Le Corbu-
sier, in November 1939, asked Giraudoux to institute a Co-
mittj d'Etudes Preparatoires d'Urbanisme (the CEPU), so as
to prepare the program of construction for the country in the
period following the victory. But by then, June 1940 was a
mere half year away. With the exodus from Paris on the eve
of lhe defeat, Le Corbusier took refuge with his wife Yvonne,
and Pierre Jeanneret, in an abandoned farmhouse in Ozon, a
hamlet in the foothills of the Pyrenees where they had been
commissioned with the design of a modest project at Lan-
nemezan.

Giraudoux had followed the tottering government in its flight
lo Bordeaux. With Marshal P6tain succeeding Paul Reynaud
on 16 June 1940 the Ministry of Information was disbanded,
and Giraudoux left office immediately. He had only a few
days to wait before he was to witness the armistice, and with
it the anguish and the humiliation of his country. "I have not
sinned," he said with passion, "I have no shame in this dis-
aster. For my part I loved my house, my trees, my books, my
frontiers, as they should be loved ."23 After journeying
through southern France and Spain to Portugal in search of
his son Jean-Pierre, whom he shortly ascertained had joined
G6n6ral de Gaulle in London, he retired at the age of fifty-
eight to his moLher's old house in Cusset, which, as it happens,
is just a mile or two northeast of Vichy, the lodging place
chosen by the new French government.

Here, suddenly, Giraudoux found himself bereft of all rem-
nants of his life of the past twenty years. For a time his plays
were forbidden by the German censors as "anti-cultural," and
he had refused the Vichy offers, first of a new Ministry of In-
formation, then of the title of National Advisor and finally of
the post of Ambassador in Athens. For the remainder of his
life he had scarcely any official functions to perform save that
of Director of Historical Monuments, a posi which he ac-
cepted as one that was at least untainted, and which might
further his interests in urban reform. By the fall of 1940
Marshal P6tain's Vichy regime had been in existence for
several months, and had established some semblance of
stability. In Ozon, Le Corbusier completed a little tract en-
litled Destin de Paris 2a which makes some effort to meet the
terms of Alibert's National Revolution. The main lines of lhe

proposed reform were by no means all unacceptable to Le 87
Corbusier. Indeed, certain aspects of the Vichy aims-
regionalism, a reinvigorated agriculture, industriai corporat-
ism, youth organizations and so on-were not far removed as
general objectives from those espoused by the PLans and
PreLude group.2s Le Corbusier was, in any case, sufficiently
inured to the vicissitudes of life at the mercy ofpractical poli-
tics, regardless of their theoretical complexion and, like most
Frenchmen at the time, was faced with no alternative but to
contemplate the reconstruction of the elements of his exis-
tence under the new regime. There was no other. To become
an expatriate was inconceivable. For Le Corbusier the path
of duty lay in France despite some tempting invitations from
colleagues overseas. The question, as always, was answered
in terms of architecture and urbanism.

In those early days of miiitary defeat and political trauma, it
was always conceivable that P6tain's proposals on national
reconstruction might actually be carried into effect.26 In June
1939 Le Corbusier had learned from the Governor General of
Algeria that his project for the office skyscraper on the Cap
de Ia Marine in Aigiers could be expected to become a reality
in the fall.r Under "the savior of Verdun," a decade of work on
this project might not finally go to waste, and even the 1930s'
proposals for Paris, in particular the Ilot Insalubre No. 6 pro-
ject might possibly be revived. That is certainly the thrust of
Destitt de Paris.

By December 1940, he and Pierre Jeanneret had completed
their work on the designs for Lannemezan, and the studies for
Les Constructions Murondins-wall and log structures, a
scheme for the systematized construction of a primitive form
of temporary shelter conceived in April 1940 in response to
the housing problems of the war refugees from Belgium and
northern France-were also brought to a conclusion. With
nothing ieft to do there, Pierre Jeanneret departed Ozon to
work in Grenoble, and ultimately to join the Resistance. Le
Corbusier remained at the farm, making his "Ubu" water-
colors and awaiting events. Thus ended the most fruitful
partnership of the Modern movement.

On 20 January 1941 a new law eslablished a national profes-
sional corporation for architects. A ministerial decision au-



88 thorized the registration ofthree persons who were without a
Beaux Arts diploma: Eugene Freyssinet, Auguste Perret,
and Le Corbusier, and they were summoned by Vichy to
make their applicabion if they wished to continue in the prac-
tice of architecture.

On arrival at Vichy Le Corbusier came together with his old
mentor, and with a number of his friends and colleagues,
among whom were Francois de Pierrefeu, Professor Alexis
Carrel, Andr6 Boll, old theater critic for the now ddfunct
PLc-ns, and Jean Giraudoux. Giraudoux himself was hard at
work with his writing. He was also reviving and reorganizing
the Ligue Urbaine et Rurale, preparing its manifestos and
policy documents, and travelling extensively to collect infor-
mation and spread his gospel. As Director of Historical
Monuments he worked hard to preserve certain monuments
and parks in the City of Paris in their original forms.

Marcel Pevrouton, Minister of the Interior, at one time Se-
crelary General to the government of Algeria, whom Le Cor-
busier had known for many years in connection with the ex-
tensive series of studies for the city of Algiers, nominated Le
Corbusier, together with Perret and other architects to a

ministry commission on reconstruction. He decided to stay on
in his quarters at the Hoiel Carlton, which, appropriateiy
enough, housed the Minislries of Justice and Finance, and join
with his colleagues in the attempt to influence the direction of
the new regime and to place the issue of the built domain
firmly before it.

The work commenced with the texts for The Athens Chorter
His proposal for Les Constructions Murondins became a thir-
ty six page pamphiet and was published by Chiron in CIer-
mont-Ferrand under the official auspices of the Secretariat
General for Youth. Destitt de Poris was published by Sorlot,
also in Clermont.

Though Giraudoux was soon to discover that he and his ideas
were denied access to the Reconstruction Commission, he had
chanced to become acquainted with Minister Latournerie
whose office was charged with the formulation of new urban
building regulations. By the end of May a temporary appoint-
ment signed by Pdtain had commissioned him in the creation

of a Committee of Enquiry on Housing and Building Con-
struction.

Le Corbusier, Andr6 Boll, Alexis Carrel, and Francois de

Pierrefeu, came together to perfect a doctrine for the built
domain of France, renewing the idea of the CEPU project ini-
tiated with Giraudoux in 1939. Their thinking at that time
became embodied in La Maison des Honnrles,2s a publication
in which the text by de Pierrefeu and the images by Le Cor-
busier form two trains of thought in parallel counterpoint.
This arrangement was not carried through in the English edi-
tion, The Horrte o.l'Marz,2e which nullified the intent of the book
through a senseless economic measure that separated the text
from the drawings. This hopeful and naively optimistic little
book was signed by de Pierrefeu in July 1941. It bore an
emblem on the cover which was later to be identified as the
emblem of ASCORAL (Assembl6e de Constructeurs pour
une R6novation Archilecturale), a more technically diver-
sified extension of the CIAM-FRANCE group, founded in
Paris in 1942, and it carried a single-page loose-leaf question-
naire soliciting the support of urbanists, architects,
engineers, doctors and public health specialists, sociologists,
industriaiists, public officials, workers, peasants, and
mothers of families.

The Athens Charter was to bear the same emblem, as were
the entire series of subsequent ASCORAL publications. The l

expianatory text to the clauses of lhe Chart.er and, the brief
history of the CIAM activity which prefaced the original edi-
tion were in course of completion and Giraudoux had under-
taken to write the introduetion.

But the micro-climate surrounding the CIAM syndicalists in
Vichy, not at all hospitable from the outset, was growing dis-'
tinctly colder. The direcbor of the newly formed government
department which had charge of the Committee of Enquir/
left no doubt about the fact that he desired no collaboratio4
from Messrs. Le Corbusier and de Pierrefeu. By 1 November"
1941, Le Corbusier is forced to take note of the level of
hostility toward him in his diary:

I have edited The Athens Charter with [its] preface b;f
Giraudoux. But this work will have to be anonymous. Foi
the sake of prudence my text will be rewritten by Jeanne



de Villeneuve. The Minister of Agriculture IPierre Caziot,
one of the marshal's speech writers] has just written that
the scandal of my presence must cease.iJ0

With this ultimatum Le Corbusier had to acknowledge his
disillusionment and to find refuge for his quixotic spirit with
Jean Badovici in Vezelay, thal beloved vacation place of the
years before the war, where he turned, undaunted, to a
scheme for the raiionalization of its immediate environs.

As is confirmed in the note appended to the Envoy-Postword
in the concluding pages of the Cftorler', Mme. de Villeneuve
did indeed rewrite the material that elaborated the clauses of
the Charter. It was perhaps her good fortune that she had
died by the time of its publication in April 1943.

By then much had happened. Le Corbusier's seventh plan for
Algiers, the final outcome of eleven years of work, had been
unanimously rejected by the Algiers Municipal Council on 13

June 1942 after a virulent campaign in the local press which
successfully revived Alexandre de Senger's decade old ac-
cusations of communism against him, despite the fact that he
had arrived in Algiers as the personal emissary of Marshal
P6tain, and had been well received by G6n6ral Weygand, then
Governor of Algeria.

With theoretical enquiry and preparation now the only
avenue open to him, Le Corbusier founded ASCORAL. The
newly constituted membership went strenuously to work in
the dusty office at 35, rue de Sdvres.

By July i943 Le Corbusier was informed that he was being
sought by Darnand's "Milice," a supplementary police force
modeled on the German Gestapo. Though he made no special
effort to evade them, Le Corbusier had not reopened his
apartment on the rue Nungesser et Coli on his return to Paris
the previous summer, and he did not return to it until after
the Liberation. The ASCORAL meetings at 35, rue de Sdvres
were held without the benefit of heat, light or telephone-like
many others in Paris at that time, Le Corbusier was living a
rather obscure, even underground, existence.

Though his health was noticeably deteriorating, Giraudoux
had remained incredibly active, both in his dramatic writing

and in his interest in urbanism, and he had become 89
progressively more distastefui to the government and to the
Germans. He had written for film for the first time in the
early days of the defeat at Cusset. Lo Duchesse de Langeais
appeared in 1941 and Les Anees au P|chd in 1943. Electre,
first produced in 1937, was welcomed by the Germans when it
was revived at the Th66tre Hebertot, since it seemed to them
to assist their case for civil order. On 11 October 1943 it was
replaced, however, by Sodorre et Gonrorrhe, Giraudoux's
most bitter and apocalyptic play, whose meaning the Nazis
began to comprehend only when it was too late to have it cen-
sored. Meanwhile, he was completing La Folle de ChcrilLot, in
readiness for the Liberation, and his writings took a distinct
stand in favor of the Resistance.

In addition to Giraudoux's work and writings in the cause of
urbanism, he served France clandestinely in several ways,
one of them being that he made himself a clearing house for
reports of German occupation crimes and undertook their
compilation. Naturally he was under surveillance. On 27
December 1943 he published in Le Figaro, the manifesto of
the Urban and Rural League.

Giraudoux succumbed to uremia in the Hotel de Castille on
the rue Cambon on 31 January 1944. According to Louis Ara-
gon, his ailment was the aftereffect of an organic poisoning
administered to him by the Germans. Published posthumously
were a series of political and urbanistic essays: Ecrit da.ns
l'orttbre, 1944; Sarrs pouuoirs, 1946; De Pleins Pouuoirs d
Sans Potruoirs, 1950; and, Pout' une politique u.rbaine, 194'1 ,

prefaced by Raoul Dautry, old friend from 1918, and the Min-
ister of Reconstruction responsible for commissioning the
Unite d'habitation in Marseilles, architect, Le Corbusier. This
Iast work of Giraudoux's republishes the "Introduction" to
The Athens Charter with the title: "Necessite d'une politi-
que de I'urbanisme."
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The Architects' Ball -A Vignette, l93l

Rem Koolhaas

This short vignette touches on a
festive instant in that late phase of
what may now be regarded as the
Eldorado period of North American
architeclure, extending from as long
ago as Sullivan's Getty Tomb of 1890,
to the work of Wright in all its
phases-from the pre-Columbian
profiles of his "dawning civilization"
that we first witness in the Oak Park
Studio additions of 1895, to the
hallucinatory aspirations of the
Industrial Revolution as it "runs
away," manifest in Wright's Gordon
Strong planetarium and belvedere,
designed in1924 as an object for
automobile pilgrimage in the midst of
the Arizona deseri.

Wright's Eldorado spirit, as much
present in the Guggenheim Museum as
it was in his Californian block houses
of the twenties, now begins to fuse into
a period of modern culture that was
until recently regarded as "lost": that
period of populist culture formerly
known as the "moderne" and now
generally known under the name of
Art Deco. Between Wright's National
Life Insurance Co. project of 1924 and
Raymond Hood's Rockefeller Plaza of
1930, lhere is surely but a hair's
breadth, so to speak, separating the
genius of glass from the genius of
masonry. In any event be it TlansLux
in popular parlance or Usonian in
Wright's more nationalistic coinage,
the unbroken tie to the Jugendstijl is
conslantly there-the drive to create
an instant culture, capable of
bestowing an identity upon lhe
displaced'A Fantasie in FIame and
Silver," and of breaking once and for

all that perennial Western dependence
on the classic Humanist base.

Rem Koolhaas was born in 1944 in
Rotterdam, Holland. He studied
architecture at The Architectural
Association in London. His projects
include "The Berlin Wall as
Architecture" (1970), "Exodus, or the
Voluntary Prisoners of Architecture,"
with Elia Zenghelis (1972) and most
recently "Welfare Palace Hotel." He
came to the Uniled States in 1972 on a
Harkness Fellowship and has worked
on two books, The Architecture o.f'Iuatt
Leontdot and Delirious Neu York.He
is also a Visiting Fellow at The
Institute for Architecture and Urban
Studies in New York.

This articLe is part o.l'a book Delirious
New York, to be published by the
OrJbrd Unircrsity Press, Neu York, in

1976.
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92 Le congrds ne marche pas, il danse

Charles Joseph Prince de Ligne

After eieven Beaux Arts costume balls in New York devoted
to nostalgic historical tableaux-'A Pageant of Ancient
France," "The Gardens of Versailles," "Napoleon" (in 1927,

the year of the first CIAM Congress), "Northern Africa"-
serving essentially as annual opportunities for the Beaux
Arts graduates to reconsummate their love affair wilh
French culture, the nostalgic flow is interrupted in 1931,
when the organizers reaiize that the present cannot be sup-
pressed forever and decide to use the ball format, this time to
probe the future.

It is an appropriate introduclion to 1931, the year that the
reservoirs of historical styles are finally depleted; various
versions of modernism are knocking on the door with in-
creasing urgency and the coilapse of the financiai structure
brings about an enforced pause in which to consider the
future.

"F6te Moderne, a Fantasie in Flame and Silver," emerges as

the theme for the twelfth ball, to be held on January 23, 1931.

The theme is an invitation to the Beaux Arts architects and
artists of New York lo explore the unknown and to partici-
pate in a collective search for the "spirit of the age." It is, in
other words, unselfconscious research disguised as a costume
ball.

"What is the modern spirit in art? No one knows. It is
something toward which a lot of people are groping and in
the course of this groping interesting and amusing things
should be developed."t

Fearful of a superficial interpretation of their theme, the
organizers warn that

The modern spirit in art is not a new recipe for designing
buildings, sculpture and painted decoration but is a quest
for something more characteristic and more vital as an
expression of modern activity and thought . . . . In the
decoration, as in the costumes, the effect sought is a
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Figure 1. "The Nerc York Skuline." Le.lI
to rtght: A. Ste,a'art Walker as the
FuLler BtriLding, Leonard Schultze as
the Nett Waldor.t'Astoria, Ely J. Kahil
as the SqtLibb Building, Willianr Van
ALen as the Chrysler Buikling, Ralph
Walker as One Wall Street, D. E. Waid
as the Metropolitan Tbrcer artd J. H.
Freecllancler as the Museutrr of'the Cittl
o.l'lrleu: York.

,tll,
llr

Figure 2. Miss Edna Cou,art as the
Busin Girl.
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94 rhythmic, vibrant quality expressive of the feverish ac-
tivity which characterizes our work and our play, our shop
windows and our advertisements, the froth and lhe jazz of
modern life.2

Weeks in advance, the general public is informed of this
program through an ambitious press release: "The F€te
Moderne is to be modernistic, futuristic, cubistic, altruistic,
mystic, architistic and feministic," adding defiantly, "Fan-
tasy is the note, and originality will be rewarded."3

On the night of the ball, 300 guests come to the Hotel Astor
on Broadway to indulge in a "Programme of Eventful Events
and Deiighlful Delights."{ The familiar interior of the hotel
has disappeared, replaced by a pitch-black stellar void sug-
gesting the infinity of the universe through which the guests,
in their two-tone silver and flame-colored costumes, trace
rocket-like trajectories. Weightless pieces of decor are sus-
pended in mid-air. One, a "cubistic Main Street" appears to
be a broken-off fragment of a modernistic galaxy, a vision of
a distorted U.S.A., removed only in time. In this universal
medium, lamps become skyscrapers'negatives: ". . . from the
darkness above prismatic lanterns stab the gloom Iike great
projectiles falling from the sky."s

There are "Futuristic refreshments"-a drink which has to
be a liquid metal and "miniature meteorites," flaked but edi-
ble (roasted marshmallows?) -are served by silent servants
dressed in black and thus almost invisible. There is an abun-
dance of abstract sculptures and paintings for sale at "in-
troductory prices." Shreds of vaguely familiar melodies are
heard now and then, tangling with the sounds of a frantic
metropolis: the ". . . orchestra will be assisted by nine rivet-
ting machines, a three-inch pipe for live-steam, four ocean
Iiner whistles, three sledge hammers and a few rock drillers.
The music however will penetrate through all this on account
of the modernistic quality of the dissonances."6

Certain subliminal but serious messages float around and can
be isolated from the overdose of suggestive information.
They remind the New York architects that this ball is in
reality a crypto-congress; that this ceremony could be the
Manhattan equivalent of CIAM on the other side of the

Atlantic-a delirious grope after the "spirit of the age" and
its implications for their increasingly megalomaniacal
profession.

Painted upon a great draped frieze, Ievel with the third
balcony, a vague procession of colossal figures rush as

through space with silver arrows poised for flight. These

are the guards ofthe void, the inhabitants ofthe upper air,
charged with the duty of placing some limit upon the
vaulting ambition of our builders whose works without are
soaring ever nearer to the stars.?

This night, the inside of the Hotel Astor has become a

Manhattan without gravity.

Do these architects know, by virtue of a carefully preserved
pragmatic instinct, that the outrageous architecture of
Manhattan is a substance that defies rational analysis and
will explode in the face of every would-be objective ob-
server? That it would be suicide to solve its problems? That
its solutions can only be found in ruthless extrapolations of
its freakish history? That its issues can only be defined
through ritual and incantation? It seems so, as these builders
gather in the wings of the small stage (in silence so as not to
disturb an ongoing modernistic performance of the Albertina
Rasch Dancers) to prepare for the climax and raison d'6tre
of this evening: becoming their own skyscrapers, they will
perform the "Skyline of New York" ballet. For a few mo-
ments, they will be an ideal, living city.

Like their towers, the men are dressed in costumes which are
similar in essential characteristics (fig. 1), while thei4
most gratuitous features are involved in a relentless com-
petition. They wear identical "skyscraper-dresses," which
taper towards the head in attempted conformity to the 1916
Zoning Law; "being different" occurs only at the top. Thig
agreement is unfair to some of the participants; especially to
lhe stoic Joseph H. Freedlander, architect of the low-rise
Museum of the City of New York, who, not having a singld
tower to his credit nevertheless prefers the shared embar;
rassment of the "skyscraper-dress" to the lonely alternative
of black-tie evening costume, in grotesque conflict with the
colonial tectonics of his flat creation. Leonard Schultze, de-
signer of the soon-to-be-opened Waldorf Astoria, is faceil
with the dilemma of representing that two-tower structure



in a single headdress. He has settled for one. The eiegant top
of A. Stewart Walker's Fuller Building has so few openings
that veracity to it condemns its designer to temporary blind-
ness. The close "fit" between headdress and "skyscraper-
dress" on Ely Jacques Kahn mirrors the nature of his build-
ings: never straining for dramatic pinnacles, they are har-
monious mountains, invariably reaching a squat conclusion.
From this evidence, he can be tentatively identified as lhe
author of the "skyscraper-dressl' Ralph Walker appears as
One Wall Street, Harvey Wiley Corbett as his Bush Ter-
minal, James O'Connor and John Kilpatrick are inseparable
as the twin Beaux Arts Apartments. Thomas Gillespie has
managed the impossible: he is dressed as a void to represenl
an unnamed subway slation. Raymond Hood has come as his
Daily News Building. Day and night now he has been prepar-
ing for the unveiling of Rockefeller Center in six weeks time.
It is a project so complex and ironically, so "modern" that it
would defy transformation into a single costume.

Outshining ali of these, as it has since 1929 on the stage of
midtown Manhattan, is the Chrysler Building and its archi-
tect William Van AIen. He has spurned the "skyscraper-
dress." Like his creation, his costume is a paroxysm of detail:

The entire costume, including the hat, was of silver metal
cloth trimmed with black patent leather; the sash and lin-
ing were of flame-colored silk. The cape, puttees and cuffs
are of flexible wood, the wood having been selected from
trees from all over the world, (India, Australia, Philippine
Islands, South America, Africa, Honduras and North
America). These woods were teakwood, Philippine
mahogany, American walnut, African prima vera, South
American prima vera, Huya and aspen, maple and ebony,
Iace wood and Australian silky oak. The costume was made
possible by the use of "Flexwood," a wall material of a thin
veneer with a fabric backing. The costume was designed to
represent the Chrysler Buiiding, the characteristic
features in the composition being carried out by using the
exact facsimile of the top of the building as a headpiece;
the verticai and horizontal lines of the tower were carried
out by the patent leather bands running up the front and
around the sleeves. The cape embodied the design of the
first floor elevator doors, using the same woods as are used
in the elevator doors themselves, and the front was a

replica of the elevator doors of the upper floors of the 95
building. The shoulder ornaments were the eagles' heads
appearing at lhe 61st floor set-back of the building.8

This evening is Van Alen's swan song, a fabricated triumph.
Inconspicuous on this stage, but undeniable on Thirty-fourth
Street, the Empire State Building already dominates the
Manhattan skyline, outranking lhe Chrysler in height and
virility. It is almost complete now, except for the shiny air-
ship mooring mast that grows still taller every day in its
shameless association with the clouds and the sky. It casts its
shadow, even in the darkness of this ball. The Chrysler's
status stands revealed: tonight it is easier to imagine it danc-
ing with a man, than with a woman.

Between these buildings here hides one great incognito. It is
Prometheus, domesticated totally as "Low Pressure
Boiler"-a casual homage to "he who made all this possible."

Architecture, especially its Manhattan mutation, has been a
pursuit strictly for men. For those aiming at the sky, away
from the earth's surface and the natural, there is, tradi-
tionally, no female company. Yet among the forty-four men
on the stage, there is a single woman to represent the down-
to-earth: Miss Edna Cowan. The basin as an extension of her
belly, she is there to symbolize the entrails of architecture,
the continuing embarrassment of the human insides, of the
biological processes which continue regardless of lofty
aspirations and technological marvels: in man's race towards
the nth floor, plumbing will always finish a ciose second, a
tubular shadow. They euphemistically call Miss Cowan the
"Basin Girl," but the program is more explicit: "LavaLory
supplied by the J. L. Mott Company" (fig. 2).

In retrospect, it is clear lhat the laws of a costume ball have
shaped Manhattan's architecture, and that this is the secret
of its continuing metropolitan suspense. Only in New Yrrk,
architecture had become the design of tectonic costumes,
which did not even wish to reflect or reveal the true nature
of its repetitive interiors, but rather to produce instead,
"ideal" dream images which slip smoothly into the coliective
unconscious to perform their roles as symbols. The costume
ball was a formal convention where the desire for in-



96 dividuality and extreme originality was not in conflict with
collective performance and achievement; it was in fact a con-
dition for it.

Together with the beauty contest, it is a rare situation where
competition becomes the mirror image of collaboration. At
the same time it exposes, as non sequitur, the expressions of
languages that are too private: for a costume there is no im-
pact without some "aha" of recognition. The "new" can only
be registered if grafted on to the base of the familiar, as a
modification which incorporates the rudimentary ot'iginal.
The architects of New York, making their skyscrapers com-
pulsively comparable, turned the entire population into a
jury. In the "real," moralistic, modern architecture, the
buildings judged the people.

Notes

1. "F6te Moderne," Fd.te Moderne: A Funtusie in' CoLor.
(Program for The Beaux Arts Ball, 1931), p. 27.
2. Ibid.
3. Herald Tl'ibune, 18 January 1931.
4. Fdte Moderne program, p. 29.
5. Ibid., p. 56.
6. Herald Tfihune, p.ll.
7. F\te Modente program, p. 27.
8. PenciL Points, February 1931, p. 145.
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Reviews On Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown,
and Steven Izenour's Learning from Las
Vegas

Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown,
and Steven Izenour. Leantittg .li'r.snt
Las Vegtts. 1972, Cambridge, Mass.,
The M.I.T. Press. 189 pp., $25.00.

Fred Koetter

In the interests o.f corLueniertce, the authors
o.f this book are re.lbned to collectit'elt1 as
"Venturi," "he," "the authors," etc. This is
in rto u,ag intended to leate trnack-
nou.:ledged the contributions o.l' the t,crrious
authors.

This is a big, expensive, and for me a highly
debatable book. Presumably it is a continua-
tion of, or perhaps an annex io, the argu-
ments put forth in CotttpLeritu and Cott -

tradictiort in. Architect.ttre (1967), for we
are here dealing with an endorsement of as-
found reality and a preference for the im-
mediately possible. In addition to the Las
Vegas study itself, the book contains a num-
ber of related polemical tracts and a battery
of the authors' most recent projects, serv-
ing, apparently, not only as a record of
works in progress, but as illustrative vehi-
cies relating to the overall message.

The familiar Venturi attack upon modern
architecture's less admirable aspects has
here been expanded and given considerable
coherence. And if most of this attack has
been heard before, it can certainly afford to
be heard again. For, it may be safely
assumed, by this time, that modern archi-
tecture has not, for all its good intentions,
turned out to be the means of immediate
deliverance and well-being that it was ad-
vertised to be; that its largely messianic
overtones and consequent disregard for a
less than perfect reality, for context of any
kind, has produced disastrous effects, not
only within the mind of the architect, but in
the physical posture of most of the world's
primary cities.

Venturi proceeds to bring into rluestion once
again the modern architect's inherent taste
for fact and program, technology and total
design, for symbolic neutrality and stylistic
innocence. It is against such a backdrop that
Learrting .l'rottt Las Vegas is put forth as an
attempt to provide refreshing relief, to pro-
pose serious consideration of previously
unacknowledged themes. And if Venturi
would prefer a maintained debate between
high art and low art, "Vitruvius and
vulgarity," the obscure and the obvious, it is

Fred Koett,er is in prittate practice in lthaca,
Ne'w York, and a uisitirtg critic at YaLe

Lirr.iuersity, Connecticut. He also teaches at
the Uniwrsit,y o.f Kettucky.

by way of such preferences that he has come

to discover the virtues of Las Vegas and the
message of the popular landscape. And
there is obviously much to be said for this
activity, this intrusion into the world of the
ordinary, into the world of ongoing reality
and unencumbered life. For art, in its best
sense, has traditionally gained vitality and
spontaneity from the ingestion of popular,
folk, and other supposedly unselfconscious
forms, and has, perhaps, in this way,
guarded itself against arcane detachment.
Within this context comes the well-known
interjection into modern architecture of
nineteenth century industrial buildings,
steamships, grain elevators, not only as
lines of communication, but as stylistic
masks and symbols.

But all of this has not been so readily
acknowledged, and Venturi rightly ques-
tions the virginity of modern architecture
with respect to, as it is the product of, an
allegedly clean and unbiased process, a

theorl' uherein not only the building ap-
pears as if by magic-as a straightforwaril
result of neutral facts at work-but one also
where it appears without style and without
memory, without symbolic meaning, or
meaning of any sort beyond the direct
manifestation of its rationally stated social
and "functional" determinates. These pro-
ductions obviously had meaning, and this
situation, this rift between public proclama-
tion and private confusion, has. of course.
caused many problems but very few admis-
sions. Modern architecture's self-righteous
and transparent rationale has become in-
stitutionalized, and after being put through
several bureaucratic filters, has now
become, at least in part, the doctrine
of a planning and academic establishment.

So much seems clear enough, but there is,]
needless to say, more mileage than this to be
got from Las Vegas, and it is here that an'
otherwise low-key and generally agreeable
argument begins to elicit serious disbelief.
For beyond charging up a stale architec-
ture, beyond simply violating the estab-
lished standards of "good taste," the Venturi
interpretation of Las Vegas claims consid-
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erably more. It claims for its admirers a
much more literal and profound communica-
tion with the elusive and increasingly
noteworthy predilictions of the people. It
provides a glimpse of what T. S. Eliot has
called "those vast impersonal forces." While
this may simply be the ironical juggling of
populist fantasies within a much more
diversified and comprehensive argument, or
an indication that Route 66, like the odd
facade, is just so much grist for the stylistic
or polemical mill, there is, apparently, more
to the message than this.

There is implied a certain "rightness" in
this activity. For beyond the qualifications
the authors make as to the limits of the Las
Vegas study. there is lying, not so well con-
cealed at its fringes, an idea that the world
as found actually reveals the tracks of
truth; that circumstance, unconfused by ab-
solute judgement or abstract values, exists
somehow in a condition of basic correctness.
And we are led to believe that these
banalities (the strip, suburban sprawl, etc.),
as manifestations of the human continuum,
should usefully lie, at least for the time
being, beyond direct judgement. And if it is
possibly too simplistic to detect in all this a
plan for action, what seems to come across
is a rather direct version of the current
standard which suggests that we should
help people to get what they want, rather
than impose upon them what we think they
should have.

Now for all its common sense and
scrupulous good will, a prescription of this
kind almost inevitably pushes a number of
unmanageable questions to the surface.
Does the current, so-called popular Ameri-
can built landscape justify itself by its very
existence? Is this really what people want?
Do people ever really get what they want,
want what they get, or should they? Such
questions, of course, are almost necessarily
left open, and their presence perhaps only
leads to an additional combination of related
questions. Is the architect primarilv or
almost exclusively an interpreter of this
passing scene? Should his fundamental
stanee really be one which is as wholly

preoccupied with popular justification as
seems to be indicated here? Is the architect
(or anyone else for that matter) really in a
position to assume this stance or, in the end,
to serve any great purpose by doing so?

Whatever the answers to these questions
mighl be - whatever the potential at-
tributes of found circumstance and
allegedly popular desire-we are here deal-
ing with an overt suggestion that these con-
ditions, guided essentialiy by their own mo-
mentum, might usefully serve as the foun-
dation material, not only for a theory of
architecture but also perhaps for a theory of
society. And we are thus projected, uncom-
fortably but necessarily, into areas of
broader social and ethical concern, into a
consideration not just of the values and
reliability of popular impulse, but beyond
this, into a consideration of the necessary
relationship between these impulses and the
sluggishness of abstract principle; or,
perhaps more precisely, into a consideration
of the relations existing between such
things as private volition and public
welfare, liberty and law, the individual and
the state, etc. Needless to say, considera-
tions such as these have produced, for the
past two hundred years at least, enormous
ideological and operational difficulties
which, although not easily disposed of, are
at least easily recognized.

The nineteenth century tradition of liberal-
ism, for instance, while built upon a founda-
tion of free exchange and laissez-faire eco-
nomics, and upon the primacy of individual
Iiberties, almost immediatelv manufactured
for itself a conflict between these conditions
and a felt need for philanthropy, for helping
others. On the one hand, people were to live
according to individual volition. On the
other hand, people were to be provided with
obvious contributions to their well-being,
whether they wanted them or not-a
curious but certainly wholesome dilemma.
And thus the latter half of the nineteenth
century may be seen as a running debate
between these two contrary aspects of the
liberal mentality. While there is little doubt
that the interests of individual libertv were
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process, there also occurred the massive im-
position of assumed services and institutions
for the greater good: improved sanitation,
compulsory education and vaccination, etc.
While these efforts might easily be
classified as illustrations of progress, they
were not conspicuously popular enterprises.
The initial Iack of interest on the part of the
people towards most of these institutions (in
fact both aspects of liberalism, the liber-
tarian and the paternalist) is a matter of
record. Compulsory education in England
for instance, if put to a genuinely popular
vote, would, without doubt, have been
soundly defeated.

Versions of such difficulties might easily be
extended to more immediate circumstances,
even into closer proximity with the alleged
'Americanism" of the argument under con-
sideration. For in the United States, ques-
tions as to the necessity of abstract justice
and the possible scope of practical or
theoretical freedoms have presumably been
under constant, if not always enlightened,
consideration at least since the time of the
Revolution; and whatever may lie brightly
or dimly in the future, the Constitution not
only continues to reinforee (at least
theoretically) the tenets of individual liber-
ty, but also continues to specify the capacitv
of abstract justice (law) to override the will
of the people.

The flexibility of direct parliamentary
Iegislation might seem, especially now, to
carry immense advantages; or the current
dreams of an ersatz Arcadia, where evi-
dently everyone would just "naturally" be
nice to one another, might, for those with a
high capacitv for self-delusion, seem prefer-
able. But, as things now stand, at least in
the context under consideration, the situa-
tion remains somewhat remote from these
possibilities. If, for instance, the people of
Alabama, in full recognition of local circum-
stance and the subtleties of tradition,
elected to maintain or reconstruct a condi-
tion of absolute segregation, notions of
abstract justice, of "inalienable rights,"
would certainly prevail.



100 These observations are, of course, obvious
enough, as are the conclusions to be drawn
from them. While popular opinion, dominant
trends, and the like project important and
dynamic aspects of practical reality, they
hardly approximate a trouble-free or ir-
resistible base of operation-their inherent
"correctness" has conspicuous limits. Prob-
lems remain, and the architect, even under
the hopeful but rather dubious banner of
"give them what they want," should be will-
ing to speculate, far more than Venturi
seems to be prepared to do, as to the
possibilities of what society ought lo be.
Such speculation, apparently, cannot be
simply limited in its possible conclusions to
an in-line extension of what society already
rs. But if this optimistic notion concerning
the possibilities of a popular directive per-
sists, it is also equipped with another
seemingly irresistible proposition, this time
involving Lhe tinrclitress of this venture.
That is, not only might you "learn" from an
observation of the popular landscape, but
via such observation you, the architect, will
be put into closer touch with a new and
more pragmatic, and at the same time more
symbolic, "spirit of the timesl' "Because
this is not the time and ours is not the en-
vironment for heroic communication
through pure architecture. Each medium
has its day, and the rhetorical environmen-
tal statements of our time-civic, commer-
cial, or residential-will come from media
more purely symbolic, perhaps less static
and more adaptable to the scale of the en-
vironment. The iconography and the mixed
media of roadside commercial architecture
will point the way, if we will look" (p. 87).
We are provided here, reluctantly to be
sure, with slightly painful references to the
irrational forces of the Zeitgeist. And, as
with most epoch-identifying statements of
this kind, we must assume, for want of
firmer ground, a condition of sheer belief.
We must believe not only in a particular in-
terpretation of the times, but we must
believe that this notion of "the times" is
basically sound, that this imperative is, in
fact, a moral imperative. Here Venturi
comes very close not only to recreating one
of the more dubious aspects of modern archi-

tecture's theoretical base, but at the same
time to unwittingly aligning himself with
the neutral observations of that paragon of
scientific responsibility, the analytical plan-
ner. In any case, if one is to believe the
message, there is nothing to worry about,
nothing to do but relax, Iisten to the small
voices, assist and perhaps interpret the in-
evitable march of time. Obviously, Venturi
does not really want to build such an in-
terpretation into his argument, or so one
would assume, and in any case, he would
probably be better off simply to admit to
willfulness and leave the imperatives of the
times to his more compulsive and expres-
sionistic colleagues.

In short, what appears to be happening
here, in these areas of popular ancl temporal
concern, is not only a flirtation with in-
evitability but the advancement of a num-
ber of convenient oversights and exclusions;
and as the analysis of Las Vegas is dealt
with specifically, this mode of operation
seems to persist: "Las Vegas is analyzed
here only as a phenomenon of architectural
communication . . . so Las Vegas's values are
not questioned here. The morality of com-
mereial advertising, gambling interests,
and the competitive instinct is not at issue
here" (p. 1). But, of course, to one degree or
another it is at issue, for in a loaded context
such as that which Las Vegas represents, an
absence of analytical neutrality is in-
herently built into the choice of subject mat-
ter: and it seems obvious that Venturi en-
joys not only the formal idiosyncrasies of
the strip, but its message of popular com-
merce ancl public license as well. As the ob-
servations become more literal, it becomes
increasingly difficult to separate the signs
and symbols from what they are com-
municating. In any event, "architectural
communication" certainly involves more
than the impossible utterances of pure
form; ibr architecture, even according to
the authors, communicates more than itself.
Its references are, in one sense at least, a1-

ways explicit, as they are certainly explicit
on the strip. The proposed lobotomy, with or
without scientific precedent or the hope of
synthetic reintegration, at least leaves some

thought processes intact: and peeping
through the zip-a-tone, the straightforward
search fbr analytical and communicative
techniques, is the not so indirect endorse-
ment of a rather dubious enterprise.

Without doubt, the strip itself is an ex-
hiiarating experience, and much can easily
be said to its credit. But with observations
on the credit side imagined, enthusiasm on
the scale proposed is still difficult to main-
tain. All of the genuine vitality and violence
of the electrographic "view from the road"
combine, on the inside, with the quieter
world of predigested sensation and thin
mystery-Mickey Mouse for adults and
"oldsters," the pure product of a fast-buck
industry.

The commercial entertainment industry in
its provision of cheap thrills, escapist fan-
tasies, and required social relief has, of
course, rendered longtime service as a
human institution: but in an increasingly
consumer-oriented society, this industry has
unfortunateiy become more and more the
baseline of what was formerly identified as
the cultural life of society. (It presents easy
simulations of difficult and serious en-
deavors. and displays a precooked and thin
substitute for reality uhich. presented as a

basic diet, gradually breaks down the criti-
cal faculties, dulls the senses and in-
creasingly points towards the imposition of
a society where the real thing, and all the
effort required for its understanding, are no
Ionger necessary or even recognized. I think
there is quite a lot of this happening at Las
Vegas, and the physique of the strip cannot
easily be detached for long from these ques'
tions concerning its underlying posture. 

l

Beyond the not so difficult "order" of thb
strip, then, ultimately lie questions of socidl
importance. After the fun, after thb
euphoria, after the diagrams and preriict-
able points have been made, is the architeqt
really serving society by the endorseme4t
of such easy overtures to instant gratific4-
tion? To be sure, the idea of strip develop-
ment might certainly provide, by way of op-
timism, nimble abstraction and a variety of



useful "models" for the general "structur-
ing" of an automobile-driven urban pattern:
but, at a certain point, the limits of the
reference must be ascertained and the ques-
tion must arise: can the literal extension
of the it's- not-so -bad -if-you- look-at- it- right
syndrome really transform obvious trash
into a model for meaningful human environ-
ment? But assuming momentarily a condi-
tion of semi-analytieal detachment, what
about the formal lessons of Las Vegas and
its abstract lessons in "architectural com-
munication" ?

In this area, Las Vegas displays the built
form of unrestlicted motive, of unencum-
bered private interest; it is spontaneity and
unpredictability little hampered by the re-
cognition of orthodox taste and abstract
theory. And while the "order" of the strip is
certainly there, the rule of the road, the
auto scale, the big sign-flat building format
and all the rest, then beyond these dis-
covered references to known convention,
and beyond the question of whether the
strip is a good thing or a bad thing: What is
the architect to do with all that vitality? Is
he to simulate it? Is he to run it through his
analytical sieve and learn to produce less
than fully animated caricatures of it? May
he, in a traditional way, use il to represent a
version of "popular" vitality, to insinuate a
recognition of front-line realitv? May he, by
way of such activities, not only revitalize his
stylistic arsenal, but at the same time pro-
vide conversational material and studied
commentary for voguish mannerism which
mav have little to do with the true cause of a
popular eulture?

However, given all the genuine reservations
concerning the commercial landscape and
what it represents, and ignoring that it is
obviously possible and quite easy to accept
it as an authentic slice of reality, even ro-
mantically to project aspects of the strip
into a world of true spontaneity, imagina-
tion still fails at the point of its proposed in-
stitutionalization. For to speak of the ad-
vantages of the thing itself, is not its pro-
duction and resultant vitality best left to its
own devices? Venturi would certainly agree

that the real thing is more appealing than
the architect's studied version of it ever
might be. Why, on a popular level, attempt
to simulate spontaneity, or ever ponder the
possibility, when it obviously manufactures
itself without intervention?

Is there not here the schizophrenia of
misplaced intention, which specifies, in its
illogical conclusion, that the architect must
have his fingers in virtually every environ-
mental enterprise? But why this quest for
universal involvement? The presence of an
overt and well-established social conscience
is here again, of course, central to such a
question. And if the presence of this com-
mitment may be rightly interpreted as an
indication of genuine progress, much of its
current form, or at least the form suggested
here, might well lead to as many problems
as it has the intention of solving. For while
the architect has assumed responsibility, in
turn this responsibility has assumed, at
times, an almost limitless range.

While earlier on the modern architect exer-
cised his convictions basically through the
provision, perhaps the imposition, of the
grand solutioni the more recent forms of
this commitment are, needless to say, in-
volved with a more relativist and partici-
patory posture. But, if the direct scale of
operation has shifted, the psychology of a
universal and comprehensive substratum
has, it seems, remained emphatically intact;
the validity and usefulness of the architect's
propositions still remain strictly related to
their potential scope of applicability. Now
whatever may be the advantages of
something like "universal incrementalism"
or "universal populism" as opposed to old-
fashioned "total design," the architect still
proceeds in his efforts to effect as much of
the built (or unbuilt) world as possible. If he
predictably confronts a somewhat unrecep-
tive reality, an alarming reality where very
few people indeed readily resort to the in-
sights of the architect or find them at all in-
teresting, this condition, according to the
directive, must be literally modified. The
architect, in short, must continue to make
himself increasingly accessible and in-

creasingly diversified. He must, so it would 101
appear, work for, with, or on people
whether they are interested or not. Not
only his mission, but perhaps his very sur-
viva) depend upon it. "Many people like
suburbia. This is the compelling reason for
learning from Levittown" (p. 106).

The architect is confronted here with a gen-
uine problem. In his fight for universality
and requisite survival, the twentieth cen-
tury architect was first confronted with the
potency of science and technology, with the
cool rationality of the engineer. But if the
situation has changed somewhat, his uneasi-
ness has not, and it is evidently the
sociologist rather than the engineer who
now provides the fast company, the threat
of extinction. Then in the confusion of his
changing and expanding ro1e, in the anguish
of his improbable posture, the architect is
apparently prepared not only to admit to
former arrogance, but to effect a complete
disguise. In one sense, of course, the adop-
tion of this disguise is a great liberating
presence. It not only releases him from the
psychiatrist's invoice, but also allows him
considerable personal freedom. The in-
formed architect no longer has to confine
himself to obscure foreign cars and high
design, high-taste items from Italy. He no
longer has to paint his TV set mat black
and, even then, hide it when other architects
come around. He can pursue his trade with-
out the necessity of looking like a bum, a
cowboy, a reject from the Paris Commune,
or other currently imperative and often en-
joyable versions of self-conscious dandyism.
The simulation can stop at "jus' plain folks"
and even if his transformation is less than
complete, even if he still seeks approxima-
tions of the elusive good life, he can make
his way to the A&P parking lot, take in the
parterres, and get the best of both worlds.

All of this is, to say the least, exhilarating,
and one appreciates the possibilities of a
greatly expanded range of personal affecta-
tions. But there is more to the formula than
this. The architect's buildings, of much more
importance than his personal trappings,
must also assume a version of this contrived



102 ordinariness and while this charade is in-
teresting and more than enjoyable, it hardly
addresses itself to a popular imperative.
And there is some question as to whether it
ever will. The desire for a more universal
form of communication and a related in-
terest in the supposedly self-generated
communicative devices of the "common
man" have, for nearly two centuries at
least, been the subject of an uncommon con-
cern. But, if in terms of what was intended,
not much has been resolved; if the artist has
been constantly unable to place himself in
the unlikely position of being someone genu-
inely not himself, he has at least been able to
transmit his aspirations to an informed and
equally self-conscious audience. The various
ironies and incompatabilities involved in
such activities have come, by way of at least
one interpretation, to be identified with cur-
rent definitions of mannerism; and in this
context, at least, Venturi seems to realize
the limits of plausibility and does not at-
tempt, very energetically, to disguise his
basic eiitism.

So, perhaps, mannerism it is, but to borrow
from currently available interdisciplinary
terminology, there might easily be iden-
tified a finer range of mannered postures
than the singular term could directly imply.
There might, for instance, be imagined a

condition of "deep" mannerism and at the
same time a condition of "surface" manner-
ism. ". . . a duel between the artist and him-
self. The struggle goes on inside, hidden on
the surface. If the artist tells, he is betray-
ing himselfl' (Le Corbusier, Sketchbook,
1960, quoted in Creutiott is a Patiertt
Search, p. 219.) "Rather than via a mean
garage into a back door to the kitchen, you
enter through a 'beautiful' garage (white
glazed brick with black headers) into a

'grand' stairway and up to the piano nobiLe.
as if from the carriageway of an eighteenth
century Neapolitan villa. The sunken auto
court has sloped sides to facilitate snow
plowing. The swimming pool, sunken too, is
on a side axis, to protect the bathers from
prevailing winds, and it recalls the sunken
gardens of a George Howe Norman house.

The pavilion at the end of the pool is a small
parody of the big house. The bedroom on the
top floor is vaulted in wood, like the Polish
synagogues of the eighteenth century" (p.

165). While an observation of this kind is
purely a malter of personal opinion, it says
absolutely nothing about the quality of the
work in question. In the realm of mannerism
(at ieast), one instinctively prefers the rule
of silence.

But aside from all this, even if one is pre-
pared to equip oneself wilh innocence and
optimism, and assume that this mannerism
represents an attempt at the genuine ac-
commodation of suburbia, there still remain
some questions as to its validity. The
suburb, like the strip, does not very much
need this version of the accommodating
architect. Operating from the "dominant
social patterns" and the mythical collective
will, the architect, in the end, provides a
rather dubious service u,hich the unimpeded
developer with "in-house" design can pro-
vide without excessive pretense. In short, if
the architect more or less uncritically ac-
cepts the basic logic of the American
suburb, buys its implications with reserved
judgement his activities there are almost
certainly of Iimited value; and, in addition,
it would appear that if he plays the ironical
game of architect/non-architect in this con-
text, he is perhaps destined to quickly
become a bad and rather expensive joke.
For as his products, to other than the
scholarly eye, become increasingly in-
distinguishable from their less neurotically
conceived neighbors, there is some question
as to the advisability of paying the inevita-
ble surcharge for the in-game nuance. Cer-
tainly the Venturis' so-called "houses of ill
repute," for example, are every bit as
valuable to a select audience as any number
of equivalent polemical gestures might be;
but, one imagines, they are hardly popular
products at popular prices. They are, to no
great surprise, essentially for other archi-
tects to look at. And if, in this necessarily
limited sense, that is all well and good, the
general eonfusion caused by a literal in-
terpretation of such activities is not so plea-
sant. For while Venturi is, apparently, not

overly taken in by his own argument,
perhaps others may be, and far from the
thin line of esoteric commentary and the
tightrope of mannered effects, lhere then
appears in this picture the easy rationaliza-
tion of any mediocre performance, the
canonization not only of ordinariness, but
also of uncritical license and, beyond this,
the twinkle of a grinning self-indulgence.

But even assuming less dismal conclusions,
even assuming the possibility of ingenuity
at work, lhe situation appears less than
bright. For in his cuntrived posture antl dis-
torted interpretation of social usefulness. it
seems the architect might be unwittingly
contributing to his own undoing. He has
perhaps stretched his expanding jurisdic-
tion beyond tenable and effective limits, and
is now ironically, but literaily, disguising
himself right out of business. For it seems
unlikely that architecture will ever serve
very well as a direct litmus of popular
phenomena, as a literal reflection of circum-
stance. The architect's direct range, so it
would still appear, is inherently limited.
While he benefits from the assimilation of
popular spontaneity and provides images
and demonstrations which influence and
participate in common usage, his respon-
sibilities to society (not just to other archi-
tects) are probably not so much involved
with the further accommodation of what he
finds as with the provision of an enlightened
critical reference, which might suggest
possibilities lying beyond the limits of read-
ily available solutions or tuned-up status
quo. That is, if someone has never known
anything but a "ranchburger" or a tene-
ment as a place to live, his known choices
are probably somewhat limited; and the
architect might conceivably be in a position
to illustrate for him a range of positive
alternatives. Such activities are, of course,
not very labyrinthine, but they may be of
some value.

But if Venturi demands a more complex or
comprehensive role for the architect, his in-
clinations could well end in the area of per-
sonal prediliction. For in a reasonable
world, such inclinations, whatever they may



be, woulil surely be a matter of choice. Such
latitude would be, after all, a version of the
desired pluralism; and while the Venturi
doctrine of "inclusivism" would seem to
point in this direction, it also, on the broad
level of taste and necessary preference,
turns upon itself.

As an example of the inclusivist litmus, Ven-
turi sets up a comparison between his Guild
House in Philadelphia and Paul Rudolph's
Crawford Manor in New Haven; and while
there is a certain appeal in this comparison,
there is also, given the ground rules, a cer-
tain breach of logic. For why would this
prime proponent of "both-and" get himself
involved with such a blatantly "either-or"
enterprise? Indeed. how could he? There is
here, in this mini-dilemma, what might be
called the paradox of pluralism. That is, we
are presented with a condition of assumed
and expanded acceptance which necessarily,
in the end, cancels aIl possibilities of objec-
tive criticism, necessarily suspends all ques-
tions of value. For, to be very brief, the
literal "inclusivist" version of pluralist
must, at a certain point, obviously include
the exclusive. And so, in this context, why
object to Paul Rudolph's building? He is, as
an "exclusivist," adding to the desired
variety and overall complexity of the en-
vironment. Is not this the ideal to be aimed
at? Evidently it is not. There are at least
two possible interpretations of this prob-
lem: 1. Venturi is not really making univer-
sal propositions, and insofar as the observed
physical manifestations of any given point
of view are clearly less than universal in
their scope, we live in a world where a great
number of biases are exhibited simulta-
neously, and this is a good thing too. And if
this ls a good thing, why object to the
Rudolph building? 2. Venturi rs making
universal propositions, but they need rzol be
taken literally and are basically preferred in
that they admit to more than the principles
indicated in the contrary example. Aside
from this ultimately unverifiable question of
degree, we are essentially dealing here with
the replacement of one monolith, one
however limited point of view, with another.
So why object to Rudolph?

Neither of these interpretations is put forth
as an endorsement of either the Rudolph or
the Venturi building, but simply to indicate
that perhaps this ap<lstle of "inclusivism"
and laissez-faire is merely operating
monopolistically. Indeed, could it be that we
are here merely in the presence of "total de-
sign" in reverse? Now all of this may be
pressing a bit too hard upon what is, after
all, a quiet and limited message of expedien-
cy; for we are evidently faced here with
matters of degree as well as questions of
basic attitude. with effectiveness as well as
confusion.

Venturi has amassed for himself and others.
by way of his observations, talents, and per-
sonal predilictions, a refreshing and poten-
tially important range of formal and sym-
bolic themes and devices. He has demon-
strated, as few others have, the possibilities
of a meaningful break with the aesthetic
and psycho-moral biases of modern archi-
tecture. He has recognized and illustrated,
at least marginallv, the values of context
and the necessity of memory. This demon-
stration is not aided by extension into areas
of such questionable value and untenable
implication as have been briefly considered
here.

Architecture, to be sure, does not exist
solely for its own sake. Its meaning, to one
degree or another, depends upon references
to overriding questions of a social and ethi-
cal significance. The encoding and decoding
of these references in any coherent way is,
of course, attended with only the greatest of
difficulty. And in this area, Venturi seems to
oscillate between esoteric display and the
hope of some genuinely popular and at the
same time virtuous form of communication.
Here, while the use of known models might
well assist in the production, or at least the
simulation, of a condition of desirable and
publicly understandable stability, Venturi
has attempted to subvert and energize this
basically conservative activity through the
use of supposedly novel models from the
popular Iandscape. But, rather than identify
a source of positive and potentially profound
references capable of effecting that myth of
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supersede, he has unfortunately tended to
celebrate and institutionalize a somewhat
mundane and decadent status quo. And if
decay itself is not an unpleasing condition
and even perhaps an accurate manifestation
of the status of society, it hardly needs en-
dorsement. Its proposed institutionalization
seems to be not so much an ironical exercise
in social protest as a rather debilitating bit
of sardonic humor.

These more recent activities, by and large,
seem to represent a significant falling off
from the potentials of Cotrrplerity and Con-
tradiction iu Architecture. "I welcome the
problems and exploit the uncertainties. By
embracing contradiction as well as complex-
ity, I aim for vitality as well as validity."
(Robert Venturi. Contplerity and Con-
trudictiott in Architecture, p.22.) A hopeful
statement of this kind apparently has
limited range. Perhaps an essential and
somewhat desperate quest for "vitality"
has placed the possibility of validity upon
untenable ground. And in his search for this
more vital form of validity, Venturi has un-
fortunately projected his argument into a

condition of hopeless relativism-a condi-
tion which, in the end, virtually destroys the
possibilities of necessary critical reference.
It might well be that such referenees de-
pend, for their maintenance or production,
not so much upon an extended acceptance
and manipulation of what exists, but in com-
bination with this. upon a more serious con-
sideration of what does not exist. For archi-
tecture, in its most optimistic sense, not
only acknowledges the world as il is, but at
the same time, provides a hopeful and criti-
cal glimpse of the world as it ntight be.

This necessarily unresolved dialogue be-
tween the real and the ideal, between cir-
cumstance and abstract value, has produced
questions and incompatabilities which have
constantly forced themselves upon the
mind, and which continue to intrude upon
the world of the architect. In the presence
of these inconvenient and massive questions
as to the limits of popular sovereignty and
the difficulty, but necessity, of assumed ab-



104 solute values, Venturi seems to register lit-
tle interest. While he obviously enjoys the
incongruities and complexities of surface
effect and the related pleasures of manner-
ism or the popular built landscape, he seems
unwilling to consider the basic contradic-
tions inherent in the ideas lying behind
these conditions. In this way, not only does
Venturi's argument lose some of its initial
vitality, but he also seems unfortunately
quite willing to exclude what might well be
the very basis of a gerLuineLg complex archi-
tecture.

While much of what has been said here
perhaps relates not so much to this book as
to the situation and climate of thought
which surround it, this is no fault of the
book. Although it does not present an
especially lavish meai, this book delivers
more fast food than its ironic coffee table
format would initialiy indicate.

On Charles Jencks and Nathan Silver's:
Adhocism: The Case for Improvisation

Charles Jencks and Nathan Silver.
A dhoci str r : Th e Case.fo r Intpro u isat i on.
1972, Garden City, New York, Doubleday
and Company, Inc. 216 pp., $10.00.

Kenneth Frampton

The tinte hcls conte, the Walnrs said,lTo talk
o.l' many t.hin,gs,lO.f' sh,oes and shi,ps and
s e al in g n ar, I O.l' c abb ag e s an d k i rt g s, I O.f tuh y
the sea is boilittg hot,lAnd nhether pigs haue
ruirtgs. . . .

Lewis CarroLl
Through the Looking Glass
1871

This familiar passage from Lewis Carroll-
surprisingly absent from this exuberant
study of the ad hoc-serves as a fitting
reviewer's epigraph for a book, which is
nothing if not exemplary of itself. Of course,
books have been jointly written before, but
usually not as two separate parts that have
little evident reason for appearing together,
other than that they deal ostensibly with
the same topic. Like the two ends of an i11-

fitting pantomime horse, Jencks and Silver
present their separate cases for improvisa-
tion; the scope of their joint discourse being
as perplexingly digressive as that of the
walrus. It is hardly an accident that this
book should be written by two American
archit,ects living in Britain, in that perennial
home of the ad hoc so lightly satirized by
Carroll. The tradition of the Yankee tinker
notwithstanding, it could hardly have been
produced here, where the Constitution at
least possesses the virtue of having been
written.

Despite their fundamental differenees,
Jencks and Silver have sufficient in common
to warrant an initial assessment of their
mutual point of departure. Equally opposed
to the so-called purist tradition of twentieth
century architectural culture, they both ad-
vance adhocism (should that be one word
or two?) as some kind of grass-roots
guarantee of an ever-bountiful liberty in
both life and art. This essentially romantic
thesis, argued on the tendentious assump-
tion-at least in Jencks's case-that mod-
ern architecture, until now, has been
nothing if not classieally repressive, leads
Jencks to condemn Goethe for having
repudiated "his own brilliantly romantic
youth." Thus whatever arguments he may
entertain in passing as to the legitimate

Kenneth Frantpton is a Fellou' of the
Institute .fitr Architecture and Llrban
Stadies, New York, and Associate Pro.fessot'
at Coltrntbia Urtit,ersitu, Neu' York.

claims of classicism as an aspect of Euro-
pean liberalism, Jencks, ardent Bethamite
to the last, will never waiver for an instant
from his utopian faith in progress as it was
conceived by the mechanist and vitalist
philosophers of the nineteenth century. For
Jencks, both life and art may be reduced, in
the last analysis, to the pragmatism of
Anglo-Saxon utility. Utility as "the greatest
happiness of the greatest number," i.e.,
pluralism. Utility as the mainspring for the
articulation of form, i.e., functionalism. To
this end we learn, for example, the
enthusiasms of pop art notwithstanding,
that "Instead of the quiet, sleek hood of a
car, it (adhocism) concentrates on the motor
withinJ' (p.75)

For Jencks, the "anarchist" ideology of
pluralism requires no justification, since for
him this task has already been performed,
on behalf of liberal intellectuals, by les
6tbnenrents de mai, of 1968. Revolution, we
are assured, cannot be anything but ad hoc.
Functionalism, on the other hand, remains
in need of rehabilitation. The essential cri-
terion in this instance is improvisation, and
thereafter, if we accept the Jencksian
thesis, we shall celebrate the ad hoc as the
good functionalism, liberating and ex-
pressive, and eschew the mainstream of
modern architecture as the bad functional-
ism, restrictive and repressive.

Lest we should remain skeptical of such
causistry, the argument is promptly pro-
vided with an aura of scientific validity, by
virtue of our evident failure to model the
cosmos in anything but an ad hoc manner.
Determined to establish the ad hoc as the
one true universal principle, Jencks
moralistically advises us that "Since our
view of the universe and our knowledge in
general remains in a state of ad hoc
amalgamation prior to some possible syn-
thesis, it would be wrong to adopt a false
and premature single-world view until this
totalistic synthesis occurs." (p.33) Deriving
from Jencks's apparent failure to dis-
tinguish adequately between culture as
value on the one hand. and scientific truth as
empirical fact on the other, this argument



leads to a head-on collision with the much-
revered empiricist philosopher of science,
Karl Popper. This champion of The Open
Society and scientific reason cannot be
drawn upon to sustain such curious reason-
ing. Faced with Popper's rejection of the ad
hoc as an unacceptable scientific procedure,
Jencks is forced to concede, with charac-
teristic modesty, that "If Popper's objec-
tions are sound, then we would have to limit
adhocism to a prescientific condition, . . ."
(p.37) and to acknowledge that, "The idea
of absolute truth as a terminus of research
must be kept as a regulative idea if we are
not to remain in ignorance." (p.37)

Nothing, in the realm of theory, could dis-
tinguish adhocism from Dadaism more
clearly than this penchant for special plead-
ing whereby the whole adhocist position is
revealed as being fundamentally aeritical.
Its ideological stance is to gentiy absorb all
societal contradictions rather than to reveal
them-a diametrically opposite goal to that
of Dada that surely revelled in such opposi-
tions. Thus while acknowledging monolithic
monopoly capital as being anything but ad
hoc, Jencks still urges that we reconcile
ourselves to our consumer democracy and
redeem the impersonality of its corporate
sub-systems through ". . . combining them
ad hoc towards specific endsJ' (p.55) In
short, a fundamental contradiction is not ap-
parently a condition which the alchemy of
adhocism is able to transcend.

The Candide-like optimism of the first half
of this book is tempered by Nathan Silver's
emphasis on adhocism as a particular sen-
sibility, with its implieit reeognition that
such sensibility is able to manifest itself
most freeiy and effectively not in architec-
ture and design, but in theater, film,
literature and art. Silver cites Marcel
Duchamp as the Newton of this sensibility,
with his "ready mades" of 1916 already an-
ticipating the constituents of adhocism; ". . .

the notion of adding-on, assembly, or im-
provisation; the continued recognition of
the piece as parts; plurality; also the facts
of availability, including chance; and, in one
case, fragments (pieces as parts)." (p. 155)

Whatever exploitation of ad hoc sensibility
was possible, say, for Carroil inhis Throttgh
tlte Looking Glcr.ss of 1871, or for Duchamp
lhal nwchand du sel ; in his "ready made"
Witlt Hidden Noise of 1916, or even for
Buster Keaton in his film The Nauigator of
1924, the attitude stubbornly resists its
general adoption in architecture. Kurt Sch-
witters's Meru co\tmn, gradually built out
of junk in the interior of his house in
Hanover from 1918 to 1938, seems to dra-
matize the point. The artist-owner had no
choice but to evict his tenants for the sake
of his obsession. Thus despite its well-
known ad hoc compilation it surely lacked
the economic irony of his Men writing-his
poem Arino Blume for instance, particu-
larly the arch lines that read, "Blue is the
color of your yellow hair./Red is the cooing
of your green bird." What is possible in poe-
try and in painting seems to elude expres-
sion in three dimensional form. By this
token, Rodia's towers in Los Angeles or
Gaudi's park in Barcelona, or Goffs houses
in Illinois or, for that matter, Clar-
ence Schmidt's clapboard fantasia in
Woodstock-all cited by Silver as examples
of the ad hoc-fall each far short of engen-
dering those disjunctive ironies wherein
random origin and assembly are jointly able
to reveal the subversive potential of bri-
coLLage. Instead, each intends, and indeed
realizes (be it folk or fine), the hermetic
status accorded to works of art. No trace of
the ambivalence of the "readv made" re-
mains in any of them.

The trouble with built form is that it intrin-
sically gravitates towards "socializable"
totalities even when, by definition, the ini-
tial orientation is supposed to be useless. In
this, building ontologically constitutes a
homogenization that, outside the high art of
mannerism, is basically incapable of render-
ing disjunction as meaning. The playing of
popular games in the guise of utility merely
leads to the creation of infantile objects
which, however witty and gratifying, soon
becomes "absorbed," so to speak, by the
banality of their potential use. Witness
Mario Bellini's erotic station wagon, Kar-a-
srfra, made for the recent Italian Design

show at The Museum of Modern Art. or 105
Jencks's Madon na o.f tlt,e Future-an
electric fire mounted on a headless black
mannequin carrying a copy of Henrv
James's novel of the same title. Since the
novel was added to the assembly
anonymously, after the fact, this is the most
pure piece of adhocism in the book-
stimulating as art, but a bore as subversive
design. To entertain an ad hoc sensibility
seems to lead one implacably back to that
mannerist mode where the whole explicitly
intends a contradiction of itself. James Stir-
ling's up-ending of a classic facade in his de-
sign for Derby City Hall thus appears as an
ironic comment on the current liberal obses-
sion with preservation. Christo's world
famous "wrapped" structures or the endless
impenetrable monuments of Superstudio, or
Claes Oldenburg's giant windshield wiper
projected for Grant Park, Chicago, are
oriented towards similar "surrealist" ends.
Are we, with these, that far removed from
Etienne Boull6e's unreaiizabie monuments
of 1780 made in the name of neoclassicism,
his impassable gateways and inaccessible
stadia? I think not. For when it comes to the
ultimate ostensible project of this book,
namely the liberation of arehitecture
through the adoption of an ad hoc sensibility
(asserted by the authors as a comparable
project to that proposed for art, by Dada in
1917), one finds oneself paradoxically
returned to the metaphysical, to those for-
mal juxtapositions that induce a .frissoii of
terror-to those icons which, however un-
conscious, are essentially critical of man and
his institutions. All else is folk art-
hopelessly unattainable with any real spon-
taneity in an industrialized society-or con-
versely the mere iterations of a puerile
creativity that, occasionally, as ad hoc built
form, passes for art.



Rep,ly by CharLes Jencks

106 Such nt isleading irorty aboul the theories o.l'

Atttericans Liring in ErtgLartd coulrl ortly be

e:tpressed so cottsisterrtly tt'r'ortg b1y arr

Englishtrtan liuinll in Atrterica. At Least in-
terted, rteo-colortial cotrtlesce rtsiort could et-
pLain u,hy l'rantptott {tets it wt'oilg euerll
tirrte lte has nte holdtrtg att opirtiort. But
tltere ntay be other reosolts .lor his distot'-
tions and corttentpt-tL'ho kttotL's ? What ts
certain is that he has rrre taking positions-
irt _lat'or o.l utilitarianisnt, .futtctiortulisnt,
pragnt at i sm, scie n ti.fic tmt h, etc. - e,t'actl y
opposite to the ones I hold atrd de.l'ettd irt the
book, attd irr the single. instance when he
git'es an erantple o.f tthat I u'rote, he tttart-
ages to qLtot,e seLectireLy so that ttt tl positiort
is lalsif'ied.

Ft'arttptort corrtenrls thut I ttrtt "deterrttittetl
to establish the ad hoc as lhe onetrue urtiuer-
sal prirtciple," tchereas itt the chapter lte
quotes.fxnn I reaLlu wrote the .lolLou,irtg: ". . .

sottte ol tltese ob.jectiorrs are rell -fourtdetl
artd darnagittg tLt adhoci.sht as a holistic
doctrirte . .. . And ndhocistt i.s rioi o unified
u,orld t,iew in the nran.ner ol the tttore

J'arttiltar ideologies oi' 'isrrs' r'lr ici ete
o.ffbred as szrcli. On the contrurg, it is a tran-
sitional philosophy based on the pretrtise that
the.ftr,ture gool o.l'ntan, o. sirtqLe destittu.l'ot'
the species, cannot be specified irt adt'ance"
(p. 35, trty enpha\is). One has to concentrate
Itard to ntiss the poirtt here, but irt case arty
of the read.ers Like a short nap I haue
laboriously ltutrtttrered irt tlte poirtt ott the
nefi page: "lrr a uery n:aL sense adhocisnt is
only a partial theory, orte-hal.f a ph ilosophy,
to lte strp'ported bu other npproaches uthich
are cotrtTtletrterttary" (p. J7.l u:as trgirtg to
point out in this sectiott that ad,hocisnt can-
not be "the orte true urtit'ersal prirtciple,"
that it has inherettt J'aults uthich hat:e to be

"carefully gtrarded against" sttclt es o

"rel.atiui.ty and pt'agnratisnr th.at are sel.f-
sert'ing" (p. .:1il. WhU else quote Karl Popper
aga'inst. adhoci.srn, ercept to ttckttotr.tLedlle its
shortcorrrirtgs attd shou' one .troy it is op-
posed to sciert.ce. So I cou,ld not be .justi.l'yirtg
ll as n "ttue urtit'ersal prtttciple." Bul
Frampton ma,!l now thirt.k I att stilL cott.ftts-
irtg sciertce and cultttrul tal ue-irt spite o.f

poirrtittg otrt ort these pages (;15-7) hou'
ualues ond concepts ntust be held poLiticalLy
tndependent o.f science, o't' in art arch itec'
tural erantple, hotu the Wells Cathedrol Liort
(rchich su'allorls sot)?e etartt ribs in the
retrochoir) rs "briLliant architer:ture, bttt
barl sciertce."

Nou'harirtg split sciertce artcl ral ue,.tunc-
tiott ott.tl .fotttr, "is and otLgltt," I sttppttse I
ant in danger o.f being branded a ".fbntralist'
ideulist." or cortuersel'y a "rnechanist. ent'
piricist-.lunctiortalist," but I.tear there is tto
airtight alibi or irtr pregtrable de.tbrtse ogainst
the supercateglorizutiort o.t Frartrptottintt irt-
qttisitionaListrt. So rather thnrt go ott K)tltt-
tering abstt'trct churges-ott rttodertt archi-
tect.ure, ret:ol ut.iort, etc. - and de.f'en ding
trt yselJ' persortnlly .for opirtiorts I lt ate rteL'er

held h tttaste o.l'tinre),1 would soonertry t.o

ensu'er tu'o getteral poittts Frarttptort rttakes
agtrirtst ttdhor:isrrt: that it is acriticaL, ac-
corrtntotlatinll, la,t' ort "societal corttredic-
tiotrs" ttnlike the subt-ersiue Dado artd that
there cort be rro ru.rdicttll11 adhocist architec-
ture, beccLuse architecture is irtcapable of'
"dis.jtnctite ilori res " nnd betause il "r/i'ali-
tates touard social izable total it ies,
h ot tt ogerr i zat i o rt," etc.

I rttust say I atrt rrot at uLl stLre Flutrtptott ctc-

ttLally hold"s these poirtts becatLse at the end
o.f lr is article h e rrrakes sonre ertigttrntic cotr -

nrents abotrt t.he nretaphysi.c<rl, "tt frisson ol'
terror," u'hich perple.r nte artcl he equates
Siirliirgls atlhocisrtt u,ith Mamrerisnr and
thrrs u'ith "dis.jurtctit'e irotties" artd also
speaks obottt it as "crtt.icaL o.f ntart"-but. let
rrs dr.scr.,rrirl tlt ese irtcortsisterrcies.

Is adhr.tcisrrt ocritical urrd occonttttodatirtg ?

Is rationaLisrtt right or utottg? Is Chri.s-
ticrttity .c1ood or bad? Surely it rrrrsl depertd
on the speci.f'ic, because alL o.l'these methods
arttl bel ie.fs incltrde opposite approaches.
Atlhocisrn t,uries .frortr the sub r:ersiort, o.l'

Dada artd ret'olutiort to the piecertteal
tinkering o.l re.lormists arid lutuseu:iues
reading Hints from Heloise. It is trot a single
culturaL nrctement Like Dada organized bg rr

group o.f poLeriricisls: there hate been rudical

atrd rcactiottary adhocists .ft'ottt the ltegitr-
ning o.l'tinre. This catt be shonrt u:ith orchi-
tectural eturtrples.

Tlte u'eakest .fbrttrs o.f ttrchitectural adhoc:-
isrrr ore. those tuhere peopLe add otr or'1tl ug ttt
rtett elettrertts ortto old, sttcli os the rcindou'
irt Zurich, r:ulLed, I belieue, an ercol, or the
rttedietal ltotrses attachetl to tt Rortrcrrr
artrphitheater at ArLes. Itt these cases tltc
ot'igirtul nteartitty;1 o.f the slructure is ortl11

de.flected, not sttbr:erted, e,t'rept perhups itt
the.lttttrtiottal sertse thut houslrtg is dillbrertt
.ftttrtt sport or gladiatorial conthut. The peo-
ple at Arles u'ere rtot attackirtg Rortrett
ualues but ttterely trtaking use ol un etistirr.tl
sli'rrctrrle attd accotrtrttodatitrg it to thertr
atrd. thettrseltes to it. Tftis is th.e process o.l'

groulh irt tttost cities: piecertreal atl hoc
ada.ptiott and trarrs.f'orrtration which is oJl,etr

cttlled orgartic lrccause rl r.s slorr', un-
cottsciorts arrd respottsiL)e. I $u,ppose tt rnrre-
spoirds to the tertdeucy, tchiclt Frattrptort
cotrtends rs essent.iul, o.f architer:ture
totrorrls "socializable totalilies" artd
"honto.qertizotiott." Bttt I d,o rtotthinkthis itr-
teglratiort is tlte u'hole case either .tot nrchi-
tecttLre or atlhoci.sttt. There ore ntore critical
art d srthL'ersit'e tratts.forttt attLttts : Rruce
Go.f.l"s use o.f "bonrb-blisters" Jbr Light .li.r-
tures, .fishttettirtq .t'or railirtg nrtd other
Antty & Nauy surpLus trans.fbrtttati.orrs rtot
ortly rrrake sorrte perlittertt conrrttents about
utility but olso abotrt cottstrrrtptiorr, and
there.t'ore society, irr gerteral. Go.ff'is itrrply-
itrq both a truns.fitnnation o.l the li'uirt.g roottt
artd, irr an oblique u.'ay, that o.f lhe nrilitary-
indtr.striaL estate ("szoolds i.nto plctu.t-

slro res "). His sattsrtal use o.l' rtalural
ntaterials and rcck aLso irtrplies a xrdical
criltque o.l'utbttrt lirirtg tt ith iis sllict,
packaged bound,nt'i.es ond repressi.ue tt.sage.

One does rtot hare to go as .lar as Wilheltrr
Reich in order to .find such sensuaLity stLb-
,'pygi, p rtl t,1t111tql 11g11qp.

Artd tlel it is reully ottly irt reL'olutionary
period.s when peopl.e itttend to strbtert and
thett do it thnt orte cart talk about n corisctorrs
ct'itical spirit. The Tllrkish ntosqtte built in
and .fi'orrt the ruirts o.l' the Parthertr tt, rtr the



On Bernhard Leitner's The Architecture
of Ludwig Wittgenstein: A Documenta-
tion.

ALan Plattus is studging Aft Historu and
Philosophy at Yal.e Uniuersity, Connecticut.

Cathedral o.l' Notre Danre trans/itntred irtto
the Tbntple o.f Reason (as all Chnstian
usages were so tratts.fbrtrred during the
reuolutiort o.t 1789 are etanrples o.l this:
st.rong cLdhocistrr, dis.jttnctite, ironic and all
those qualities Frantptort.l'ittds hard to
achiet'e irt architecture. But u'hat cloes one
rttake o.t'Mnre. Lachat's bubble nursera plug-
ged into her.tlat? Is tirs srrbr,eisit'e o.t'the In-
ternational Style, bourgeois cort.forttity,
builditrg lau:s, stylistic integration and the
uery notiort o.f "total design" ? No dorrbt il ls
use.ftrl attd ittdit'idual and there.fbre in dan-
ger of'being brartded by Frarttptortiart "utili-
tariarrcpragrtiaplio'a1isrir." Biri it is parallel
tt,ith the rceak adhocistrt o.f the ercol iri
anothet Srt'rss, borrrgeois c:ortte,,-t. What is
the diJ.lbrence betu,een these tro add-ons?
The ercol is conuentiottalizetl stglistically
and legaLly to.f'it itt uhereas the bubble nurs-
ery intplies a radical change o.l'zortirtg lau,s
artd urbart littrtg. Hence architecture can be

dis.junctit'e and critical at poirtts, and
adhocisrrt, as the rtreetirtg o.l oppostte nreart-
lags, as creatbitA in essence, is oltr,oys slrb-
uersit:e i.t' ontA .t'or .fi.fleerr nrinutes. As soon
as the creatiue eleDtent is repeated and in-
stittLtionalized it no longer is ad hoc or sttb-
tersi ue.

Bernhard Leitner. The Architecture o.f'

Ludw ig Witt gen stein : A Document ation.
Halifax, Nova Scotia, The Press of the
Nova Scotia College of Art and Design.
127 pp., $9.95.

Alan Plattus

One of the more intriguing interdisciplinary
phenomena of the early twentieth century
was the house that Austrian philosopher
Ludwig Wittgenstein built for his sister in
Vienna. Not that this combination of
architecture and philosophy is unheard of;
architects have always suspected that what
they do has certain deep-seated similarities
to the activities of philosophers, and at least
two philosophers, Peirce and Kant, have
been obliging enough to make the connec-
tion explicit. Furthermore, more than a few
architects have taken to heart Germain
Boffrand's suggestion that reading the
philosophers would sharpen one's architec-
tural judgement-a prescription that has an
illustrious genealogy going back to
Vitruvius. Indeed, at various points in
Western history the practices of architec-
ture and of philosophy have appeared to
stand in a particularly intimate relationship
to each other. Panofsky's well-worn analogy
between the structure of Gothic architec-
ture and that of Scholastic philosophy comes
immediately to mind, but perhaps more to
the point in this case is the classic Renais-
sance amalgam of the most advanced
architecture and the most profound (for
that time) philosophy in the creative output
of the same individual dilettante, for exam-
ple, Alberti. Closer to home chronologicatly,
one might mention the startling architec-
tural tours de force which the quasi-mysti-
cal philosopher Rudolf Steiner built to house
and symbolize the "philosophical" society he
founded. Or, on the other side of the coin, it
is certain that a good many modern
architects fancied themselves the creators,
or at least the followers, of philosophies of a
considerably more universal nature than
mere theories of design. But in the case of
someone like Steiner or the more intellec-
tually inclined architects of the Modern
movement, it can in all fairness be said that
the architecture of the one and the philoso-
phy of the others hardly stand in any in-
tegral relation to the vanguard of develop-
ment in those respective fields in the early
twentieth century. (Nor can it be said that
Steiner's rather idiosyncratic philosophy
was very close to the mainstream of Euro-

pean thought at the time.) Further, one 107
might note that in all these instances, from
the Gothic cathedrals to, for example, the
Bauhaus, cases can be and have been made
for positing a more or less direct-almost
isomorphic in the case advanced by
Panofsky-relationship between the
philosophy, perhaps ultimately conceived as
cosmology, and the architecture. It is in the
light of these observations that Wittgen-
stein's architecture provokes curiosity; for
no one doubts Wittgenstein's central posi-
tion in twentieth century philosophy, and
yet his house was at ieast superficially simi-
lar to the most advanced architecture being
built in Vienna at that time. Even more
uncharacteristic for such enterprises, and in
that sense refreshing, is the fact that no
direct connection between architecture and
philosophy, of any substantial depth, im-
mediately forces itself upon us. Nor are we
assisted or even encouraged in a search for
such a connection by either Wittgenstein
himself or by the first chronicler of his
architecture. Bernhard Leitner.

Given the seemingly unique circumstance of
an "amateur" architectural project with
possible pretensions to membership in the
Viennese architectural avant-garde, it
might seem potentially fruitful to explore
Wittgenstein's house in that context, as well
as in the context of his own unusual personal
history. But Bernhard Leitner, in his new
"documentation" of the philosopher's
architecture, begins bv dismissing that very
possibility and thus, if anything, reinforces
the dense mythic structure which has grown
up around the man and his work, isolating
him from outside influences and, ironically,
isolating his philosophy from his architec-
ture. Recently, such books as Stephen
Toulmin's and Alan Janik's Wittgen,stei.n's
Viertna, have begun to dissolve that mythic
aura and, at the same time, replace it with a
more substantial integration of the man and
his times. Leitner may have missed an ex-
cellent opportunity to contribute to that un-
dertaking, thus also missing what may be
the most promising way to establish that
connection between architecture and



108 philosophy, which so far has only been the
subject for speculative eulogy on the part of
Wittgenstein's disciples. But it is precisely
because he was the sort of philosopher, or
rather the sort of man, who inspired rlrsri -

p1es, that we have been largely unable to
take a critical attitude towards the man, his
philosophy, and even his architecture which,
like his almost equally scarce wrilings, is in
danger of becoming a thing-in-itself; a fate
it does not deserve.

Certainly Wittgenstein's own life has been,
as history, and was actually, as he lived it, a
major contributing factor to his mythic
isolation. Ils prima facie fantasy is aggra-
vated by the fact that we know too little of
many of its most important portions, and
what we do know is largely anecdotal. One
might begin with Wittgenstein's rather dra-
matic "retirement" from philosophv at the
end of World War I. He had just completed
his brilliantly obscure Tractat tts Logir'o-
Plrilosophicus, the manuscript of which he
carried in his back pack, along with a bible,
as he served in the Austrian army. In the
preface to that iconoclastic work, which he
managed to mail to Bertrand Russell when
he was taken prisoner by the Italians, Witt-
genstein announced that he had discovered
the definitive solution, or dissolution, of the
problems of philosophy. When he was
released in 1918, he first gave away all of
his considerable personal fbrtune, and then
spent the next seven years as a teacher of
elementary school children in various small
villages in southern Austria. For a brief
while after that he workecl as a gardener at
a monastery near Vienna (and did, for a
time, consider entering a monastery him-
selfl. But apparently neither his very per-
sonal quest for simplicity and solitude, nor
his monumental effort to have done with the
problems and profession of philosophy were
successful. At times during his extended
retreat, certain British and Viennese
philosophers had sought out ancl made con-
tact with the mvsterious author of the fr'ac-
taltrs, and Wittgenstein was already initiat-
ing that severe self-critique that would
eventually lead to a major revolution in

phiir-rsophy. But at the same time Wittgen-
stein had also been in touch with his friend,
the architect Paul Engelmann. Engelmann,
who was a student of Adolf Loos's, was
beginning work on plans for a house for
Margarethe Stonborough-Wittgenstein in
Vienna, and Margarethe invited her brother
to collaborate on the <lesign. He arrived in
Vienna in the fall of 1926. The collaboration
rapidly became a total <lomination of the
project by Wittgenstein, anrl until early in
1929 when he returnecl to Cambridge and to
philosophy, he lived and worked in his native
Vienna designing, rletailing, and supervis-
ing construction of the three-floor, twenty-
seven room mansion.

The design and conslruction of the hou-se, as
conducted by Wittgenstein, proves to be a

further source of suggestive biographical/
mythical anecclotes, crimplementary to the,
by then, already developing Wittgenstein
legend. Leitner has included in his docu-
mentation excerpts from Lhe Fam i I y
Recol lectiorts of Wittgen-qtein's sister Her-
mine. in which she relates several of these
stories of her brother as Master Builder. We
read of Wittgenstein spending a full year
getting two radiators cast to his precise
specifications; Wittgenstein reproaching a
locksmith who had asked him if a

millimeter's difference in the measurements
of a kevhole was of anv significance, and
then "demonstrating" his sensitivity by
raising the ceiling in the hall of the nearly
completed house three centimeters; and
finally, Wittgenstein entering a lottery with
covert plans for spending his winnings on
the alteration of a detail that still displeased
him. The hall ceiling episode should, by
the way, allay any suspicions that an
"architect" as mathematically inclined as
Wittgenstein would surely indulge in some
elaborate scheme of proportions. In fact, his
philosophical sophistication is obvious in-
sofar as he avoided that sort of device. And
he was later to make the following com-
ments in a Iecture on aesthetics: 'Architec-
ture:-draw a door- 'slightly too large.'
You might say: 'He has an excellent eye for
measurement.' No-he sees it hasn't the

right expression-it doesn't make the right
gesture. If you showe<l me a stick of
different length, I'd not have known."

Perhaps it is the influence of stories such as

these that has provoked Leitner to lavish
such meticulous attention upon every detail
of the Vienna house, antl to record each for
posterity in such carefully considered
photographs. We are even given, fbr exam-
ple, a plan showing the location of each of
Wittgenstein's almost embarrassingly bare
single-bulb lighting fixtures. Incleed, cer-
tain aspects of the house are interesting in
any context. The logical rigor of Wittgen-
stein's cleployment of the columns, half-col-
umns, and quarter-columns of the entrance
hall with their recessed capitals; lhe
unusual spatial effects of the double-layered
glass rloors and windows with their slim
vertical mullions; and the complex coordina-
tion of the entire scheme through the
hierarchical scaling and axial disposition oi'
these elements of fenestration, are all origi-
nal architectural solutions, and as such
deserve more attention than they have
received. But one suspects that Leitner
wishes to treat these details and the house
as a complete object, as part of that realm
rvhich Wittgenstein, in lhe D'aclolrrs, set
aside as inaccessible to Ianguage: those
things which cannot be said, but only shown.
While one might perhaps appreciate the
connection, whether intentional, accidental,
or imagined, betrveen the spartanly descrip-
tive prose of Leitner's documentation and
the style and doctrine of the architect's own
Tlactatus; there is surely more that can be
legitimately said by way of interpretation
and evaluation to stimulate some enthusi-
asm in the skeptic and discourage the rapt
disciple (the latter having already been ini-
tiated by William Bartley's recent "re-
vionist" study of Wittgenstein, in which he
rather summarily dismisses the house as

being largely the work of Engelmann).

Hor,l.ever, readers of Leitner's earlier arti-
cle on the house (Artfbnmt, February,
1970) will note in this book an even further
paring away of any "unnecessary" in-



Figure 1. Stonborough - Witt ge n stein House,
Vienna. Ludu:ig Wittgenstein, arch itect,
1928. Glass u,all ttith doors to southent
t e rrace.

terpretation or attempt to relate the
architect's philosophy to the philosopher's
architecture. For example, with regarrl to
any possible art historical context. we have
here only the follorving of'f'ering: "The cubic
forms of the building's exterior remind one
of the architecture of Adolf Loos. The in-
terior, however, is unique in the history of
twentieth century architecture. Everything
is rethought. Nothing in it ha-s been directly
transplanted, neither from any building
convention nor from any professional avant-
garde" (p. 11). One might add, but only ar
the risk of mitigating the force of the
moclernist mvth of the autonomous creative
individual, that Wittgenstein was in-
troduced to Loos in Vienna in 1914, and that
on lhe occasion o1' this meeting, the two
Herculean heroes-the one who cleansed
the stable of philosophy of its linguistic con-
fusions. the other who purged architecture
of its "criminal" ornament-reportedly
engaged at once in a lengthy discussion of
architecture. As for the interior of the Witt-
genstein house, while it does not exhibit
that peculiar Loosian contrast of an ex-
travagant and rather sensual interior with a
stark exterior; it does nonetheless exploit
the split-level to enforce a volumetric read-
ing (carried over into the details as well)
that is characteristic of Loos's work.
Furthermore, I would suggest that the
entrance hall of the Wittgenstein house,
certainly its most successful feature, may
be favorably and instructively compared to
the striking foyer of Loos's building in the
Michaelerplatz. But more importantlv. the
connection between Loos and Wittgenstein,
and eventually Karl Kraus and other con-
temporaries (such as the members of the
Wiener Kreis), with their shared crusading
fervor for precise grammatical correctness
as the solution to moral, as well as
philosophical and aesthetic problems, is a
step towards providing a framework for
possibly understanding the relationship bet-
ween Wittgenstein's architecture and
philosophy-a relationship that is surely a
mediated one, the mediation being the man
and his circumstances.

Now it is almost certain that Wittgenstein's
attitude towards the supplying of that sort
of contextual frame of reference for his
house, would have been much the same as
the attitude he expressed in a curious
passage in the preface to his posthumously
published I)lt ilosopl,ical Int.estiqatiotts.
Referring, so it seems, to the works of his
students, which were already being
published while Wittgenstein's own seminal
work still circulated in manuscript and by
word of mouth, he said: "For more than one
reason what I publish here will have points
of contact with what other people are writ-
ing today.-If my remarks do not bear a
stamp which marks them as mine,-I do not
wish to lay any further claim to them as my
propertyl' But what Wittgenstein is saying
here goes a bit deeper than any arrogant
claim of a self-styled "original genius" for
creative autonomy. In fact it is not a rejec-
tion of those "points of contact," but a
recognition that, once a context has been
supplied, any significant originality or
similarity must issue from that profound
relationship of an individual (or group) to
his work which one might call "styleJ' And
if Wittgenstein did succeed in approaching
his goal, which in one of its many formula-
tions he expresses as "changing the style of
thinking," then he hardly stands in neecl of
the claims of his more eager disciples that
he was doing something radically new-in
the sense of having no roots in a familiar
past or present. By the same token, a sig-
nificant work of architecture is only supei-
ficially enhanced by a failure to recognize
its ancestry or context; and Wittgenstein's
architecture, if it is indeed an important ob-
ject in its own right. can ultimately only be
hurt by an exclusion of the mise-en-scdne
that renders it approachable.
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Letters

110 Semiotics, the theory of signs, has often led
to the practice of bad communication or even
systematic misunderstanding. This result is
not without its irony since semiotics is often
justified as a field which wil] increase under-
standing, not confusion. Yet the disagree-
ments which exist do have their base on
philosophical issues and ideology and it
would be vain to suppose a unified semiotics
could exist before agreement is reached on

these underlying points. Generally speaking
there is a broad split between Continental
and Anglo-Saxon semiologists which
parallels the old, even tiresome, quarrel be-

tween Rationalist and EmPiricist
philosophers. The former, following
Saussure, like to treat the sign and significa-
tion as an autonomous area, whereas the lat-
ter, following Peirce, Morris, Ogden and
Richards treat signification in a particular
context-signs in action. The former tend to
be Idealists, the latter Materialists, or at
least Behaviourists. This basic polarity,
however, is quickly complicated by other
positions. At the First International Con-
gress on Semiotics, held in Milan in June
1974, the Secretary Umberto Eco was at-
tacked for the idealism assumed to be in his
position because he insisted on the irreduci-
ble conventional and arbitrary nature of the
sign. Not surprisingly, the attack was from a

Marxist Materialist base (although,
surprisingly, many so-called idealists claim
to be Marxists).

In the first issue of Oppositions, George
Baird and I are also attacked from a Marxist
position for supposedly holding the exact op-
posite point of view to Eco: the natural and
inherent theory of meaning' Ogden and
Richards are also criticized for this alleged
crime. The fact that none of us hold the posi-
tions attributed to us, indeed as far as I
know we hold opposite ones, leads to several
speculations. Is it a question of misreading
or systematic misunderstanding? Perhaps,
as I believe, it is more a question of the
authors, Diana Agrest and Mario Gan-
delsonas, wishing to establish a new semiotic
position and in the process using us, rather
unsympathetically, to do it. They hope to

find, or construct, a semiotic theory "out-
side" (p. 99) and against the ideology pre-
sumed to be in all our positions.

First of all they condemn the last five cen-
turies of architectural theory (with Ruskin-
ian abandon) as so much bourgeois
ideology, overlooking the plurality and criti-
cal nature of this theory. One would never
guess that William Morris and Hannes
Meyer existed, nor Bruno Taut and the
Goodmans, not to mention every modern
architect who has espoused a utopian or
alternative system of society. The crime of
these bourgeois ideologues? They didn't
touch the "real" and "true" nature of the
class structure (p. 100, note 3) but merely
played with its superstructure. The authors,
Agrest and Gandelsonas, assume they are in
possession of a true theory (or approaching
this) rather the way Copernicus held the
right theory of the solar system-an
analogy they draw. There are disclaimers
and these are important (they hold true
theory grows out of the false by dialectics)
but by and large they hope to occupy a posi-

tion which is unassailable and certain' This
can be gauged by the tone as well as the con-
tent of their piece. They hypostatize entities
such as "methodological reproduction," they
insist on exclusive precision of semiotic
usage (stemming from its first usage by
Saussure) and they want clear distinctions
between terms (although, in contradiction'
they also want more unclear distinctions
between fields such as literature and archi-
tecture, p. 99). Those who make semiotic
mistakes are guilty of "theoreticai
blockage."

What are my mistakes? Apparently, I con-
tend that all signs are motivated and
natural, that functions are universal,
transparent and obviously lead to a form and
that the relations between signifier and sig-
nified are not arbitrary and conventional.
Actually, only one sentence in my article, the
one they quote, could lead to such misun-
derstandings as the rest of the article is con-
cerned with attacking this position. What I
was trying to point out in the paragraph

under consideration was that all form is

motivated a.tler an initial arbitrary relation
is set between signifier and signified. This
motivation may be caused by convention,
feedback or habit and in that sense is arbi-
trary, a point which I share with Agrest and

Gandelsonas and reiterate by chailenging
the exclusive commitment to "intrinsic"
theories of meaning. Stopping for a moment
on areas of agreement, Iet me say that I find
the authors' concentration on the concept of
"value" a valuable emphasis and one we

didn't stress enough in the book. The

Saussurean notion that value comes from
the relation between signs was only men-

tioned once or twice with respect to the se-

mantic fields and syntagmatic meaning and
did not gain as much centrality as it
deserves. Our use of cottt.ext and sentan.tic
space does not go far enough; indeed the
whole, very important, concept of the code

and subcode is not developed which would
make sense of how value is introduced and
exchanged.

Yet I think the authors still overrate the dis-

tinction between signification and com-
munication which they use in defending the
notion of value. While attacking Baird, they
wish to establish a clear-cut separation bet-
ween systems of meaning and how they are

used to communicate. This is akin to sepa-

rating structure and function in biology, or
syntax and semantics in linguistics, a

heuristic move which may bear some fruit in
the beginnings of a science, but which
ultimately sets up its own kind of
"blockage" for the future. While significa-
tion systems exist independent of how they
are used, it is equally true that they are cre-
ated by and change through use, so there is

no point in cutting signification (semiotics)

off from utility. This attempt of the authors
is shared by Eco, Barthbs and other Conti-
nental semiologists and while one can see the
point in making semiotics ntairtly concerned
with signification, it cannot get rid of the
referent, the function, or "reality" without
(as now happens) these entities slipping in
again through the back door in another dis-
guise. This is whY I used the Ogden-



Richards model which includes the referent
(or "reality") as part of the sign-situation
(although it is not usuall;- part of the sign it-
self). Architecture, as a sign-system, is
made up from more iconic, ,,natural,' signs
than, say, language and therefore the
referent and utility are of more importance
than in, say, painting. This does not make me
a functionalist, as the authors would have.
and the large amount of quote marks should
indicate that I too believe that iconic signs
and "reality" are ultimately mediated by
conventions.

The First Intentational Congress o.l' Senti-
otics held in Milan serled as a contert.lbr a
discrrsslori u,ith CharLes Jencks about our
article "Serri iolics and Architecture,"
publtshed iri Oppositions l. htasntuch as the
dlscrssiorr det:eloped set,eral si.ntilarities
and dif.lerences ruhich are presettt itt our two
positiorts, we suggested to Jencks that he
tL'rite a letter u'hich ntight corttrtbute to a
better understanding o.l' the issues dereloped
in otrr arti.cle. It is not our intentiort to cort-
tintr,e here the debate suggested in his letter,
instead we will onLg respond to the questions
uhich seem to clarily our inittal tefi.

7. Jencks's and Baird's articles were chosen
as etantpLes because they were representa-
tiue o.l' both a certain period. in the short
history oJ'the seniotic approach to architec-
ture and a particular trend in that.fietd. It is
certaittLy tnte that to single out those articles
Jbr cfiticism uas a conuenient nteatts to in-
troduce a diJJbrent approach to the problent.
This procedure is o.fteu a part of' crittcat
toork when criticism is rrsed es a means to
aduance krtowledge as opposed to nrcre criti-
cisnr Jbr its own sake-a connnon practice
tttth dubious resulls.

2. Our onti.ssion o.f'some politicatly cotttmit-
ted, architects uas a conscious act tn light of'
our deJinitiort of' arch itecturaL production as
ha"-irtg a particular ideological Jiutction
that is the traintenance o.f the capitalist
ntode o.f production. A critical position u,ith
respect to societg and ideology in gerteral,
does rtot guarantee the possibility o.f detelop-
ttrent o.l' a poLitically contmitted position
with respect to architectural ideologg in par-
ticuLar This is the case oJ'William Morris
who while bein,g poLiticaLLy actiue, produced,
itt our uiew, a conseruatiae arch.itecture-
perhaps because he did not haue the concep-
tual means to bring these two attitudes
together The nmterialist diaLectic approach
to ideoLogy-that is, ideology considered as
one of the structural Letels oJ- the capttalist
mode oJ'production-is still today an under-
deueloped theoretical area and only in re-
cent Aears haue seriorts efforts been direeted
to its d,eueLopnrcnt.

3. When u,e re.fbr to theoretical u'ork u,e do 111
not "pretend to be in possessiorr oJ'a tnte
theory," as Jertcks sugge$ts. Instead we are
ntereLy asserting t.he intportattce o.l' an ap-
proach kpistentological and nrcthodologi-
cal) uhich ntay lead to positiue results in ihe
deaelopm ent oJ' th eoretic al work itt architec -
ture. Our own work seems to be within. a
theoretical and political contert which pro-
poses as a tnLth the historical concept of'
class struggle, Thus, in our approach, the
introduction o.l'this concept iu theoretical
work becontes not onlg theoreticalLy but also
politicall y necessar!t.

l. With respect to Jencks's cortplaint aboltt
the out oJ contett selection o.l'his sentence on
trtotiuatiott, i.t is intportattt to make clear
that u,hat ue are attenpting to criticize is
not so rttuch its sttbstance, but rather his em -
phasis on this notion as "the ntost Jfunda-
nrcntaL idea oJ seniology and nrcaning.,' IJ'
this is true thert senriology would be just
repeating or suggestirtg etisttng rtotions-
strch as the direct relationship between .fbnrt
and meatting-utth a new jargon. Instead,
in our opi,nion, to Jbcus ort notions that are
not obuiotts at aLL, such os ualtte attd sig-
niJication, allou's orte to .fbrntulate theoreti-
cal problents "on" architecture in a neu
uaa.

5. The notion o.l'cottnrunication itt this cort-
te:tt is relegated to a secottdary role, empha-
sizing a "clear cut separatiort".fronr the no-
tiort of' a sgstem of' sigtti/icatiott. This
theoretical procedure alLows us to ctariJy the
diJJbrences between contmurticati.on attd sig-
ni.ficatiott as d .tirst essential step, prior to
any consideratton o.l' their relationship.

All oJ'these aboue procedures represent sotne
oJ' the potential means uhich catt be u,sed
against the ideological deternr inations o.l' the
semiotic discourse on architecture.

Diatta Agrest
Mario Gartdelsonas

Finally, Ogden and Richards are said to hold
that meaning is "inherent to the word,' as
opposed to Saussure who contends that
words get their meaning by position within a
semiotic system. The authors quote second-
ary sources and if they had read The Mean-
ittg o.f Meanizg, they would have seen the
first two chapters devoted to attacking sueh
"word magic" and nonsense.

But such mistakes, on whomsoever's side,
are not necessarily ideological. This is a
point on which I actually disagree with
Agrest and Gandelsonas. They, following
Marx, look for organic connections between
all levels of society overlooking, in the pro-
cess, discontinuities and separations be-
tween superstructure and structure. Some
mistakes are random and no ideology has a
monopoly on making them. Sometimes pat-
terns can be found which may prove of
ideological nature, but ultimately, like the
sign itself, these rest on an "arbitrary" base.
Since we share this commitment to the arbi-
trary, perhaps we can look forward, op-
timistically, to a social-economic theory of
change that incorporates semiotics and
Saussure at its base. Then we would have a
truer science of signs; but it would never be
certain.

Charles Jencks
London, England



ll2 I have just read "Semiotics and Architec-
ture" by Mario Gandelsonas and Diana
Agrest, published in Opposttion.s l. After
appreciating the demythifying function of
its theme, I am writing an opinion on the
relevanee of this piece in relation to the
previous work of the authors and on its
possible inclusion in a global theory of
theoretical practice.

In addition I would like to make a contribu-
tion (beyond the analysis of the text)
towards the correct appreciation of the
degree to which the phenomenon of ideologi-
cal consumption is predetermined and of the
inevitable process of fragmentation through
which the cultural system both transforms
and nullifies the production of knowledge.

The central objective of the article does not
need much clarification: its intention is to
dismantle the ideological operation which
underlies the partial use of a valid theoreti-
cal tool. In its development this procedure is

clearly read as part of a strategy which, in
the last analysis, pretends the justification
of a system of norms that both structures
the present mode of production of the built
environment and regulates all of its specific
practices. But it seems necessary to elabor-
ate on the possible usefulness of this
demythifying and subversive theoretical
effort in a medium that in spite of its pur-
poited neutrality is inevitably bound by its
condition of paradigmatic center for the pro-
cessing and distribution of cultural informa-
tion.

There is no one better than Gandelsonas and
Agrest to evaluate the need for inserting
this kind of effort into a general strategy of
theoretical practice with concrete levels of
political implementation. Although a lack of
connection with these levels does not auto-
matically invalidate the product in theoreti-
cai terms, the authors will be the first to ad-
mit a loss of efficacy in its conceptual
transformation when their interlocutors do
not participate with them in the same politi-
cal project, and an even greater loss if they
are compromised with an opposite project.

If this is the case, the dialectical develop-
ment of this work, in that presumably asep-
tic milieu, will be replaced by an epistolar
discussion like the one proposed by the edi-
torial statement of Oppositiorls l: a useless

exchange in which the least important thing
is to reach an agreement aiding in the
reconstruction of the myth of an architec-
tonic culture through the fiction of produc-
tion, when the final objective of the article is
precisely to contribute to its systematic dis-
solution.

This perhaps unexpected but nevertheless
possible derivation of the fate of this work
would be a more subtle form of ideological
reworking of its transformatory potential.
The discussion of the object itself will soften
its edges and facilitate its digestion.

Perhaps the easiest error, and paradoxically
the one that could bring about the worst con-
sequences, would be to allow an easy

takeover of ideas and models for the in-
terpretation of reality that are the product
of a long coneeptual development whose
patrimony must not be renounced.

This warning is doubly justified: first by the
intimate knowledge I have about the
author's previous itinerary; and second by
the special concern that some of us have over
the intellectual plunder that is only a com-
plement of other, more evident kinds of
plunder.

Six years ago Gandelsonas and Agrest in-
augurated in the School of Architecture of
the University of Buenos Aires an approach
to theoretical work on the demythification of
architectural ideology, with unexpected poii-
tical and structural consequences.

This task began with a first attempt at the
formulation of a semioiogy of architecture as

a theoretical model for the dismantling and
unmasking of the most explicit cultural tra-
ditions that constitute the "theoretical" sup-
port of architectural practice.

The work was developed within a social con-

text and determined by a specific political
and cultural situation which it seems neces-

sary to describe in order to understand its
later strategical consequences'

The University of Buenos Aires had just
been supposedly emptied of its intellectual
capital as a consequence of the withdrawal
of its most prestigious elements in response
to the politics of fascist repression imple-
mented by the government of the military
dictatorship since June 1966. This hysterical
military action, with a clear McCarthyist
content, was both a comPlement and a

reflection of the overall political situalion.
The consolidation of the mechanisms for eco-

nomic control in defense of the interests of
the dominant economY was achieved
through the installation of a government
controlled by its allied natives: the landown-
ing oligarchy and the upper commands of the
army.

But just as it had already happened in the
case of the forced dissolution of the labor
front (movement), the excessive force of the
repression brought about a symmetrical po-
tentiation of the consciousness of feasible
political tactics to oppose the dominant pro-
ject and of their most appropriate fbrm of
implementation.

At the same time the situation of intellectual
impoverishment in which the university
masses found themselves, obliged them in
spite of their traditional betrayal of popular
and national interests, to create their own
mechanisms of conceptual development and
political action. The overthrow of the pre-
vailing technocratic, ill-fitting and falsely
leftist doctrine, marks the consolidation of a
politically coherent university front whieh
for the second time in its history (the first
was during the reform of 1918) fulfills a

positive role in its effective contribution to
the popular political project.

Within this framework, and within the
specific context of the School of Architec-
ture, the task initially stated in terms of the
analysis of texts and architectural objects



developed by the chair of ,Architectural
Semiology" produced a double effect which.
capitalized by the student movement, gener-
ated the conceptual basis and the human
capital that would guide the complete re-
structuring of pedagogical and institutional
conceptions.

This double effect consisted in promoting
and massifying the use of a theoretical tool
for the understanding of how the different
levels of social practice are articulated and
at the same time characterizing as ideologi-
cal the cultural formations which had until
then been accepted as "scientific." More
specifically this work built and divulged an
admissible interpretation of the real rela-
tionships between the practice of design and
the historical social structure which pro-
duces it, and began the demythification of
the ideological system that justifies that
practice in its present mode of operation.

The political result of this theoretical
development was the unconditional support
that the mass of the students gave to the
project for the structural transformation of
the school proposed two years later by the
alumni of the chair of architectural semi-
ology.

In order to appreciate the strategical impor-
tance of this renovation it is necessary to
take into account the absolutely unusual
conditions in which university studies oper-
ate in Argentina.

The School of Architecture and Urbanism of
Buenos Aires alone, not considering other
schools of architecture in the country, has at
the moment more than 16,000 students,
while the University of Buenos Aires as a
whole has nearly 180,000.

It is obvious that this quantilative reference
inevitably becomes qualitative if we think
that the total population of the countrv is
26,000,000. This pedagogical, cultural Lnd
economical absurdity has its origins in the
lack of a national plan offering real alterna-
tive modes of productive insertion to an ex-

tensive petite bourgeoisie, itself the social
product of a political centralism and an eco-
nomic-cultural system of exploitation and
dependency. Of course the possibility of con-
trolling this professional alluvion completely
escapes any known mechanism for univer-
sity structure. Therefore this reality, im-
possible to grasp from an academicist and
simply informative conception of teaehing,
required the definition of new objectives and
methodologies for the present stage of Na-
tional Reconstruction, and thus led to the ex-
pectation of new products.

This process has been started with the re-
structuration described above, and in a
specifically architectural level marks the
beginning of the construction of a ,,social

theory of habitat" rvhich should describe the
contlitions of production of a "design tech-
nology" of our own.

The theoretical task of the chair of Architec-
tural Semiology directed by Gandelsonas,
Agrest and Juan Carlos Indart performed
the function of clarifying and instrumenting
the gestation of this policy, as may be seen
today in the constitution of the ',Cast" for
the present pedagogical endeavor and in
the evident influence of their approach on
the efficacy of the ideological system which
the revolutionary tendency of Peronism
elaborated in documents directed to the con-
stitution of a university front.

The new project on theoretical work being
developed at the School of Architecture in
Buenos Aires needs both an incentive for the
enormous student body to engage in the pro-
cess of conceptual reproduction, and the
development of research at the most
abstract and advanced level. in order to in-
sure a steady feedback.

It is at this level, the most difficult one to
fulfill in any chain of production, that we en-
counter in this field one more limitation to
the efficient and immediate renovation of
cadres. A limitation based on the difficultv
of ensuring a parallel development of the
speculative ability and of the consciousness

of the political framework within which it is 1lB
to be exercised.

Gandelsonas and Agrest once filled that void
and they can fill it again. Their present
withdrawal, based on a respectable concep-
tion of the exploitability of gaps in the
system, must not become another proof of
the strategically successful intellectual
plunder to which we are subject.

Rafael Vifroly
Buenos Aires, Argentina



ll4 The article "Semiotics and Architecture"
published in Opposition s -1 involves a prob-
lem which although it remains unresolved,
undoubtedly constitutes one of the most fun-
damental difficulties confronting architec-
ture today, namely its theoretical formula-
tion in respect of modern sciences. Despite
the originality of the author's critique of the
idealistic conception of the architectural sign
and of the closed "form-function" system
which fails to engage other determinants in
the interpretation of the sign, the argument
nonetheless touches on a number of points
which demand clarification.

The theoretical production proposed by the
authors as a prior moment to architectural
production engages a set of conceptual and
epistemological issues which are ultimately
interrelated. A theory can only result from
an ordering of concepts which are derived
from the study of specific objects. "The
praxis which lead to the elaboration of
theory is a social praxis" (Althusser), and it
is directly related to the historical develop-
ment ofproduction. Hence a theory does not
arise, as the article suggests, in order to
"adapt architecture to the needs of Western
Social Formations," but rather it, itself, con-
stitutes a Ievel ofproduction (architecture in
this case), as social praxis.

Althusser brings us to question this pro-
posed separation of the theoretical produc-
tion from architectural praxis. Architecture,
as an entity apart, appears at the outset of
the author's thesis, as an activity whose ob-
ject may or may not correlate to history'
Two difficulties are raised by this issue;

firstly, the affirmation of the existence of
architecture as a "positive" fact belonging
to the realm of nature; secondly, the recog-
nition of the possibility of elaborating theo-
ries for the purpose of using them to assimi-
iate architecture into society. The difference
between architecture as an object and archi-
tecture as a social praxis ending in the pro-
duction of the object and its theory, is not
simply a difference in terminology' but in-
volves a philosophical attitude towards the
object and its realization. If architecture is

conceived as an octiuity, then its production
has to be seen as a socinl proris. The
theoretical praxis, as Althusser explains in
his introductionto Lire Le CaTtital, is at one

and the same time both the effect and the
social praxis of class struggle (i.e., produc-
tion of goods and their appropriation).
Whereas architecture interpreted as an ob-
ject apart, leads to the claim of an indepen-
dent status for its theory and to the
possibility of epistemological break within
this theory, this is presumably what the
author intended by a "theory in the strict
sense." The existence of architecture as

such, and the priority thereby given to arch-
itectural theory over architectural practice,
seems to logically presuppose the existence
of architecture as a natural phenomenon

before its cultural appearance.

The idea of the linear adaptation of architec-
ture through "theoretical operations . . . to
the needs of Western Social Formations,"
implies the identification of ideology as a
monolithic body. At this juncture one needs

to remember that since the reification of
architecture into an "object" and the
emergence of avant-garde, architecture has

always been divided between, on the one

hand, the projection of the bourgeois city, as

received as an objective value, and on the
other, the anticipation of "alternatives" in
order to sublimate conflicts within "utopian
forms." Indeed the very notion of avant-
garde has always been inseparable from the
dichotomy of this critical consciousness. As
Tafuri has written in his Progetto e [ltopia
(p. 7), "The formation of the architect as the
ideologist of the 'social,' the identification of
an adequate area of intervention within the
urban phenomena, the persuasive role of
form vis-i-vis the public and the autocritical
role of form vis-i-vis its own research, the
dialectics between the role of the architec-
tural object and the role of the urban
organization; these are the constants that
reeur within the 'dialeetics of Enlighten-
ment'."

Ever since the formation of the bourgeois
city, architectural production and its theory,

apart from reflecting the social structure,
have always presented themselves in dialec-
tical conflict with the dominant system. That
this conflict never attained a radical critique
of capitalism is related to the superstruc-
tural nature of art. Yet architectural for-
mulations, be they actual or theoretical, far
from always being functional to the interests
of the dominant classes, have in several in-
stances reached the point of self-destruction
through an expression of anxiety in the face
of contradictions that they cannot resolve.

The authors' intention to establish a "pro-
cess of production of knowledge as a

theoretical project which is aimed neither at
adapting architecture to the needs of the
social formations nor to maintaining the
architectural institution as we know it,"
brings us once again to Althusser's objection
to the reduction of the theory o.f sociaL to
thetng per se, as it is found in natural
sciences. In his Eeporl se d John Lea'is (pp.

55-7), Althusser states that only natural
sciences have a self-constituted object, a

beginning (problematic mutation and
epistemological break), and a history of
their own (as opposed to social history). In
this text, Althusser criticizes lhe theoretic
attitude of interpreting social phenomena as

though they were "natural" phenomena, and
argues that it is impossible to reduce Marx's
philosophical revolution to scientific revolu-
tion and hence to consider Capilal as the
theory o.l' ecortorttics. Marx's critique of the
capitalist economic laws and of the ideology
built into them is the way he constitutes his
philosophy o.l' historg. Althusser insists on

this clarification when he says in his in-
troduction to his book For Mam (p. 33),
that "By founding the theory of history
(historical materialism) Marx simulta-
neously broke with his erstwhile ideological
philosophy and established a new philosophy
(dialectical materialism). I am deliberately
using the traditionally accepted terminology
(historical materialism, dialectical material-
ism) to designate this double foundation in a
single break . . . . Of course, if the birth of a
new philosophy is simultaneous with the
foundation of a new science, and this science



is the science of history, a crucial theoretical
problem arises: by what necessity of princi-
ple should the foundation of the scientific
theory of history ipso.tactoimply a theoreti-
cal revolution in philosophy? This same cir-
cumstance also entails a considerable practi-
cal consequence: as the new philosophy was
only implicit in the new science it might be
tempted to cort.fuse itsel.l tt'ith it. The Ger-
tttan ldeology sanctions this confusion as it
reduces philosophy, as we noted, to a faint
shadow of science, if not to the empty gener-
ality of positivism."

Historical materialism distinguishes science
from ideology not by eliminating the latter
but by situating it in time and circumstance.
The production of knowledge, as posited by
the authors implies the attribution of a
"scientificity" to social theory, which ren-
ders it a "theory of knowledge." What is this
if not the elimination of the dimension ftislo-
ry from the social phenomenon? As Haber-
mas has written in Knou,ledge and Human
Interest (p. 63) "Materialist scientism only
reconfirms what absolute idealism had al-
ready accomplished: the elimination of
epistemology in favor of unchained univer-
sal scientific knowledge, but this time of
scientific materialism instead of absolute
knowledge."

The "de-ideologization" that the authors
aspire to in order to arrive at "theory in the
strict sense" appears as a double idealiza-
lion: on the one hand the assertion of archi-
tecture as a natu ral object outside the con-
text of the history of production (technology
and knowledge): on the other the elabora-
tion of a theory so that it frees itself at once
both from history and its own object, since it
posits itself in terms of "general laws."
"Naturality" and "ahistoricity" appear as
but two faces of the same coin. As Roland
Barthds has put it in Mytholoore.s.' "Myth is
against history. It achieves its own
mystification through dissimulating its ar-
tificiality in the guise of a pretended
naturality."

In this context, the "naturality" of a corpus

which exists in the external world and de-
mands a non-ideological method in order to
reveal itself, must ofnecessity correspond to
an ultimate rea1it.uy depending for its elucida-
tion on the self-realization of the positive
spirit. The real, as Bachelard says, is
nothing but the product of the objectivation
of thought in quest of the real. Therefore the
very notion of the "real," far from being a
self-evident concept, carries within it an il-
lusion of objectivity contingent upon the ex-
istence of an ertental, positite, rratural real.

Although one may readily agree with the
authors, that Western knowledge being
ideological, serves to perpetuate the
capitalist system, one cannot but fully un-
derstand their determination to represent
society as an undifferentiated overall struc-
ture, rather than as a field replete with the
antagonisms of class struggle, nor can one
accept their tendency to subsume under a
monolithic ideology that dialecticai process
which must of necessity generate numerous
ideologies as part of this struggle. The
authors seem to regard the world of ideology
as having its own autonomous principles of
intelligibility, and that this being so, the
history of ideas (philosophy) may be
reduced to science-

According to this, ideology, with its capacity
to reproduce itself as a self-determining
system for the creation of knowledge, can be
a product of its own elements without being
"committed" to the process of self-realiza-
tion of the society through production.
Since, in accordance with their argument,
"reality" in its objective illusion stands
apart from the realm of production, then
theory does not result from the process of
production (class struggle and technology),
nor does it emerge from a critique of these
proeesses. Rather theory produces itself on
its own behalf creating its own object, sub-
ject, and purpose; proceeding self-referen-
tially from abstract to abstract, verifying its
own thought on its own postulate. 'Any
abstract concept," says Althusser in his in-
troduction to the first volume of Capital
(French edition, p. 10), "provides knowledge

of reality by revealing its existence. Thus ll5
abstract coneept means a formula which is
apparently abstract, but which in fact is ter-
ribly concrete by virtue of the object it is de-
signating," and he continues, ,,basic concepts
exist in form of a system, and this is what
makes them a theory."

Any coherent system can be considered as a
model. The consistency of this model de-
pends upon the compatibility of its concep-
tual elements. It is not possible to develop a
model into a theory unless its conceptual ele-
ments have a concrete object. The produe-
tion of theory is conditional upon the ra-
tionality ol its cotnmitnrent to this object
(Bachelard) . The .l)r ircliori ality of theory in
respect of reaLity makes it neeessarily
ideological. It is only by establishing the
relation between science, ideology, theorg,
that a committed model can be initiated. The
elimination of any one of these elements
either leads to a divorce from reality, or
alternatively to positivist illusion about the
possibility of absoltrte kno**ledge, or finally
to the abandonment of theory for empiric-
isiri.

This divorce of theory from ideology is not
only contrary to historical materialism to
which the authors refer, but is also opposed
to scientific thought as conceived by the
philosophy of natural sciences. Bachelard in
his Engagenent Ration.aListe explains the
scientific impossibility of a neutral com-
prehension of nature; he states that,
"reality is nothing but the consequence of
what man does technically in order to
assimilate it. . . . Thus science has to be com-
mitted to the object of its study." His pro-
cedure in Epist|mologie rs Lo show that the
scientific revolution has generated an
epistemological break and that therefore a
"committed science" has no choice but to be
a philosophy and a history of science as well.

The concept "committed real" coordinated
by the three axis- science, theory,
ideology-places limits on the utopianism of
thought and defines the frontiers ofeclectic-
ism. The organization of thought in respect



116 of such limitations is the only guarantee of a
correct methodology, for without such
restrictions the hope for initiating
"epistemological break" will only end in the
creation of "epistemological obstacles."

From the article's diffuse schema in which
ideology is idealized by virtue of its divorce
from the object and from history, and theory
is isolated from all three through its self-
referential constitution; semiotics, liberated
from the dualism theory-ideology, suddenly
emerges to overcome "architectural
ideology" by assuming its role as a "general
theory of ideologies." At this point one has to
ask, firstly, in what field has it ever been
possible to use one theory as a model for pro-
ducing a second theory; and then, why semi-
otics and not anything else? In respect of
this, two urgent questions arise: first, can
one human activity be totally assimilated to
another, and second, does architecture lend
itself to semiological analysis?

Levi-Strauss in his response to the Gurvitch
criticism that his work reduces society to
language states, ". . between culture and
language there cannot be any correlations at
all, and there cannot be 100 percent correla-
tion either . . . . So the conclusion which
seems to me more likely is that some kind of
correlation exists between certain levels. . .

thus, and in varying degrees, these systems
[myth, ritual, kinshipl are amenabie to a

stmctural analysis which is analogous to
that applied to the system of language"
(Sirrrcturol Anthropology, p.84). The study
of architecture no less than any other area of
culture has long since been a legitimate field
for the application of linguistic tools. Fran-
coise Choay's urban analysis uses semiotic
tools, but the eity remains in her work at the

"specific level" and the instrumentality of
semiotics is respected. As she maintains:
"there is no question of systematic
transposition of concepts . . even less, the
constitution of a corptrs, and determination
of elements of pertinence."

While the authors correctly question the
transposition of semiotic concepts to archi-

tectural analysis, they go on to propose the
production of knowledge of architecture on

the basis of semiotic concepts. Here one is
brought to question the status of architec-
ture, since according to this thesis it itself
has to be invented, and while architecture
may be subsumed under Saussure's defini-
tion of serrriology, the presence of a logical
rule according to which message units are
structured one after the other (the
character of pertinence) has yet to be dem-
onstrated. A system of communication is not
necessarily a language nor do a number of
symbolic elements combined according to an

order necessarily constitute a system of
communication, unless the "criteria of perti-
nence" in the structure of its minimal
message unit is assured.

At this point one fails to understand how the
arbitrariness of the sign (Saussurian princi-
ple) offers to the authors a way by which to
produce a "theory of architecture." The
architectural object previously left un-
defined in their argument now gives place to
a tlteory o.f architeeture. Rather than leading
to the threshold of a theorg oJ architecture,
the Saussurian arbitrariness of the sign pri-
marily points towards the dependence of
sign on culture, for as Levi-Strauss says:
"The arbitrary character of sign is only pro-
visional. Once a sign has been created, its
function becomes explicit, as related, on the
one hand, to the biological structure of the
brain and on the other, to the aggregate of
other signs" (ibid., p. 94). It follows that if
there is no inherent "function" (or any other
meaning) to the sign, and the meaning is the
result of sign becorning social then a "theory
on" architecture could not possibly escape

its becoming social (ideological) as soon as it
is exteriorized and thereby could only be a

"theory of" architecture. Levi-Strauss
stresses the illusory character of "neutral"
attempts at an "absolute" understanding of
social phenomena, and by demonstrating the
correlation between the synchronic and the
dyachronic, he reveals the presence of the
historical axis in any social phenomenon.

tween the concept of production in Marx and
the architectural object seems for a moment
to redeem architecture from the
"naturality" attributed to it throughout the
article, their concluding project of ". . . an

abstract conceptual structure which ex-
plains the production of signification
which in turn will produce knowledge of con-
crete objects such as Western Architecture,"
only serves to convince the reader that arch-
itecture, in its substance and as an activity
has yet to be defined.

When all has been entered for the revelatory
promise of semiotic and architecture, there
remains the ever present testament of his-

tory, for as Tbfuri has written in Teoria e

Storia dell'architettura, (p. 51): "Today,
structuralism and semiology are at the
center of the debate, even in architectural
studies. We can immediately recognize their
positive contribution to the analysis of de-
sign; firstly because they meet the demand
for a scientific foundation and as we know
very well, in moments of anxiety and in-
security, objectivity is the prime need; sec-

ondly, because they postulate a systematic
understanding of the phenomena which ra-
tionalizes the poetics of anxiety and crisis
that have become, through consumption,
evasive and non-operative. As methods of
diagnosis, structuralism and semiology have
already demonstrated their efficiency, but
they have also revealed their dangers-the
ideologism concealed behind their apparent
suspension of ideology. Once again, the critic
is required to make his contribution, to
choose, to bring back into the orbit of a

solidly based historicism, the material of his
study."

Nasrine Faghih
Tehran, Iran

Even though the authors' comparison be-



One tnterest in atty replg to a critical letter
urhich indicates problerns and their possible
sol'utiorts could be i.l' the resultattt dialogue
had a productiw character, possibly leading
to the etpansion of' the theorctical problent
beittg discussed. Hou'et'er, a letter based on
gestures that ortly imitate a critical u:ork is
o.l. littLe btterest e:rcept i.l' it is taken as a
nreans to clariJy this distinction between
gestures and critical uork. Why do we saA
gestures and ttot taork? First, the ideas
tulttch are crittcized do not belong to our
argurttent. This intplies that the author o.f
the letter did rtot pefibrn the "u:ork oJ'read-
ing" required by the article. Second, the
quotations sttppLtrting the arguntent do not
.fbllou a logical sequence, but ratlter are
contposed in a collage in tthich contradic-
tory statentertts are nti:red u.ith incomplete
arg unrcnts, som et i n rcs e 

"* 
en .f'al s i.l y in g th e ir

original nteaning. This irttplies that the
otrthor did not perJbnn the "u:ork ot writ-
ing" a critique.

The problems on uhich the letter is based
cottld be grouped as J'ollows:

.1. lssires which uere supposedly not consid-
ered in the article, szrc& as the concepts o.l'
history and philosophy. The letter says that
irt our article "ttrchiteclure as an entity
apart, appears . . ds an actit:itu u:hose ob-
.ject may or mall not correLat,e to history."
Howeuer, the .fi.rst paragraph ol our article
ntakes cLear that the concepts used in our
general approach to the problettt o.l'theory
anrl ideology in architectur.e, are consistent
uith the historical nrutetialist opproach
to the science ol history as discussed bg
Althttsser. First, architecture is presented as
an tdeological practice, that is, as a particu-
lar aspect oJ'this ntore conrpler practice.
Second, it is de.fined as part o.l'a dontinant
ideology, as a "regi.on" oJ'this ideology; and
.finaLlg, it is also deJined in relatiott to the
h.istoricaL concept o.l' a mode of prodtLction.

The abote hist.orical .franrcwork is proposed
in the Jirst paragraph and Notes 1 and J ol'
ou.r articLe where ideology is seen as orrc o.f
the structural "in.stances" withirt the "ouer-

all structure" (structure globale rri
Altltusser's and Poulantzas's rcork) o.f the
c:apitalist ntode o.f productiort, u,hiclt nray be
analyzed in itsel.f as well os il ils relatiort-
ship u'ith econonric and political irtstances.
These are characterized by an trneqtral
det:elopntent u,ith irt di.llbrent tirrre jrantes.
Cortsequently each o.l' tlte aspects according
to its pLace and.ftrrtction in the ntatrit ntight
be analyzed through the concept o.l a history
o.l di.l.lerent tinre .f'ranres.

With respect to philosophy i.f u,e consider
that it represents "politics in the realn o.f
theorg" (Althusser) and not "the history o.f
ideas," the aim o.l' our tefi is to trace a
dentarcation line betu,eert theory and
ideology, bet u,een material istic and
idealistic riotioris, artd thus it should be con-
sidered essentially philosophtc crs opposed tct
theoretic irt its nature.

2. Issues concerning the notiorts o.l' theory
and tdeology. The letter sugoests that u,e do
not take into account the .fact that theory
"cottstitutes a leuel ol'the procluctiort itsel.f,"
euen thotrgh Note 2 o.l'our article indi.cates
that "there are olher .filnctions o.l architec-
ture artd desigtt theories to u,hich u'e do not
re.fbr irt this article, i.e., the theoru that has
the .function o.t' establishing a certain order-
i ttg o.l' desigrt operat iorts withi n arch itectural
practice." We bel ieue that this is a rirzsiril-
derstanding o.l'our arguntent about theory
as a practice in itsel.f'-theoreticnl practice
as a particular historical process o.f produc-
tion-uhich carr be opposed not to "prac-
tice" (repeating the ideoLogical opposttion
theorglpractice) but to ntany di.l.ferettt
historically detenrrirted practices, such as
any ideoLogical, technical or politica! prac-
ttces; a ntisunderstortding that seens to
det'elop Jronr a rnisinterpretation oj
Alth u s s er's th eoret i cal work.

Firstlg, his distirtction between the ob.ject o.l.
k.nowledge and the real ob.ject, ori iarl
deteloped in the last sectiort-o.l'our article.
The lettet. ttisinterprets otri' dlsclrssloa as
suying "architecture itsel.f'has to be in-
aented." What ue suggest irtstead. i.s that the

lheoretical ob.ject of'a sentiotic approach to Il7
orchitecttrre, as opposecl to archit.ecture as a
real object, has to be produced. Althttsser,
re.fbrrino to Mar;r's introductiort to the
Grundrisse "elenents o.t' politicaL econ-
ortry" points out the distirtction betu'een real
object, tfual is the concrete real, atd the ob-
ject of knowledge, cls seen as a product oJ'
knowledge. This disttnction re.lbrs not onlA
to both objects but ulso to their outtt processes
ol production. While tlte process oJ' produc-
tion oJ'the real ob.ject occurs "according to
the successit,e order o.l' historical genesis,"
the process of' production oJ' th.e object oJ'
knoruledge occurs within knowledge dnd ac-
eording to a dtffbrent order. Althttsser con-
tinues, "the categot'ies o.l'thought that
reproduce the real categrtries do not occttpy
the sante place assigned by the o.rder oJ'the
reaL historical genesis bttt . . . the places are
assigned according to their Jitnction within
the process o.f production oJ'knotuledge."

A.llrther distirtctiott should be rttade u,ithin
this process, says Althusser, according to the
tl e gree o.l' a b s tr a ct i o n oJ' t h e c o n c e pt s, b etw e e n

.fonttal-obstract ob.)ect.s and ntore cortcrete
concepts richer in theoretical deternrirta-
tions u'hich produce the knou,ledgle about the
concrcte-reaL ob.jects. The criticisnr o.l our
use o.f the e,tpression "theory irr a strict
sense" ignores the lact that this etpressiott is
used in Althusser's u'ork to identi.fy the dis-
c()urse ot Jbrtttal-abstract objects, i.e., thp
theory o.f the di.l.lerent ttodes o.l' productiott,
orte ol the highest degrees oj abstraction in
Marr's theoretieal discourse.

Il tae .fbLlo** this line oJ' reasorti.ttg we .find
that in Althusser's approach, theory itsel.f'is
th e result o.f a process o.f elaboration,
trans.forrrtation and trore generally o.l' pro-
ductiort and not the result o.l' "an ordering
process o.l'corrcepts" which is .just one oJ the
possible operatiotts .L,'ithin the process o.l'
productiort.

Theory rs nol a qtrestion o.l'"derit'irtg cort-
cepts Jront the sttrdy o.f speci.lic ob.jects,',
rather, as Mar:t' scrys, "it seents.fair to begin
.frottt the cottcrete and the real . . . b.ut . . . iJ'



118 we exantitle this uith ntore attention it
reueals [as] being .laLse. The concrete . . . ap-
pears within thotLght as a process ol sytt-
l/resis, as a result and not as a point of
departure" - in .fact the opposite o.l'"deriua'
tion .from speci.fic ob.jects."

Something slrtrilor to this mistLnderstattd-
ing andlor ignorance oJ'the concepts reJer-
ring to the theoretical object and process
happens with the concepts reJbrrittg to
i,deology mentioned aboae. The phrasa "the
rle-ideologization that the authors aspire to
in order to arriue at theory" irrdicates that
neither Copenticus's eranrple ttor the de.tini'
tion o.l'ideology as a strtLctttaL instance o.l'a
ntode o.l' producti.on were und'erstood. The
jiln,ction ofthe Copem,ican erantpLe is to il-
hLstrate diJJbrent m.oments in the corn,pLer

and perntanent reLationship between t.lteory
and. ideology both in history and itt its rela-
tion to politics ideology precedes artd suc-
ceeds science (theorg), their reLationship
being diJJ'erent in each o.l'these nronrents. The

ttoti,on that we are concerned with the

elimination or di.sappearance o.l' ideoLogy

can ottlu result agailt .front a ntisreading oJ'

our etantple oJ'the role of'absotption on the
part o.l' ideology o.l' theoretical concepts (i.e.,

the Church's .fight agaittst the Copentican
theoru). But aboue aLl, what has not been un,-

derstood is tlrc pLace we giue to ideoLogy as

one oftlte objecti.ue sttttcturaL instan'ces oJ'a
ntod,e oJ'prod.uction and tltereJore o.l' a con-
crete social Jbrmatiort (see Note 7 in our ar-
ticLd. This thesis inplies that a societg with
no ideologg, one oJ'its structttral instances,
is unthinkabLe.

3. Issues concerning the semiotic approach
in general and the semiotic approach to
arehitecture, in particular. The probLem in-
herent in this letter does not reside et'
ctusi,-eLy in its misinterpretation oJ'

ALthusser's conceptuaL work bttt with
th.eoretical produ,cti.on in general. This can
he seen in the question "in what JieLd ltas it
euer been possibLe to use one theory as a
ntod,el Jbr producing a second theory"? We

indicate as possible exantples the recent use

o.l'concepts belonging to the theory o.l'eyber'

ttetics irt linptistics by Chom skg, artd the use

oJ' contrrttr nications theory an d lirtguistics irr

genetic biology by Jacob and irr
anthropologg by Leti'Strattss. In our case

the "m itt,or" distance that separates
linguistics and seniotics (de Saussure attd
Barthi:9 seent.s to jttsti.f'y the .further ap-
plication o.l' this procedtte.

Finallg, with respect to the criticisnt directed
agahrct the particular setniotic approach oJ'

our article, the letter's deJinition oJ'seniotic
pertin.ence in arcltitecture cr,s giuen bg the

stntcturing oJ' "units o.l the message one

a.ller the other," maniJbsts n ntisunderstand-
ing o.l'basic sentiotic ttoti.ons. First, because
the notion ofsequence is a secondary issue
in. a practice which is mainly deueloped bt
space (two or three dimensionaL) as seen i.n

the work o|Eco, Marin, ond Damisch. Sec-
ond, with respect to the ttotions oJ'message
and trttit, at the present time, in the deuelop-
ntent o.l'senttotics, it tuottld seern that sttch

concepts should not be used without a

reJbrence to their originaL conceptuaL Jrame'
work .lbr two reasons: a) because nlessage

and wtit mean d,ifi'erent, t,h.i.ngs in d,iJJbrent

approaches su.ch as Eco, Barthis, Metz,
Leri-Strauss: and b) e'"-en the ternts
nrcssage attd unit haue been criticized by

Kristeua as being oJ'little theoretical 
"-aLtte.

l. Issues reLated to our u,se oJ' "arbitrari'
ness" as a theoretical cottstru,ct. As to the in-
troduction o.l' the notion qf' arbitrariness
within our article as related to the notions oJ.

sAstents oJ'signiJicatiotl - (ts opposed to cott'
nnrnication-and to the notion oJ'ualue, th.is

was done to demonstrate one possibLe means
oJ' auoiditr,g nLechanicaL transpositions oJ' a

notion .from linguistics or general semiotics
to the speciJic contert oJ'architecture, rather
than to "lead . . . to a theoru o.l'architecture."
Such ntechanical transposition can be seen

in the Letter in the transcription oJ' Leti-
Slronss's anthropological tert on arbitrari-
ness t,o the architecturaL context.

In the end this reply must ask two questiorts
su.ggested bg the kind oJ'problem we haue
just anaLyzed.

What is the contribution o.f this letter to
theory, that is, u,ith respect to uhat ue al-
ready know? Not only haue the concepts
deueLoped in our article not been und'erstood
but the reJbrences to tlte body ttf'theory ott

which they are grou,nd,ed cort.fuse the basi.c

principLes o.f that theory.

What is the contribtttion oJ such a letter to
the politicaL at'ena? It seems useLess .tor att
ideological struggLe, but rather it pLaces tlte
conteut oJ'this debate in a poLiticaL and eco-

nomical leuel. In this way the Letter com-
mits the same nistake, as orthodot Marx'
ism did in the thtrties, by negating the

possibility o.f an ideological stnLggle, re'
mainbry deJbnseless in Jront o.l' a rtsing
d,eu el opm ent o.l' J a s ci s nt, w h i c h d,em o n str ate s

itt an ertrente .lbrm the power o.f id,eoLogy.

Diana Agrest
Mario Gandelsottas



Diana Agrest and Mario Gandelsonas's arti-
cle, "Semiotics and Architecture" in Opposi-
tions 1 attempts to segregate ideology from
theory through some kind of "objective"
semiological analysis. The entire project
smacks of positivism, transforming what is
an intimate social and historical situation
into a highly technical scientific masquerade.
It seems that this is the ultimate "theoret-
ical blockade" for a type of critical formal-
ism which doesn't admit any ideology. Could
this be the "silent" architectural theory for
this age of consumption ? It seems inevitable
that the method of description one chooses
to apply is in fact part of a theoretical
system of explanation therefore being itself
some value judgement.

Carlos Brillembourg
New York, USA

At last, Oppositions 1 and ) are in Paris. Enattt

Still too eclectic: the criticism is too
unimaginative and alludes too much to a past
continually being brought back into fashion,
by this same criticism. Neither allowing
CIAM nor the Bauhaus to die; even less
Mies . . . why? Is there not enough material
for intelligent, intelligible, contemporary
criticism today? Yes, certainly, you have dis-
sected A.+PS.l Two monuments in one, but
whose gods are dead. Our friend Antoine
Grumbach, however, should be able to help
you in the fleld of criticism. Also, it would be
interesting, for once, to identify the archi-
tects each time thev are mentioned. One
would better understand their behavior and
therefore, perhaps architecture will appear
better linked to society.

And consider how architecture and urban-
ism alter or could alter the behavior of a
greater number.

I await Oppositiorts J, but Paris is far from
New York.

I'll see it shortly, I hope; congratulations
again and good luck.

Ionel Schein
Paris, France

The editors o.f OPPOSITIONS ond Sluart
Coh en pro.f'oun dl y regret the .fbllou,ing
t tisattri buti ort s th at occttrred i n
OPPOSITIONS 2 in the article "Physical
ConteillCult trral Con,text" by Stuart
Cohen.

In re.fbrence to GuiLd HotLse (Frtertds'
Housirtg.fbr the Elderly, Philadelphid, it
shottld haue been noted that Venturt &
Ratrch and Cope and Ltppincott were
associated architects. The Brightort Beach
Pro.ject was designed by Ven.tuti & Raueh
iri ossociolrort tith Frank Kauasaki. In
additiott, both GtLitd House and Brighton
Beach should ha,-e beert attributed to the

.tirur o.l Venturi & Rauch, not to Robert
Venturi alone. Again the ideas and
theortes qtLoted.lront Learning from Las
Yegas shou.ld haue been attributed to
Robert VetLturi and Denise Scott Brown,
rtot to Robert Vertturi alorte.
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Figure 1. Col in Rou:e.

Figure 2. Elaine Lustig Cohen and
Philip Johnson.

Figure 3. Ludtcig Gloeser attd Arth tl
I)rerle r.

Figure l. Peter Disenrrtqn introdtrcirrg
the Foruttr.
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Forum Under Glass

William Ellis

In May of this year, Opposilioris held its
first evening forum at The Institute for
Architecture and Urban Studies. It was a
gathering of the magazine's sponsors to
mark the appearance of its second is-sue and
was devoted to the rvork of Mies van der
Rohe. Because it promised to be the first in a
series of such evenings and because Mies's
historical reputation is undergoing what
could be called a bad period, it may have
been anticipated with both hope and
curiosity. In retrospect one irnagines to have
felt that it might produce expert analytical
opinion to counter certain negative intui-
ticrns about Mies's relative decline which an
architectural public might erroneousllr holcl.
The evening ultimately failed these expecta-
tions.

However, the fact that the forum took place
in a strange and uncomfortable physical set-
ting-the overcrowding, the extreme heat,
the inability of the panel to be heard, or even
seen, by an audience blinded by the glare of
the sun bouncing off a foil covered table-
none of this was necessarily basic to its
failures. Nor can the fault really be laid to a
panel without representation from Chicago
or without more practicing architects.
Arthur Drexler, Philip Johnson and Colin
Rowe, with Ludwig Glaeser, Director of the
Mies Archive at The Museum of Modern Art
serving as moderator, constitute about as
solid and well-meaning a group to be found
anywhere. Even the format, which did not
provide very well the promised setting for
intelligent discussion and debate on archi-
tecture, cannot be entirely to blame. If the
sponsors seemed uncomfortable in their ex-
pected role of participants rather than
listeners, the reason seemed to lie at a
deeper level, one affecting both panel and
sponsors.

The evening suggests the possibility that
what is often called the "problem of Mies"
may have deteriorated for the present into
what might be termed the "misfortune of
Miesl' And the forum probably erred by ig-
noring this turn of events. Certainly, some
such concensus seems to have been in the air,

with questions ranging from "What are we
doing here?" (.Iohn Hejduk), to others more
in the form of jokes than serious proposi-
tions.

The panel seemed to ignore important con-
siderations of both the early and the late
Mies which bear directly upon current
judgement of his work. The leading proposi-
tions advanced by Glaeser and the responses
by the panelists were kept mainly to a
period corresponding to Mies's early
maturity-the years roughly from 1923 to
19i11-and the examples kept mainly to
those that tied Mies most clearly to the
"spatial rer,olution" which characterizes the
High Heroic Period of European modernist
architecture. Thus much of the discussion
alluded to his particular contributions to
that spatial revolution: his elegant rendi-
tions of the separation of the functions-
structure and screening.

Within this, Rowe reminded us of several
important essentials of that period: that the
Zeitgeist and-or versus-Rationalism can
be taken as its essence; that it was generally
held by the early modernists that it would be
necessary only to begin in terms of a Spirit
of the Age, antl then things could proceed on
their own; that the free plan somehow
emerged as the symbol of these sentiments,
and in retrospect, appears to be "the only
thing really new in modern architecture."
Finally, and importantly, that that symbol
"is a beauliful thing that is almost useless."
Neither a technical necessity nor a func-
tional inevitability, it was devised, as Drex-
ler said, "for wholly conceptual purposes."

These observations, which came early in the
evening, allude to but do not disclose the
probable source of whatever disenchant-
ment presentlv surrounds the work of Mies.
By some he is held responsible for his early
paradigms of International Style space and
by others for his later reversion to a
neoclassical option. Still others seem to
blame him for both. But everyone in a way
seems to blame him, more than the other
Heroic architects, for stubbornly attempting

to actually build-in his own fashion-what l2l
the Heroic Period itself was prudent enough
only to promise; a heroic act in itself, but
perhaps tragic in its imprudence. Thus, since
his heyday in the forties and fifties, notwith-
standing his subsequent holdout at Chicago
Circle, his historical fortunes have experi-
enced a precipitous decline that appears in-
evitable after the fact but nonetheless em-
barrassingly swift and drastic. Unlike Le
Corbusier, Mies's post-World War II career
was an extension of the polemic of the early
Modern movement rather than a critiqul
which implied any new directions. As such it
can appear to be faintly retrograde and anti-
climactic. However he may be posthumously
carrying on through a reflex popularization
by his largely unconscious following of gen-
eral practitioners, his disciples in architec-
tural academia have diminished. They have
been replaced in part by those seeking to
question the initial intentions and assump-
tions of the Modern movement, to which
Mies can be said to have made such forma-
tive and apparently committed contribu-
tions.

Aside from problems of its format, the prob-
lem with the forum is that it chose not to ad-
dress the complexities of our present judge-
ment of Mies in terms of the difference be-
tween the early promise of the Modern move-
ment and the deflation of expectation that
occurs when confronted with the examples
representing its "fulfillment." Things have
not "proceeded very well" on their own; Ra-
tionalism alone has not fulfilled the
Zeitgeist. Perhaps, perceiving the Modern
movement to have already passed, future
forums will be more interested in searching
for alternatives to enliven its lame results in
the U.S.A. To do this they must attempt to
make useful conneetions between Heroes
and our present condition. And while this
may be easier to demand than to provide, it
nevertheless seems a reasonable goal for
such occasions.

Figure Credits
Figures 1-4. Photographs by Gini Alhadeff.
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